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THOMAS NELSON

Children of the Stars
Mario Escobar
Markup Tags:
Simultaneous ITPE

Simultaneous ITPE:
(9780785235170, Paperback,
$22.99)

:

Summary
From international bestseller Mario Escobar comes a story of escape, sacrifice,
and hope amid the perils of the second World War.

Thomas Nelson
9780785234791
Ship Date: 1/29/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

Jacob and Moses Stein live with their aunt in Paris until the great raid against foreign
Jews is unleashed in August 1942. Their parents, well-known German playwrights,
have been hiding in France, but before their aunt manages to send them south, the
gendarmes stop the boys and take them to the Velodromo de Invierno, where more
than 4,000 children, 5,000 women, and 3,000 men had to subsist without food or
water. Jacob and Moses manage to flee, but the road will not be safe or easy. This
novel by internationally bestselling author Mario Escobar follows two brave young
Jewish boys as they seek refuge in the French town of Le-Chambon-sur-Lignon and
eventually Argentina.

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction / Historical
FIC014050
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
6.1 in | 9.3 in
Related Products
Audio
9780785232995 - $31.00
Audio
Ebooks
9780785233008 - $11.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780785219958 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
Lilac Girls

Kelly, Martha Hall Large Print Press

The German Girl
The Tattooist of
Auschwitz

Morris, Heather

Auschwitz Lullaby

Escobar, Mario

3/7/2017

9781432839918
1432839918

Paperback

Fiction

Correa, Armando Washington Square
9781501121234 $22.00
8/8/2017
Lucas
Press
1501121235
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Harper Paperbacks 9/4/2018

9780062797155 $21.00
0062797158
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Thomas Nelson

9780785219958 $19.99
0785219951
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

8/7/2018

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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THOMAS NELSON

The Socialite
J'nell Ciesielski
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
Glamour, treachery, and espionage collide when an English socialite rushes to
save her sister from the Nazis.
As the daughter of Sir Alfred Whitford, Kat has a certain set of responsibilities. But
chasing her wayward sister, Ellie, to Nazi-occupied Paris was never supposed to be
one of them. Now accustomed to the luxurious lifestyle that her Nazi boyfriend
provides, Ellie has no intention of going back to the shackled life their parents dictate
for them-but Kat will stop at nothing to bring her sister home.

Thomas Nelson
9780785233527
Ship Date: 3/18/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Historical
FIC014050
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785233541 - $8.99
Ebook

Arrested for simply trying to defend himself against a drunken bully, Barrett Anderson
is given the option of going to jail or serving out his sentence by training Resistance
fighters in Paris. A bar owner serves as the perfect disguise to entertain Nazis at night
while training fighters right below their jackboots during the day. Being assigned to
watch over two English debutantes is the last thing he needs, but a payout from their
father is too tempting to resist. Can Barrett and Kat trust each other long enough to
survive, or will their hearts prove more traitorous than the dangers waitin...

Contributor Bio
With a passion for heart-stopping adventure and sweeping love stories, J'nell
Ciesielski weaves fresh takes into romances of times gone by. When not creating
dashing heroes and daring heroines, she can be found dreaming of Scotland,
indulging in chocolate of any kind, or watching old black and white movies. Winner of
the Romance Through the Ages Award and the Maggie Award, she is a Florida native
...

Audio
9780785233558 - $31.00
Audio

Comp Titles
The Songbird and
the Spy

Ciesielski,
J'Nell

Smitten Historical
Romance

2/19/2019

9781946016799
1946016799

High as the
Heavens

Breslin, Kate

Bethany House
Publishers

6/6/2017

9780764217814 $19.99
076421781X
CAD

Among the Poppies

Ciesielski,
J'Nell

Smitten Historical
Romance

6/11/2018

9781946016485
1946016489

Goodnight from
London

Robson,
Jennifer

William Morrow
Paperbacks

5/2/2017

The Designer

Gabriel,
Marius

Lake Union
Publishing

10/1/2017

Paperback

Fiction

9780062389855 $19.99
0062389858
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

9781612185811
1612185819

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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THOMAS NELSON

One Little Lie
Colleen Coble
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
Book one in a gripping new series from USA TODAY bestselling romantic
suspense author Colleen Coble.
When Jane Hardy is appointed interim sheriff in Pelican Harbor, Alabama, after her
father retires, there's no time for an adjustment period. He is arrested for theft and
then implicated in a recent murder, and Jane quickly realizes she's facing someone
out to destroy her father.
They escaped from a cult fifteen years ago, and Jane has searched relentlessly for her
mother-who refused to leave-ever since. Could someone from that horrible past have
found them?
Thomas Nelson
9780785228462
Ship Date: 2/5/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

Reid Bechtol is a well-known journalist who makes documentaries, and his sights are
currently set on covering Jane's career. Jane has little interest in the attention, but
the committee who appointed her loves the idea of the publicity.

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction / Christian
FIC042060
Series: The Pelican Harbor Series
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Other Formats
9780785228448 - $21.00
Other_Format
Previous Titles
9780718085902 - $33.50
Backlist
9780718085865 - $33.50
Backlist
9780718085827 - $31.00
Backlist

Jane finds herself depending on Reid's calm manner as he follows her around taping
his documentary, and they begin working together to clear her father. But Reid has
his own secrets from the past, and the gulf between them may be impossible to
cross.
It started with one little lie. But Jane Hardy will do...

Contributor Bio
Colleen Coble is a USA TODAY bestselling author and RITA finalist best known for her
coastal romantic suspense novels, including The Inn at Ocean's Edge, Twilight at
Blueberry Barrens, and the Lavender Tides, Sunset Cove, Hope Beach, and Rock
Harbor series. Connect with Colleen online at colleencoble.com; Instagram:
colleencoble; Facebook: colleencoblebooks; Twitter: @colleencoble.

Comp Titles
Strands of Truth

Coble, Colleen

Thomas
Nelson

9/10/2019

9780718085902 $33.50
0718085906
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Fiction

If I Live

Blackstock,
Terri

Zondervan

3/6/2018

9780310332558 $31.00
0310332559
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Strands of Truth

Coble, Colleen

Thomas
Nelson

9/10/2019

9780718085889 $21.00
0718085884
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

If I'm Found

Blackstock,
Terri

Zondervan

3/21/2017

9780310332497 $31.00
0310332494
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Fiction

Secrets at Cedar
Cabin

Coble, Colleen

Thomas
Nelson

1/22/2019

9780718085865 $33.50
0718085868
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Fiction

Denton,

Thomas

9780785225225 $33.50

Hardcover with

Glory Road
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3/19/2019

Fiction

THOMAS NELSON

Flight Risk
Cara C. Putman
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
ECPA bestseller Cara Putman returns with a fast-paced romantic suspense that
is ripped from the headlines.
Savannah Daniels has worked hard to establish a small law practice, and her early
career gambles have paid off with a life that she loves.
Jett Mason Glover has almost reached the pinnacle of the journalism ladder in
Washington, DC. He just needs one breakout story to seal his destiny.

Thomas Nelson
9780785233275
Ship Date: 3/11/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Christian
FIC042060
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785233213 - $8.99
Ebook

When a plane crashes into the 14th Street Bridge during take-off from Reagan
National, everyone thinks it's a freak accident-until the passenger list is released and
the black box is compromised. Savannah does not expect to be connected to the
crash until she learns her ex-husband was piloting the plane. She must manage his
estate while his name is under a fog of accusations leveled by a journalist named Jett
who now claims he wants to help Savannah find the truth. As the threads untangle,
Savannah begins to question what she knows and whether she'll survive the
investigation. Maybe she's as deceived as everyone else, but someone believes she's
closer to the truth than she is. And that belief may just kill...

Contributor Bio
Cara Putman is the author of more than twenty-five legal thrillers, historical
romances, and romantic suspense novels. She has won or been a finalist for honors
including the ACFW Book of the Year and the Christian Retailing's BEST Award. Cara
graduated high school at sixteen, college at twenty, completed her law degree at
twenty-seven, and recently received her MBA. She is a practicing attorney, ...

Audio
9780785233329 - $31.00
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785217916 - $19.99
Backlist
9780718083489 - $19.99
Backlist
9780718083472 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
Imperfect Justice

Putman, Cara
Thomas Nelson
C.

12/5/2017

9780718083489 $19.99
0718083482
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Called to Protect

Eason,
Lynette

7/31/2018

9780800727031 $19.99
0800727037
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Delayed Justice

Putman, Cara
Thomas Nelson
C.

9/18/2018

9780785217916 $19.99
0785217916
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Dead Drift

Pettrey, Dani

Bethany House
Publishers

7/3/2018

9780764212970 $19.99
0764212974
CAD

Paperback Fiction

The View from
Rainshadow 8/30
Bay

Coble,
Colleen

Thomas Nelson

1/23/2018

9780718085766 $19.99
0718085760
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Revell

4

THOMAS NELSON

Masquerade at Middlecrest Abbey
Abigail Wilson
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
Award-winning author Abigail Wilson returns to Regency England with another
tale of murder, mystery, and romance.
When the widowed Lord Torrington agreed to spy for the crown, he never planned to
impersonate a highwayman, let alone rob the wrong carriage. Stranded on the road
with an unconscious young woman, he is forced to propose marriage to protect his
identity, as well as his dangerous mission.

Thomas Nelson
9780785233077
Ship Date: 4/29/2020
$19.99 Can.
Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Romance
FIC027070
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks

Trapped by not only the duty to her country but her limited options, Miss Elizabeth
Cantrell and her illegitimate son are whisked away to Middlecrest Abbey by none
other than the elder brother of her son's absent father. She is met by Torrington's
three beautiful grown daughters, a vicious murderer, and an urgent hunt for the
missing intelligence that could turn the war with France. Afraid of what Lord
Torrington might do if he learns of her son's true identity, Elizabeth must remain one
step ahead of her fragile heart, her uncertain future, and the relentless mystery
person bent on her new family's ruin.

Contributor Bio
Abigail Wilson combines her passion for Regency England with intrigue and adventure
to pen historical mysteries with a heart. A registered nurse, chai tea addict, and
mother of two crazy kids, Abigail fills her spare time hiking the national parks,
attending her daughter's gymnastic meets, and curling up with a great book. In 2017,
Abigail won WisRWA's Fab Five contest and in 2016, ACFW's First Im...

9780785232964 - $15.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785233015 - $32.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785224129 - $19.99
Backlist
9780785223665 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
Midnight on the River
Grey

Wilson, Abigail Thomas Nelson

7/2/2019

9780785224129 $19.99
0785224122
CAD

Paperback Fiction

The Governess of
Penwythe Hall

Ladd, Sarah E. Thomas Nelson

4/16/2019

9780785223160 $19.99
0785223169
CAD

Paperback Fiction

A Treacherous Curse

Raybourn,
Deanna

Berkley

1/16/2018

9780451476173 $35.00
0451476174
CAD

Hardcover Fiction

The Bride of Ivy Green

Klassen, Julie

Bethany House
Publishers

12/4/2018

9780764218170 $19.99
0764218174
CAD

Paperback Fiction

In the Shadow of Croft
Towers

Wilson, Abigail Thomas Nelson

1/15/2019

9780785223665 $19.99
0785223665
CAD

Paperback Fiction

8/30
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THOMAS NELSON

The Fifth Avenue Story Society
Rachel Hauck
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress comes a
captivating new novel about the healing power of story, community, and love.
Executive assistant Lexa Prescott is trying to find her way after a devastating divorce.
She's not prepared to come face-to-face with her ex as he assumes leadership of the
place she feels safest--the Fifth Avenue Story Society. Professor Jett Wilder has plans
for his life. They don't include a Monday night story society at an old library, but his
university department chair has other ideas.

Thomas Nelson
9780785216674
Ship Date: 1/8/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction / Christian
FIC042040
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Other Formats
9780310350927 - $19.99
Other_Format

This Story Society isn't about writing. It's about the lives of the people sitting in the
chairs. All the members of the Story Society are broken, and they've found
community in sharing their stories with one another. With the arrival of Jett, things
begin to shift, and the Society members must confront the secrets they wish they
didn't have to tell anyone.
Circumstances continue to throw Jett and Lexa together, and both are forced to
reexamine the disintegration of the love they once shared. For it to have another
chance, they'll have to find the courage to tell their stories honestly, no matter wha...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Hauck is the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA TODAY bestselling
author of The Wedding Dress, which was also named Inspirational Novel of the Year
by Romantic Times and was a RITA finalist. Rachel lives in central Florida with her
husband and pet and writes from her ivory tower. Visit her online at
RachelHauck.com; Facebook: RachelHauck; Twitter: @RachelHauck; Instagram:
@rachelh...

Previous Titles
9780785216643 - $33.50
Backlist
9780785216681 - $31.00
Backlist
9780310351276 - $31.00
Backlist

Comp Titles
The Memory
House

Hauck, Rachel

Hearts in
Harmony

Wiseman, Beth Zondervan

The Love Letter Hauck, Rachel

Thomas
Nelson

4/2/2019

9780785216643 $33.50
0785216642
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

Fiction

3/12/2019

9780310098829 $33.50
0310098823
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

Fiction

Thomas
Nelson

6/12/2018

9780785216681 $31.00
0785216685
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

Fiction

With this Pledge

Alexander,
Tamera

Thomas
Nelson

1/8/2019

9780718081850 $33.50
0718081854
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

Fiction

The Writing
Desk

Hauck, Rachel

Zondervan

7/11/2017

9780310341598 $19.99
0310341590
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Thomas
Nelson

11/6/20186

9780718083816 $33.50
0718083814
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

Fiction

8/30 Whitlow, Robert
Chosen People

THOMAS NELSON

Carolina Breeze
Denise Hunter
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
From the bestselling author of The Convenient Groom and A December Bride
(now beloved Hallmark Original movies) comes the second novel in the
Bluebell Inn series!
Following the sudden death of his parents, Levi Bennett left his life in Denver to
return to his hometown of Bluebell, North Carolina. There he has two critical jobs:
take care of his younger sisters and turn the Bluebell Inn-their parents' retirement
dream-into a success. And things are not going well on either front. Grace is dragging
her feet on her college applications, Molly is rushing headlong into another serious
relationship, and the inn . . . Well, it's not doing half as well as Levi has led his sisters
to believe.
Thomas Nelson
9780785222774
Ship Date: 4/22/2020
$19.99 Can.
Paperback
320 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Christian
FIC042040
Series: A Bluebell Inn Romance
Format Description: Softcover

Following a public breakup with her fiancé, rising star Mia Emerson has finally scored
the role of her career. But when a scandal arises, falsely casting her as "the other
woman" to one of Hollywood's leading married men, Mia flees to Bluebell-the location
of her would-be honeymoon-to lick her wounds.
Mia and Levi have seemingly few things in common. But when they discover that an
old heirloom necklace is hidden somewhere in the inn, the search draws them
together . ....

Contributor Bio

5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785222781 - $8.99
Ebook
Audio

Denise Hunter is the internationally published bestselling author of more than 25
books, including A December Bride and The Convenient Groom, which have been
adapted into original Hallmark Channel movies. She has won The Holt Medallion
Award, The Reader's Choice Award, The Carol Award, The Foreword Book of the Year
Award, and is a RITA finalist. When Denise isn't orchestrating love lives on the wr...

9780785222798 - $31.00
Audio
Also Available
9780785222729 - $19.99
Also_Available
Previous Titles
9780785222705 - $19.99
Backlist
9780718090548 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
Lake Season

Hunter, Denise Thomas Nelson

11/12/2019

9780785222729 $19.99
0785222723
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Who I Am with
You

Hatcher, Robin
Thomas Nelson
Lee

12/11/2018

9780785219262 $19.99
0785219269
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Summer by the
Tides

Hunter, Denise Thomas Nelson

5/21/2019

9780785222705 $19.99
0785222707
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

On Second
8/30
Thought

Higgins,
Kristan

1/31/2017

9780373789252 $18.99
0373789254
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

HQN
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THOMAS NELSON

The Water Keeper
Charles Martin

Summary
From New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Charles Martin comes
a tender and compelling new story about the memories that haunt us all.
Murphy Shepherd is a retired priest, living alone on an island, and tending the
grounds for a church with no parishioners. But when his best friend dies and asks
that Murph scatter his ashes at the end of the world, Murph lashes the ashes to the
front of his boat and heads south down the Intracoastal waterway.
Along the way, his path intersects with a dance instructor named Summer who is
searching for her daughter. It doesn't take Murph long to realize that Summer's
search is even more dire than they knew, and that her daughter has been abducted
into the world of trafficking.
As they search for Angel, they also discover a stowaway. And it's no coincidence the
stowaway chose his boat. There's more to Murph than it first seems, but agonizing
memories have long compelled him to keep the truth hidden.

Thomas Nelson
9780785230915
Ship Date: 4/8/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction / Southern
FIC074000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

At once a tender love story and a heartrending search for freedom, The Water Keeper
reminds us that not everyone who dies is really dead.

Contributor Bio
Charles Martin is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of thirteen
novels. He and his wife, Christy, live in Jacksonville, Florida.

6.1 in | 9.3 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785230922 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785230939 - $31.00
Audio
Previous Titles
9780718084745 - $31.99
Backlist
9780718084714 - $31.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
Send Down the Rain

Martin,
Charles

The Mountain Between Martin,
Us (Movie Tie-In)
Charles

Thomas Nelson 5/8/2018

9780718084745 $31.99
0718084748
CAD

Hardcover

Broadway
Books

8/15/2017

9781524762476 $22.00
1524762474
CAD

Trade Paperback Fiction

Fiction

Long Way Gone

Martin,
Charles

Thomas Nelson 10/4/2016

9780718084714 $31.99
0718084713
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Fiction

Every Breath

Sparks,
Nicholas

Grand Central
Publishing

10/16/2018

9781538728529 $36.50
1538728524
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

The Forgotten Road

Evans,
Simon &
Richard Paul Schuster

5/1/2018

9781501111792 $26.99
1501111795
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

8/30
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THOMAS NELSON

The Joy of Falling
Lindsay Harrel
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
Lindsay Harrel presents a powerful story of heartbreak, healing, and what it
means to be truly alive.
Over a year ago, thrill-seeking brothers Wesley and Brent Jamison died in a scuba
diving accident, leaving behind their wives, Angela and Eva. While Angela focuses on
surviving and taking care of her three children, barely making ends meet, Eva quits
working and begins to lose herself in the process of grieving. Life as they knew it
seems to be over, and neither can figure out how to move forward.
But then Eva discovers that their husbands registered for a seven-day ultra-marathon
in gorgeous New Zealand before they died, and the race is happening in four months.
She convinces a reluctant Angela to compete with her in Wes and Brent's place as a
way to honor their husbands. Running the race of a lifetime just might be the perfect
way to come to terms with their husbands' deaths-and with the way they lived.

Thomas Nelson
9780785230007
Ship Date: 3/18/2020
$19.99 Can.
Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Christian
FIC042040
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Audio
9780785230014 - $31.00
Audio

With every step they take along the journey, the women are forced to choose
between healing and heartbreak, and they must learn to embrace the grief that
brought them here in the first ...

Contributor Bio
Lindsay Harrel is a lifelong book nerd who lives in Arizona with her young family and
two golden retrievers in serious need of training. She's held a variety of writing and
editing jobs over the years and now juggles stay-at-home mommyhood with writing
novels. When she's not writing or chasing after her children, Lindsay enjoys making a
fool of herself at Zumba, curling up with anything by Jane Au...

Ebooks
9780785230021 - $15.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780718075729 - $19.99
Backlist
9780718075705 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
The Secrets of Paper Harrel,
and Ink
Lindsay

Thomas Nelson

2/26/2019

9780718075729 $19.99
0718075722
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Women in Sunlight

Mayes,
Frances

Broadway Books

3/5/2019

9780451497673 $23.00
0451497678
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Heart Between
Us

Harrel,
Lindsay

Thomas Nelson

3/13/2018

9780718075705 $19.99
0718075706
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Close to You

Isaac, Kara

Howard Books

4/26/2016

9781501117329 $19.99
1501117327
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Winter in Paradise

Hilderbrand,
Elin

Little, Brown and
Company

10/9/2018

9780316435505 $18.99
0316435503
CAD

E-Book

Fiction

8/30
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THOMAS NELSON

Of Literature and Lattes
Katherine Reay
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
In the small town of Winsome, Illinois, two people discover the confusing,
complex, and beautiful nature of friendship.
After her Silicon Valley start-up shuts down, Alyssa Harrison returns to Winsome,
Illinois, to regroup and then move on. Yet as friends and family welcome her back,
she begins to envision a future in this small Midwestern community. When another
setback lands Alyssa back at home with her estranged mother, Janet, Alyssa is forced
to confront her past, the lens through which she remembers it, and the people she
has hurt along the way.

Thomas Nelson
9780785222040
Ship Date: 4/15/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Christian
FIC042040
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785222057 - $16.99
Ebook

Certain of a cool welcome in Winsome, newcomer Curtis Miller buys the town's coffee
shop to be near his daughter. Though he keeps his focus on his daughter and his
work, he finds himself drawn to Alyssa Harrison. When he asks for her help in making
his shop more appealing to the community, he wonders if something is growing
between them-until Alyssa betrays him. Now caught in a legal battle for his daughter
and another battle for his shop and reputation, Curtis doesn't know whom to trust.
Loyalty and faith are tested as Alyssa and Curtis learn how to truly sh...

Contributor Bio
Katherine Reay is the national bestselling and award-winning author of Dear Mr.
Knightley, Lizzy and Jane, The Brontë Plot, A Portrait of Emily Price, The Austen
Escape, and The Printed Letter Bookshop. All Katherine's novels are contemporary
stories with a bit of classical flair. Katherine holds a BA and MS from Northwestern
University, graduating Phi Beta Kappa, and isa wife, mother, former mark...

Audio
9780785222064 - $32.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785222002 - $21.00
Backlist
9780718078096 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
The Printed Letter
Bookshop

Reay, Katherine Thomas Nelson

5/14/2019

9780785222002 $21.00
0785222006
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

William Morrow
Paperbacks

6/27/2017

9780062662972 $19.99
006266297X
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

The Austen Escape

Reay, Katherine Thomas Nelson

11/7/2017

9780718078096 $19.99
0718078098
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

By the Book

Sonneborn,
Julia

2/6/2018

9781501175183 $22.00
1501175181
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Weekenders

Andrews, Mary
St. Martin's Griffin
Kay

5/2/2017

9781250065964 $23.99
1250065968
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

The Cafe by the Sea Colgan, Jenny

8/30

Gallery Books
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HARPER INSPIRE

The Swords of Silence
Book 1: The Swords of Fire Trilogy
Shaun Curry
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
Honor. Betrayal, Survival.
Japan 1620: Joaquim Martinez, a gifted martial artist, left Portugal for a quiet life.
Years of harboring an unforgivable secret from his past have taken their toll on him.
In Hinzen Province, Japan, he wants nothing more than anonymity. Unfortunately,
that's impossible.
When the country's military dictator - the Shogun - outlaws Martinez's religion, his
and the villagers' lives are thrown into turmoil.
Where once new ideas and beliefs had been accepted - with European Jesuits
welcoming more than 100,000 converts into the Catholic faith - now the nation is
shutting itself off from outside influences. The odds are stacked even higher when
those who won't recant or accept banishment face a sentence of death.

Harper Inspire
9780310101307
Ship Date: 1/29/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Fiction / Historical
FIC014010
Series: The Swords of Fire Trilogy
Format Description: Softcover
5.1 in | 7.8 in

With the threat of a massacre looming, and the Shogun's Samurai closing in, Father
Martinez must decide if he's willing to risk everything for the villagers he's come to
think of as family.
Based on actual historical events, this vivid, non-stop action adventure is a glimpse
into the wor...

Contributor Bio

Related Products
Ebooks
9780310101277 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310101369 - $32.99
Audio

Fascinated by Japan from an early age, Shaun Curry went on to study and work in
Tokyo, where he developed a passion for the country, its culture and history.
An avid collector of rare books, maps and artefacts, he has spent more than ten years
researching in the Papal Archives in Rome, the British Library in London, and the New
York Public library, amassing the wealth of knowledge that enriches his...

Comp Titles
War of the Wolf

Cornwell,
Bernard

Harper
Paperbacks

10/1/2019

9780062563187
0062563181

Paperback

Fiction

The Great
Passage

Miura, Shion

AmazonCrossing

6/1/2017

9781477823071
1477823077

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Tai-Pan

Clavell, James

Delta

5/19/2009

9780385343251 $24.00
0385343256
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Shogun

Clavell, James

Delta

5/19/2009

9780385343244 $27.00
0385343248
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Cloud of
Sparrows

Matsuoka,
Takashi

Dell

8/26/2003

9780440240853 $11.99
0440240859
CAD

Mass Market

Fiction
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THOMAS NELSON

Interview with the Antichrist
Jeff Kinley
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
To whom it may concern: This is my personal record of the events of
2030-2037. The world is in chaos and if you're reading this, it means you've
survived. Good luck. - Julien
The story you are about to read is told from the perspective of Julien, a young
journalist in close proximity to a person the Bible calls the "Beast." Julien will give us
a window into the character of Antichrist and how our last days could unfold according
to Scripture's ultimate plot. This imagined prophetic narrative will also reveal how this
coming prince may alter reality and impact humankind-and eventually transform into
the most malevolent human in history.

Thomas Nelson
9780785229834
Ship Date: 1/15/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Christian
FIC042080
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

But what can be known about this man? What does the Bible actually say about this
nefarious individual? How close are we to his unveiling?
More than a suspenseful mystery, however, this speculative account will arouse your
prophetic curiosity, whetting your appetite for more information, more solid biblical
food on the subject. And you'll find that in the last section of the book.
Your imagination and curiosity will soar in this raw, rugged, often shocking account of
the rise of Antichrist.
He is real, my friend. And he is coming...

Related Products
Ebooks
9780785229841 - $15.99
Ebook
Audio

Contributor Bio
Jeff Kinley is the president of Main Thing Ministries, an organization whose mission is
to deepen teenagers, strengthening them to become life-long people of spiritual
influence. He lives in Little Rock , Arkansas, with his wife, Beverly, and three sons.

9780785229858 - $23.99
Audio

Comp Titles
The Coming Apostasy

Hitchcock,
Mark

Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc.

3/7/2017

9781496414076 Trade
1496414071
Paperback

Religion

Uncovering the Secrets of
Bible Prophecy

Kinley, Jeff

Harvest House
Publishers

11/6/2018

9780736974882
0736974881

Religion
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ZONDERVAN

A Beautiful Arrangement
Beth Wiseman
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
The third and final novel in the Amish Journeys series by bestselling author
Beth Wiseman.
Lydia and Samuel Bontrager weren't planning to get married, and they certainly
weren't prepared when Lydia became pregnant at only seventeen. But they did the
right thing-according to the Ordnung and their forceful parents-and wed shortly after
finding out Lydia was with child.
Now, they are raising their six-month-old daughter, Mattie, and living as husband and
wife. Resentful at being pushed into marriage, both Lydia and Samuel are unhappy
and have fallen into a mundane routine that includes love for their daughter but not
for each other. As they watch their young friends date and fall in love, they find
themselves wishing they could experience the courtship they've missed out on.

Zondervan
9780310360926
Ship Date: 3/11/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Amish Journey Novel
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products

Can Lydia and Samuel find romance and love within their marriage of convenience?
Or is too much awkwardness and resentment causing them to settle for less than a
marriage can and should be?

Contributor Bio
Bestselling and award-winning author Beth Wiseman has sold over two million books.
She is the recipient of the coveted Holt Medallion, a two-time Carol Award winner, and
has won the Inspirational Reader's Choice Award three times. Her books have been on
various bestseller lists, including CBD, CBA, ECPA, and Publishers Weekly. Beth and
her husband are empty nesters enjoying country life in south c...

Other Formats
9780310357179 - $19.99
Other_Format
Previous Titles
9780310359678 - $33.50
Backlist
9780310098829 - $33.50
Backlist

Comp Titles
Hearts in Harmony

Wiseman,
Beth

Zondervan

3/12/2019

9780310098829 $33.50
0310098823
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

The Memory House

Hauck,
Rachel

Thomas
Nelson

4/2/2019

9780785216643 $33.50
0785216642
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

Hearts in Harmony

Wiseman,
Beth

Zondervan

3/12/2019

9780529105400 $19.99
0529105403
CAD

Paperback

The Bake Shop

Clipston,
Amy

Zondervan

11/5/2019

9780310098836 $33.50
0310098831
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

Listening to Love

Wiseman,
Beth

Zondervan

9/3/2019

9780310359678 $33.50
0310359678
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

The House at
Saltwater Point
8/30

Coble,
Colleen

Thomas
Nelson

7/3/2018

9780718085827 $31.00
CAD
13 0718085825
9780529118714 $19.99

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

Wiseman,

Fiction

ZONDERVAN

The Farm Stand
Amy Clipston
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
Experience some sweet, garden-fresh romance in the next installment of Amy
Clipston's Amish Marketplace series.
Salina Petersheim runs her own booth at the Amish market, where she's known for
having the freshest and most delicious produce in the area. Her father is the bishop
of her church district, and her brother is a deacon. They are a very close family, yet
sometimes she tires of being compared to her older brother, Neil, who is married and
has two children. She also feels the pressure of having to be the perfect daughter for
her parents.

Zondervan
9780310361480
Ship Date: 4/8/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Amish Marketplace Novel
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Other Formats

Salina has been dating Josiah for almost a year now, but he feels more like a friend
than a boyfriend. Her parents approve of Josiah, who is a hardworking roofer. He's
handsome and easy to talk to, but he just doesn't warm her heart the way she feels a
boyfriend and future husband should. She secretly longs for more.
Along comes William "Will" Zimmerman, a Mennonite chef who runs a restaurant
located next door to the Amish market. He wants Salina to supply the produce for his
restaurant, and as they forge a business relationship, they both feel themselves fal...

Contributor Bio
Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish
Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and
Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple bestseller lists including CBD,
CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North C...

9780310356479 - $19.99
Other_Format
Previous Titles
9780310098836 - $33.50
Backlist

Comp Titles
Hearts in
Harmony

Wiseman,
Beth

Zondervan

3/12/2019

9780310098829 $33.50
0310098823
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

The Road
Home

Lewis,
Beverly

Bethany House
Publishers

4/3/2018

9780764219924 $28.99
0764219928
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket

The First Love

Lewis,
Beverly

Bethany House
Publishers

9/4/2018

9780764219948 $28.99
0764219944
CAD

Hardcover with dust
Fiction
jacket
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ZONDERVAN

A Long Bridge Home
Kelly Irvin
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
In the second book of her Amish series set in Montana, bestselling author Kelly
Irvin explores what happens when two different cultures come together in the
wake of a natural disaster.
When a wildfire forces her small Amish community to abandon their Montana homes,
Christine Mast makes the decision not to move with her family to her father's
childhood home in Kansas. On her own for the first time, Christine works at her
uncle's store in St. Ignatius, a small Amish town on the Flathead Indian Reservation.
There she meets Raymond Old Fox, and they form a friendship that stretches
Christine's world beyond the tight boundaries of her Amish faith. He introduces her to
the rich cultural history of his ancestors and their close ties to nature. She tells him
about her faith and way of life that centers so firmly around forgiveness.

Zondervan
9780310356738
Ship Date: 1/15/2020
$19.99 Can.
Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: Amish of Big Sky Country
Format Description: Softcover

While Christine's mind is expanding through the deep conversations with Raymond,
her heart is pulling her back home where her beau, Andy, tends to his ailing father.
She knows he's wrestling with something of his own, but why won't he let her in?
With her trademark wisdom and grace, Kelly Irvin delivers yet another powerful love
story, exploring the ...

Contributor Bio

5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780310356745 - $8.99
Ebook
Audio

Kelly Irvin is the bestselling author of the Every Amish Season and Amish of Bee
County series. The Beekeeper's Son received a starred review from Publishers
Weekly, who called it a "beautifully woven masterpiece." The two-time Carol Award
finalist is a former newspaper reporter and retired public relations professional. Kelly
lives in Texas with her husband, photographer Tim Irvin. They have two ...

9780310356752 - $28.99
Audio
Also Available
9780310356691 - $19.99
Also_Available
Previous Titles
9780785223146 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310348177 - $19.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
The Road Home

Lewis, Beverly

Bethany House
Publishers

4/3/2018

9780764219672 $19.99
0764219677
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Mending Fences

Fisher, Suzanne
Woods

Revell

2/5/2019

9780800727512 $19.99
0800727517
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Arms of Mercy

Reid, Ruth

Thomas Nelson

6/5/2018

9780718082468 $19.99
071808246X
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Mountains of
8/30
Grace

Irvin, Kelly

Zondervan

8/6/2019

9780310356691 $19.99
0310356695
CAD

Paperback Fiction
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ZONDERVAN

An Amish Picnic
Four Stories
Amy Clipston, Kelly Irvin, Kathleen Fuller, Vannet...
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
From bestselling authors in the Amish genre come four sweet stories about
picnics and romance.

Zondervan
9780310357889
Ship Date: 2/5/2020
$19.99 Can.
Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780310357896 - $15.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780310352808 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310352716 - $19.99
Backlist
9780785218487 - $19.99
Backlist

Baskets of Sunshine by Amy Clipston
Kevin Weaver has lived with his brother's family since his parents passed away when
he was young, but he craves a home and family to call his own. Freeman Kurtz owns
a successful brick mason business, and Kevin takes the job as Freeman's apprentice
to pursue his own financial freedom.
Phoebe Kurtz is helping her sister with her booth at the marketplace when she notices
Kevin, her father's employee. Their friendship grows, but Kevin is convinced that the
difference in their ages makes a relationship between them impossible. Amidst
summer outings, Kevin and Phoebe must decide if taking a chance on love is worth
the risk.
Candlelight Sweethearts by Kelly Irvin
Esther Marie Shrock loves her job at Valley Grocery Store where she's worked for four
years. Despite a stutter that has plagued her since childhood, she thrives filling orders
from a steady stream of customers. Still, at 25, she and her family wonder if romance
is in her future.
Jasper Cotter isn't goo...

Contributor Bio
Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish
Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and
Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple bestseller lists including CBD,
CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North C...

Comp Titles
An Amish Christmas Love Wiseman, Beth Thomas Nelson 9/12/2017

9780529118707
$19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction
052911870X

An Amish Homecoming

Clipston, Amy Zondervan

10/16/2018

9780785218487
$19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction
0785218483

An Amish Heirloom

Clipston, Amy Zondervan

4/10/2018

9780310351887
$19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction
031035188X
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THOMAS NELSON

Becoming Mrs. Lewis
Expanded Edition
Patti Callahan

Summary
New extended edition includes:

Thomas Nelson
9780785218098
Pub Date: 3/24/20
Ship Date: 2/26/20
$21.00 CAD
Paperback
448 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000
Format Description:
Softcover, French Flap
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Map of Oxford
Extended discussion guide with 20+ questions for book clubs
Timeline of Jack and Joy's lives
Joy's (Imagined) Letter to Jack
10 Things You May Not Know About Joy Davidman and C. S. Lewis's Love Story
Behind the Scenes: Oxford-The City
From New York Times bestselling author Patti Callahan comes an exquisite novel of Joy Davidman, the woman
C. S. Lewis called "my whole world." When poet and writer Joy Davidman began writing letters to C. S.
Lewis-known as Jack-she was looking for spiritual answers, not love. Love, after all, wasn't holding together
her crumbling marriage. Everything about New Yorker Joy seemed ill-matched for an Oxford don and the
beloved writer of Narnia, yet their minds bonded over their letters. Embarking on the adventure of her life,
Joy traveled from America to England and back again, facing heartbreak and poverty, discovering friendship
and faith, and against all odds, finding a love that even the threat of death couldn't destroy. In this masterful
exploration of one of the greatest love stories of modern times, we meet a bri...

Contributor Bio
Patti Callahan (who also writes as Patti Callahan Henry) is a New York Times bestselling author. Patti was a
finalist in the Townsend Prize for Fiction, has been an Indie Next Pick, twice an OKRA pick, and a multiple
nominee for the Southern Independent Booksellers Alliance (SIBA) Novel of the Year. Her work has also been
included in short story collections, anthologies, magazines, and blogs. Patti attended Auburn University for her
undergraduate work and Georgia State University for her graduate degree. Once a Pediatric Clinical Nurse
Specialist, she now writes full time. The mother of three children, she lives in both Mountain Brook, Alabama,
and Bluffton, South Carolina, with her husband. Visit her online at patticallahanhenry.com; Instagram:
pattichenry; Facebook: AuthorPattiCallahanHenry; Twitter: @pcalhenry.

Stars of Alabama
Sean Dietrich

Summary
When she becomes pregnant at fifteen, Marigold is rejected by her family and forced to fend for herself. And
when she loses her baby in the forest, her whole world turns upside down. She's even more distraught upon
discovering she has an inexplicable power that makes her both beautiful and terrifying-and something of a
local legend.
Meanwhile, migrant workers Vern and Paul discover a violet-eyed baby and take it upon themselves to care
for her. The men soon pair up with a widow and her two children, and the untraditional family finds their way
in fits and starts toward taking care of each other.
Thomas Nelson
9780785231325
Pub Date: 4/7/20
Ship Date: 3/11/20
$21.00 CAD
Paperback
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Small Town &
Rural
FIC066000
Format Description:
Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

8/30

As survival brings one family together, a young boy finds himself with nary a friend to his name amid the dust
storms still raging across Kansas. Fourteen-year-old Coot, a child preacher with a prodigy's memory, is on the
run with thousands of stolen dollars-and the only thing he's sure of is that Mobile, Alabama, is his destination.
As the years pass and a world war looms, their stories intertwine in surprising ways. Stars of Alabama is a
poignant tale of the stars that shine all around us . . ...

Contributor Bio
Sean Dietrich is a columnist, podcaster, speaker, and novelist, known for his commentary on life in the
American South. His work has appeared in Southern Living, The Tallahassee Democrat, Good Grit, South
Magazine, The Bitter Southerner, Thom Magazine, and The Mobile Press Register, and he has authored ten
books. Visit Sean online at seandietrich.com or @seanofthesouth on Instagram.
Other Formats
Other_Format - 7/9/2019 $21.00 9780785226376
Ebooks
Stars of Alabama - E-Book - 7/9/2019 $8.99 9780785226383
Audio
17
Downloadable Audio File - 7/9/2019 $26.99 9780785226390
Read By

THOMAS NELSON

Synapse
Steven James

Summary
Thirty years in the future, when AI is so advanced that humans live side by side with cognizant
robots called Artificials, Kestrel Hathaway must come to terms not just with what machines know,
but what they believe. Is hope real for them, or merely an illusion?

Thomas Nelson
9780785225270
Pub Date: 4/14/20
Ship Date: 3/18/20
$12.50 CAD
Mass Market
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Christian
FIC042060
Format Description: Mass
Market
4.2 in | 6.8 in

Soon after experiencing a personal tragedy, Kestrel witnesses a terrorist attack and is drawn into a world of
conspiracies and lies that she and Jordan, her Artificial, have to untangle. With a second, more brutal attack
looming on the horizon, their best chance of stopping it is teaming up with federal counterterrorism agent
Nick Vernon.
But the clock is ticking-and all the while, Jordan is asking questions that Artificials were never meant to ask.
Deftly weaving suspense and intrigue into a rich, resonant tale that explores faith and what it really means to
be human, Steven James offers us a glimpse into the future and into our own hearts.
Synapse is an unforgettable, gripping story of dreams shattered, truth revealed, and hope reborn.

Contributor Bio
Steven James is the critically acclaimed, national bestselling author of sixteen novels. His work has been
optioned by ABC Studios and praised by Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, the New York Journal of Books,
and many others. His pulse-pounding, award-winning thrillers are known for their intricate storylines and
insightful explorations of good and evil. When he's not working on his next book, he's either teaching master
classes on writing throughout the country, trail running, or sneaking off to catch a matinee.
Other Formats
Other_Format - 10/8/2019 $21.00 9780785225256
Ebooks
Synapse - E-Book - 10/8/2019 $15.99 9780785225263
Audio
Downloadable Audio File - 10/8/2019 $28.99 9780785225294 Read By

The Promise of a Letter
Kathleen Fuller

Summary
A letter brings him back to his Amish family. But it will take someone truly extraordinary to make him
stay.
Roman is on the verge of leaving the Amish ways. Feeling confined by the strict rules, he longs to do
something more with his life. But when things don't go as planned, Roman's prospects outside of the
community dwindle. Upon learning that his beloved grandmother has died and left a letter urging him to
reconcile with his brother in Birch Creek, Roman decides to return home. But he doesn't plan to stay for long.

Zondervan
9780310360001
Pub Date: 2/11/20
Ship Date: 1/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish &
Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Amish Letters
Novel
Format Description: Mass
Market

Leanna Chupp has always made her own way in her small community of Birch Creek. Though some may call
her unconventional-strange, even-Leanna is happy. Her unique outlook on life has meant she's never had
many suitors pursuing courtship, which Leanna doesn't mind. She is content being single.
But when Roman and Leanna find themselves working together again, everything changes. Though neither fits
squarely within the strictures of the Amish faith, their differences could be the very thing to help them form a
deeper connection to their community and to each other. The questi...

Contributor Bio
With over a million copies sold, Kathleen Fuller is the author of several bestselling novels, including the Hearts
of Middlefield novels, the Middlefield Family novels, the Amish of Birch Creek series, and the Amish Letters
series as well as a middle-grade Amish series, the Mysteries of Middlefield. Visit her online at
KathleenFuller.com; Instagram: kf_booksandhooks; Facebook: WriterKathleenFuller; Twitter: @TheKatJam.

4.2 in | 6.8 in

8/30

Also Available
Words from the Heart - Mass Market - 3/10/2020 $9.99 9780310359258
Written in Love - Paperback - 3/14/2017 $19.99 9780718082529
Previous Titles
The Innkeeper's Bride - Paperback - 1/14/2020 $19.99 9780310355168
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The Farmer's Bride - Paperback - 6/4/2019 $19.99 9780310355120

ZONDERVAN

Words from the Heart
Kathleen Fuller

Summary
"Her fingertips brushed against something else in the box of doilies. She lifted a bundle of letters, neatly tied
with a thin red ribbon . . ."
Ivy Yoder hasn't heard from John King in over a year. She knows it's time to let go of the idea that they will
one day marry, but she's humiliated to be one of the oldest single women in her Amish community of Birch
Creek. When quirky Cevilla Schlabach asks her to help clean out an attic, Ivy is grateful for the distraction.

Zondervan
9780310359258
Pub Date: 3/10/20
Ship Date: 2/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish &
Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Amish Letters
Novel
Format Description: Mass
Market
4.2 in | 6.8 in

Noah Schlabach isn't from Birch Creek, or even Ohio. His job as an auctioneer takes him around the country
and away from a typical Amish life, but he remains devoted to his family. So when his aging aunt asks him to
help clean out her attic, he agrees. Plus, who knows what curious items he might find up there?
As Noah and Ivy work side by side, they come across a different kind of treasure: a packet of letters written
during the Korean War. Soon they are swept up in the story of two young people falling in love-even as Noah
and Ivy remain determined not to fall in love themselves.
Words from the Heart is a moving story of los...

Contributor Bio
With over a million copies sold, Kathleen Fuller is the author of several bestselling novels, including the Hearts
of Middlefield novels, the Middlefield Family novels, the Amish of Birch Creek series, and the Amish Letters
series as well as a middle-grade Amish series, the Mysteries of Middlefield. Visit her online at
KathleenFuller.com; Instagram: kf_booksandhooks; Facebook: WriterKathleenFuller; Twitter: @TheKatJam.
Previous Titles
The Innkeeper's Bride - Paperback - 1/14/2020 $19.99 9780310355168
The Farmer's Bride - Paperback - 6/4/2019 $19.99 9780310355120
The Teacher's Bride - Paperback - 12/4/2018 $19.99 9780310355076
Also Available

Upon a Spring Breeze
Kelly Irvin

Summary
After a devastating winter, a spring breeze promises more than new flowers . . . It promises a new chance at
love.
Bess Weaver, twenty and expecting her first child, is in the kitchen making stew for her beloved mann, Caleb,
one minute, and the next she's burying him after a tragic accident. Facing life as a young widow, Bess finds
comfort only in tending the garden at an Englisch-owned bed and breakfast-even as she doubts that new
growth could ever come after such a long winter.

Zondervan
9780310359975
Pub Date: 2/11/20
Ship Date: 1/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish &
Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Every Amish
Season Novel
Format Description: Mass
Market
4.2 in | 6.8 in

8/30

Aidan tries to repress his guilt over his best friend Caleb's death and his long-standing feelings for Bess by
working harder than ever. But as he spends time with the young son his friend left behind, he seems to be
growing closer to the boy's beautiful mother as well.
When a close-knit group of widows in her Amish community step in to help Bess find her way back to hope,
she begins to wonder if Gott has a future for her after all. Will she ever believe that life can still hold joy and
the possibility of love?

Contributor Bio
Kelly Irvin is the bestselling author of the Every Amish Season and Amish of Bee County series. The
Beekeeper's Son received a starred review from Publishers Weekly, who called it a "beautifully woven
masterpiece." The two-time Carol Award finalist is a former newspaper reporter and retired public relations
professional. Kelly lives in Texas with her husband, photographer Tim Irvin. They have two children, three
grandchildren, and two cats. In her spare time, she likes to read books by her favorite authors. Visit her
online at KellyIrvin.com; Instagram: kelly_irvin; Facebook: Kelly.Irvin.Author; Twitter: @Kelly_S_Irvin.
Also Available
With Winter's First Frost - Paperback - 2/5/2019 $19.99 9780310348177
Through the Autumn Air - Paperback - 8/14/2018 $19.99 9780310348146
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Beneath the Summer Sun
Kelly Irvin

Summary
Jennie Troyer knows it's time to remarry. Can she overcome a painful secret and open her heart to love?
It's been four years since Jennie's husband died in a farming accident. Long enough that the elders in her
Amish community think it's time to marry again for the sake of her seven children. What they don't know is
that grief isn't holding her back from a new relationship. Fear is. A terrible secret in her past keeps her from
moving forward.

Zondervan
9780310360063
Pub Date: 4/14/20
Ship Date: 3/18/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish &
Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Every Amish
Season Novel
Format Description: Mass
Market
4.2 in | 6.8 in

Mennonite book salesman Nathan Walker stops by Jennie's farm whenever he's in the area. Despite years of
conversation and dinners together, she never seems to relax around him. He knows he should move on, but
something about her keeps drawing him back.
Meanwhile, Leo Graber nurtures a decades-long love for Jennie, but guilt plagues him-guilt for letting Jennie
marry someone else and guilt for his father's death on a hunting trip many years ago. How could anyone love
him again-and how could he ever take a chance to love in return?
In this second book in the Every Amish Season series, three hearts try to discern God's plan for the
future-and find peac...

Contributor Bio
Kelly Irvin is the bestselling author of the Every Amish Season and Amish of Bee County series. The
Beekeeper's Son received a starred review from Publishers Weekly, who called it a "beautifully woven
masterpiece." The two-time Carol Award finalist is a former newspaper reporter and retired public relations
professional. Kelly lives in Texas with her husband, photographer Tim Irvin. They have two children, three
grandchildren, and two cats. In her spare time, she likes to read books by her favorite authors. Visit her
online at KellyIrvin.com; Instagram: kelly_irvin; Facebook: Kelly.Irvin.Author; Twitter: @Kelly_S_Irvin.
Also Available

Plain Promise
Beth Wiseman

Summary
Sadie always believed in God's promises. But can she really trust his heart?
Young Amish widow Sadie Fisher leads a simple life in the quiet countryside of Lancaster County selling Amish
goods to a steady stream of tourists. Though it is a good life, lately she's wondered if it is God's will for her to
remain without a husband and a family.

Zondervan
9780310360032
Pub Date: 3/10/20
Ship Date: 2/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish &
Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: A Daughters of the
Promise Novel
Format Description: Mass
Market
4.2 in | 6.8 in
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Winters can be brutally cold and lonely in Pennsylvania, so Sadie rejoices when a renter signs up for a
three-month stay in her guest cottage. But when wealthy, impulsive Englischer Kade Saunders arrives, she
isn't sure she wants him around that long. Sadie feels the stress of the bishop's watchful eye, expecting her
to act in accordance with the Ordnung, the understood behavior by which the Amish live. To complicate
things, Kade is soon surprised with sole custody of a child he barely knows-his five-year-old autistic son, Tyler.
Sadie and young Tyler form an immediate connection. As she grows to love and understand this exceptional
child, her feelings for Kade grow into something that both terrifies and exhilarates her. And while Kade seems
to feel ...

Contributor Bio
Bestselling and award-winning author Beth Wiseman has sold over two million books. She is the recipient of
the coveted Holt Medallion, a two-time Carol Award winner, and has won the Inspirational Reader's Choice
Award three times. Her books have been on various bestseller lists, including CBD, CBA, ECPA, and Publishers
Weekly. Beth and her husband are empty nesters enjoying country life in south central Texas. Visit her online
at BethWiseman.com; Facebook: AuthorBethWiseman; Twitter: @BethWiseman; Instagram:
@bethwisemanauthor.
Also Available
Plain Pursuit - Mass Market - 8/13/2019 $9.99 9780310358886
Plain Perfect - Mass Market - 6/11/2019 $9.99 9780310358855
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Plain Paradise
Beth Wiseman

Summary
Josephine will discover more than she bargained for as her world collides with the Plain people of
Lancaster County.
Josephine Dronberger was a scared teenager when she left her baby in the care of an Old Order Amish
couple. But seventeen years have passed, and Josie longs to reconnect with her daughter.

Zondervan
9780310360643
Pub Date: 5/12/20
Ship Date: 4/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
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Format Description: Mass
Market
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Linda-as the couple named the child-is promised to Stephen Ebersol, the bishop's grandson. They plan to
marry in the fall. When her birth mother comes to Paradise, Linda is drawn to a world she's never known. Will
the direction she's been heading since birth be suddenly derailed, and who will stand by her convictionsmother or daughter?

Contributor Bio
Bestselling and award-winning author Beth Wiseman has sold over two million books. She is the recipient of
the coveted Holt Medallion, a two-time Carol Award winner, and has won the Inspirational Reader's Choice
Award three times. Her books have been on various bestseller lists, including CBD, CBA, ECPA, and Publishers
Weekly. Beth and her husband are empty nesters enjoying country life in south central Texas. Visit her online
at BethWiseman.com; Facebook: AuthorBethWiseman; Twitter: @BethWiseman; Instagram:
@bethwisemanauthor.
Also Available
Plain Pursuit - Mass Market - 8/13/2019 $9.99 9780310358886
Plain Perfect - Mass Market - 6/11/2019 $9.99 9780310358855
Other Formats
Other_Format - 6/2/2015 $9.99 9780718036386
Other_Format - 3/29/2010 $19.99 9781595548238

An Amish Reunion
Three Stories
Amy Clipston, Beth Wiseman, Kelly Irvin

Summary
Their True Home by Amy Clipston
When Marlene Bawell moved from Bird-in-Hand ten years ago, she was in the deepest of mourning for her
mother. Now her family has moved back so her father can seek employment after being laid off. To help earn
money, Marlene works at the hardware store owned by Rudy Swarey's father. She knew Rudy growing up and
had a secret crush on him, though he never seemed to notice her. But just as a friendship between them
begins to blossom, her life is once again turned upside down. Will Marlene ever have a chance to find her own
true home?
Zondervan
9780310360049
Pub Date: 5/12/20
Ship Date: 4/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Mass Market
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction / Amish &
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FIC053000
Format Description: Mass
Market
4.2 in | 6.8 in
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A Reunion of Hearts by Beth Wiseman
Ruth and Gideon Beiler experienced one of life's most tragic events. Unable to get past their grief, the couple
abandoned their Amish faith and went in different directions, though neither could bear to formally dissolve
the marriage. When their loved ones reach out to them to come home for a family reunion, Ruth has reason
to believe that Gideon won't be there. Gideon also thinks that Ruth has declined the invitation. Family and
friends are rooting for them to reunite, but will it all be enoug...

Contributor Bio
Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster
Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple
bestseller lists including CBD, CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North Carolina with her husband, two
sons, and four spoiled rotten cats. Visit her online at AmyClipston.com; Facebook: AmyClipstonBooks; Twitter:
@AmyClipston; Instagram: @amy_clipston.
Bestselling and award-winning author Beth Wiseman has sold over two million books. She is the recipient of
the coveted Holt Medallion, a two-time Carol Award winner, and has won the Inspirational Reader's Choice
Award three times. Her books have been on various bestseller lists, including CBD, CBA, ECPA, and Publishers
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Weekly. Beth and her husband are empty nesters
enjoying country life in south central Texas. Visit her online
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I Still Believe
A Memoir
Jeremy Camp
Markup Tags:
Revised edition

:

Summary
Newly revised and available in trade paper to coincide with Lionsgate's film
release, I Still Believe shares Jeremy Camp's journey of finding hope and
healing through life's toughest moments and the songs that came from his
journey that have inspired a generation.

Thomas Nelson
9780785233411
On Sale Date: 2/18/2020
Ship Date: 1/22/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography /
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Christian recording artist Jeremy Camp has written songs that have touched millions
of lives. His lyrics reveal a heart that's been broken and a faith that has been tested
and restored. In I Still Believe, Jeremy shares, with unflinching candor and emotion,
the extraordinary story behind his award-winning lyrics. From his impoverished
childhood, rebellious teenage years, and spiritual awakening at Bible College, to the
tragic loss of his first wife, Melissa, to cancer and the heart-wrenching spiritual
journey that followed, readers can walk with Jeremy along the journey that reignited
his faith, inspired some of his most beloved songs, and paved the way for a second
chance at love with his second wife, Adrienne. This memoir is a must-read for Jeremy
Camp fans everywhere and an inspiring, encouraging read for anyone who has ever
experienced loss.

Contributor Bio
Jeremy Camp is a recording artist with 40 #1 hits to his name. He has sold nearly 5
million records and has four certified gold albums and five Dove Award wins. After his
first wife, Melissa, died of ovarian cancer just six months after their wedding, he
wrote the song "I Still Believe," which is the basis for this book and the forthcoming
movie. He and his second wife Adrienne have three children...
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My Name Is Tani . . . and I Believe in Miracles
The Amazing True Story of One Boy’s Journey from Refugee to Chess Champion
Tani Adewumi, Craig Borlase

Summary
Every few years the story of an extraordinary child captures the imagination of
the world and changes the way we think about ourselves and the world around
us. In 2008, it was Ishmael Beah's story of his life as a child soldier in Sierra
Leone, A Long Way Gone. In 2013, it was Malala Yousafzai's sto...
Tani and his family's story begins amid Boko Haram's reign of terror in their native
country of Nigeria as they become targets for capture and killing. Their miraculous
escape takes them to a New York City homeless shelter, where they wait to be
granted religious asylum.

Thomas Nelson
9780785232711
Ship Date: 3/18/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography /
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
6 in | 9 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785232742 - $11.99
Ebook

Tani's father, who comes from a royal family and has left behind thirteen employees in
Nigeria, becomes a dishwasher and Uber driver to support his family. Tani's mother,
whose family helps to oversee the finances for a large Nigerian printing press, worked
at a bank for more than eight years but is now training to become a home health
aide.
After eighteen months the family is still at the shelter, unbeknownst to Tani's
classmates. When Tani asks his parents if he can join the chess program at his New
York City public school, it seems unlikely since a fee is required. So his mother writes
to the coach, who offers Tani a scholarship. Tani jumps in to learn the game. The
result is not only a miracle in a chess competition ...

Contributor Bio
Tani Adewumi is the eight-year-old Nigerian-born boy who recently won the NY State
Chess Championship after playing the game for only a year. Tani and his family's
story begins amidst Boko Haram's reign of terror in their native country of Nigeria
and takes them to a New York City homeless shelter, where they waited to be granted
religious asylum. Tani's father, who came from a royal Nigerian fami...

Audio
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Audio
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Tap Code
The Epic Survival Tale of a Vietnam POW and the Secret Code That Changed
Everything
Carlyle S. Harris, Sara W. Berry

Summary
A true and previously untold story of an American hero-a POW in Vietnam who
changed countless lives by secretly spreading a long-unused military "tap"
code into the infamous Hoa Lo prison camp, sharing the love of God with every
taP.
When Air Force pilot Captain Carlyle "Smitty" Harris was shot down over Vietnam on
April 4, 1965, he had no idea what horrors awaited him in the infamous Hoa Lo
prison-nicknamed "Hanoi Hilton." For the next eight years, Smitty and hundreds of
other American POWs-including John McCain and George "Bud" Day-suffered torture,
solitary confinement, and abuse.

Zondervan
9780310359111
Ship Date: 10/16/2019
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
272 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Biography & Autobiography /
Military
BIO008000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
6 in | 9 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780310359128 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310359135 - $28.99
Audio

Their dignity was taken, their wills were challenged, and their bodies were bruised
and battered. Each day they became more and more broken and defeated, the fight
becoming harder and harder to endure.
Unsure how they'd make it through, they almost lost hope. Until one day there was a
tap, tap, tap on the wall of one of the cells. It was Smitty, using an old, long-unused
World War II communication code to encourage his fellow soldiers.
Simple and effective, the Tap Code helped hundreds of soldiers regain the will to
survive their long internment and, ultimately, changed the course of the war. This is
that story.

Contributor Bio
Carlyle Smith "Smitty" Harris is an ex-Vietnam POW, who rose to the rank of Air Force
Colonel. He received many decorations during his Air Force career, including two
Silver Stars, three Legion of Merits, the Distinguished Flying Cross, two Purple Hearts,
and the Eagle Award through the Gathering of Eagles Foundation. His tin cup from his
days as a POW is now in the Smithsonian. He lives with his...
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Cobalt Cover-Up
The Inside Story of a Deadly Conspiracy at the Largest Car Manufacturer in the
World
Lance Cooper, Mark Tabb

Summary
In this thrilling account, respected lawyer Lance Cooper details his discovery
of the gravest auto scandal in modern US history; the unprecedented, Davidand-Goliath legal battle that transformed the industry; and the fight to save
millions of lives.
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In the midst of his own family struggles, small-town Georgia lawyer Lance Cooper
agreed to defend Ken and Beth Melton and investigate the deadly accident that killed
their daughter Brooke after she inexplicably lost control of her Chevy Cobalt. But
what started as a heartbreaking yet all too common lawsuit quickly escalated into a
David vs. Goliath case when Cooper discovered shocking evidence that General
Motors concealed an ignition switch defect for nearly a decade - resulting in 124
deaths, including Brooke's, and risking the lives of millions more.
Despite GM's settlement offers and attempts to bury evidence, Cooper refused to
back down and worked tirelessly to expose the truth. Locked in a tenacious legal
fight, Cooper and the Meltons faced incredible odds - Ken and Beth losing jobs and
suffering the difficulty of grieving a beloved daughter during a court battle, Cooper
risking his reputation and private practice against the overwhelming opposition from
GM's team of lawyers, and...

Contributor Bio
Lance Cooper is the founding partner of The Cooper Firm, specializing in product
liability cases in the auto industry. Lance received his law degree from Emory
University, and has served as lead counsel against auto-manufacturers including
General Motors, Ford, Toyota, Kia, Chrysler, and Honda and received numerous multimillion dollar jury verdicts and settlements. He and his wife, Sonja, live in...
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You Are the Key
Turning Imperfections into Purpose
Caitlin Crosby

Summary
Growing up in the heart of Hollywood, Caitlin Crosby, founder and CEO of The
Giving Keys, was haunted by the ache for something more. You Are the Key
tells the story of how she found the meaning she was missing. It starts with
you, and it blooms into a person-to-person revolution of paying love, cou...
For anyone who feels less-than about your work, worth, body, or the life you're
building, find here an incredible hope: you don't have to have it all together to
"qualify" for your life's calling.
Just ask Caitlin Crosby - the former Hollywood talent who didn't finish college, never
got an MBA, and wasn't supposed to become a CEO, yet that's exactly what she did
(even if being a toddler mom means she forgets to brush her teeth sometimes before
heading to the office). Caitlin's passion for people led her to become the founder of
The Giving Keys, a give-back jewelry brand with the mission of helping its employees
transition out of homelessness.

Zondervan
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Yet just as her jewelry repurposes throw-away keys to bear bold messages of hope,
faith, and courage, Caitlin has fought hard to believe her own imperfections can lead
to her greatest purpose.
In You Are the Key, Caitlin reveals imperfections aplenty: like the time she
accidentally voice-texted a huge fight with her husband to her entire leadership t...
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Caitlin Crosby is an actress, TEDx speaker, singer-songwriter, and founder of The
Giving Keys, a jewelry company with the mission of helping its employees transition
out of homelessness. She was named among Oprah's SuperSoul100 list of visionaries
in 2016, and featured on The Today Show, Cosmopolitan, Harper's Bazaar, and many
other media outlets. Caitlin lives with her husband and their two child...
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In Pursuit of Love
One Woman’s Journey from Trafficked to Triumphant
Rebecca Bender

Summary
In Pursuit of Love shares the heart-wrenching, inspiring story of Rebecca
Bender's rescue from a life of being bought and sold through human trafficking
and her commitment to help others find freedom and restoration from
whatever entraps them.
Born and raised in a small Oregon town, all-American girl Rebecca Bender was a
varsity athlete and honor roll student with a promising future. Then a predator
pretending to be her boyfriend lured her from a college campus and into a web of lies
that sent her down a path she never imagined possible.
For nearly six years, Rebecca was sold across the underground world of sex trafficking
in Las Vegas. She was branded, beaten, told when to sleep and what to wear, and
traded between traffickers. Forced into a dark sisterhood, Rebecca formed bonds with
her trafficker and three other women, creating a false sense of family. During that
time, God began revealing himself to her. And in the midst of her exploitation, she
found the hope she needed to survive.
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After a federal raid, Rebecca escaped. Discovering a truth she urges all of us to
embrace, she realized true healing only when she came to understand how much God
loved her. Rebecca soon began to use her own experiences to change the lives of o...

Contributor Bio
After escaping nearly six years of human trafficking, Rebecca Bender received the
kind of restoration that only God provides. She is the CEO & Founder of the Rebecca
Bender Initiative, a non-profit that works with law enforcement, FBI, Homeland
Security and aftercare programs to provide expert testimony, training and
consultation across the globe. She is also the founder of Elevate Academy, an onl...
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Will the Circle Be Unbroken?
A Memoir of Learning to Believe You’re Gonna Be Okay
Sean Dietrich

Summary
Popular southern humorist shares his deeply personal story.
From celebrated storyteller "Sean of the South" comes an unforgettable
memoir of love, loss, the friction of family memories, and the unlikely hope
that you're gonna be alright.
Sean Dietrich was twelve years old when he scattered his father's ashes from the
mountain range. His father was a man who lived for baseball, a Southern Baptist
usher with a ready wink, who once scaled a fifty-foot tree just to hang a tire swing
for his son. He was also the stranger who tried to kidnap and kill Sean's mother
before pulling the trigger on himself. He was a childhood hero, now reduced to a man
in a box.
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Will the Circle Be Unbroken? is the story of what happens after the unthinkable, and
the journey we all must make in finding the courage to stop the cycles of the past
from laying claim to our future.
Sean was a seventh-grade drop-out, a dishwasher then a construction worker to help
his mother and sister scrape by, and a self-described "nobody with a sad story behind
him." Yet he cannot deny the glim...

Contributor Bio
Sean Dietrich is a columnist, podcaster, speaker, and novelist, known for his
commentary on life in the American South. His work has appeared in Southern Living,
The Tallahassee Democrat, Good Grit, South Magazine, The Bitter Southerner, Thom
Magazine, and The Mobile Press Register, and he has authored ten books. Visit Sean
online at seandietrich.com or @seanofthesouth on Instagram.
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Higher Power Has a Name
A Millennial
Cavanaugh James

Summary
How can someone be authentic in an inauthentic culture? Cavanaugh James,
Millennial at large, answers this question with his all-too-rare blend of wit,
honesty, and genuine love.
How can someone be authentic in an inauthentic culture? Cavanaugh James,
Millennial at large, answers this question with his all-too-rare blend of wit, honesty,
and genuine love. This in-process man invites you to meet him as your friend as he
opens up about real struggles and the Truth that grounds him in a subjective "my
truth" culture. If you're a Millennial who feels misunderstood or someone who wants
to connect with Millennials, Cavanaugh is here to bridge the communication gap and
finally clear the air.
Inprov Media
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Ship Date: 2/20/2019
$29.99 Can.
Hardcover
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Contributor Bio
Cavanaugh James is a millennial Renaissance man with a unique combination of
talents, quirks, and communication strategies in the service of his passion: loving
people at every walk of life with the winsome, real love of Jesus Christ. Cavanaugh
grew up in Dallas where he studied both theater and business marketing. Pursuing
the goal of becoming a performer, Cavanaugh moved to New York and then Los...
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The Opposite of Certainty
Fear, Faith, and Life in Between
Janine Reid
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
A beautifully written spiritual memoir about motherhood, marriage, and the
miracle of faith.
After leaving her public relations career, Janine Reid embarks on a new vocation
where she tries to meet her children's every need and anticipate those that aren't yet
obvious. Her strategy is to control, manage, and do everything right so her kids won't
be hurt, scared, or scarred. What she doesn't expect is that she will be entering the
chaos of an out-of-control life that begins when her bright, charming, ten-year-old
son Mason's hand begins to shake. Mason is diagnosed with a brain tumor, and the
day-to-day drama takes her from the pits of despair to wild hope.
Thomas Nelson
9780785230595
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$21.99 Can.
Paperback
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BIO026000
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5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
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But it also draws her deep into herself and the eternal questions we all ask ourselves.
Who are we really, way down deep, when everything we thought we knew turns out
to have been conditional? Where do we land when the lifelong foundations we have
lived on seem to crumble beneath our feet? Where is faith in darkness and terror?
And where can joy be found in uncertainty?
When Janine is diagnosed with breast cancer, she also mus...

Contributor Bio
Janine Reid is a writer whose works have been published in the Washington Post,
Chicago Tribune, and San Francisco Chronicle. Her writing about her son's brain
tumor has shined a light on our shared vulnerability as humans and elevated the
conversation regarding our healthcare system. A former vice president of a public
relations and marketing firm in San Francisco, she holds a degree in communica...
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Transformed
A Navy SEAL’s Unlikely Journey from the Throne of Africa, to the Streets of the
Bronx, to Defying All Odds
Remi Adeleke
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

:

Summary
Readers will be drawn to and inspired by Remi Adeleke’s personal journey of
following God’s voice, overcoming the odds, and ultimately experiencing true
personal transformation. Now available in trade paper.
What are the odds? Statistics tell us that African American males who grow up in a
single-parent household are nine times more likely to drop out of high school and
twenty times more likely to end up in prison than any other demographic. But what
would it take for one young man not only to rise above those statistics but also
become a Navy SEAL, actor, entrepreneur, writer, and successful husband and father?
Thomas Nelson
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Paperback
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Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
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Ebooks
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In Transformed, Remi Adeleke takes you back to stories from his childhood, from
living as Nigerian royalty to losing his father early in life and being stripped financially
of everything by the Nigerian government. He delves into being raised by a single
mother in the Bronx and doesn't shy away from his illegal activities as a young man
that threatened to derail his future. At every turn, including throughout his naval
career, Adeleke found a way to overcome the odds, even when it didn't make sense.
His is an inspiring story of true personal transformation.

Contributor Bio
Remi Adeleke was born in western Africa, but following his father's death, he and his
mother and brother relocated permanently to the Bronx in New York City. After years
of making regrettable decisions, Remi joined the Navy in 2002 and later became a
Navy SEAL. Ending his successful naval career in 2016, he was led to pursue a career
in writing, speaking, and acting. Remi holds a bachelor's degree...
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Dangerous Prayers
Because Following Jesus Was Never Meant to Be Safe
Craig Groeschel
Markup Tags:

: Simultaneous HC & TPB (9780310358145, $21.99)

Summary
Readers of The Christian Atheist and those who are looking to jump-start their
spiritual life will love this short, power-packed, and counter-intuitive book
from New York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel.
For a lot of us, prayer is like buying a lottery ticket, a chance at a life here on earth
that's problem-free, even though we don't really think it will work. For others, prayer
is merely a sentimental routine, like reciting a nursery rhyme from childhood. Others
of us pray because we feel even guiltier than usual when we don't.
What if we're forgetting an important truth? Prayers are inherently dangerous.

Zondervan
9780310343127
Ship Date: 1/8/2020
$28.50 Can.
Hardcover
192 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Religion / Prayer
REL087000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
5.5 in | 8 in

Jesus calls us to a life of faith, not comfort. He lived a dangerous faith too. He
touched lepers. Showed grace to prostitutes. And stood bravely in the face of danger.
Then he told us we could do what he did - and more.
The heroes of the Bible prayed with desperation. Fire. Guts. And here we are settling
for God to "bless our food" or "be with us today." Aren't you ready for more? Aren't
you sick of playing it safe? Aren't you ready to pray daring, faith-filled, God-honoring,
life-changing, world-transforming prayers?
Be warned. There will be bumps. Valleys. Even heartbreak. But there w...
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Contributor Bio
New York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel is the founding and senior pastor
of Life.Church, an innovative and pacesetting church meeting in multiple locations
around the United States and globally online, which also created the popular and free
YouVersion Bible app. He is the author of several books, including Divine Direction,
Liking Jesus, Fight, The Christian Atheist, and It. Craig, his...
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Get Your Life Back
Everyday Practices for a World Gone Mad
John Eldredge
Markup Tags:

: Simultaneous HC & TPB (9781400219216, $21.99)

Summary
New York Times bestselling author John Eldredge provides a practical,
deceptively simple blueprint for utterly retaking control of your life.
We live in soul-scorching times. The 24-7 onslaught of contemporary life--with its
never-ending feed of global tragedies and shrieking demands for our attention, to say
nothing of the ordinary pressures of work, family, friends, and community--has left us
ragged, wrung-out, and emptied. But if we already have no margin in our lives, how
do we find room to change things?

Thomas Nelson
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In his life-changing new book, John Eldredge distills a lifetime's wisdom about healing
into a series of practical, ready-to-implement practices for putting yourself back
together. These simple steps will enable you to begin recovery, help you focus on
what matters most, disengage from the tragedies of this broken world, and discover
the restorative power of beauty. The practices include
the one-minute pause,
benevolent detachment,
practicing kindness,
getting outside, and
stepping back ...

Contributor Bio
John Eldredge is a bestselling author, a counselor, and a teacher. He is also president
of Ransomed Heart, a ministry devoted to helping people discover the heart of God,
recover their own hearts in God's love, and learn to live in God's kingdom. John and
his wife, Stasi, live near Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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The Healing Power of the Holy Communion
A 90-Day Guide to Divine Health
Joseph Prince

Summary
Let the Holy Communion transform your prayer life day by day.
Pray your way to health and wholeness
Based on Pastor Prince's teaching on the Holy Communion, this new prayer guide will
help readers put their faith into action when it comes to their heath. Day by day,
Pastor Prince highlights simple, specific Scriptures you can pray to help increase your
faith and partake of the benefits Jesus purchased on the cross.
Learn to walk with God, commune with the Holy Spirit, and meditate on the finished
work of Jesus. Then watch His peace and power reign in your life.
Be encouraged and start walking in a greater measure of health today!
Thomas Nelson
9780785229438
Ship Date: 2/12/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback

Contributor Bio
JOSEPH PRINCE is a leading voice in proclaiming the gospel of grace to a whole new
generation of believers and leaders. He is the senior pastor of New Creation Church in
Singapore, a vibrant and dynamic church with a congregation of more than
thirty-three thousand attendees. He separately heads Joseph Prince Ministries, a
television and media broadcast ministry that is reaching the world with the ...
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Drive
9 Lessons to Win in Business and in Life
Kelley Earnhardt Miller, Beth Clark

Summary
A successful businesswoman shares her story of growing up in the world of
NASCAR and the lessons she learned along the way.
Just like a racecar as it takes to the track, each of us needs a certain amount of
fine-tuning for our journey through life. In Drive, Kelley Earnhardt Miller, daughter of
Dale Earnhardt Sr. and sister to Dale Jr., opens up about growing up in the world of
NASCAR, sharing the lessons she learned about being a successful business leader
and what she discovered, often the hard way, about winning in life.

Thomas Nelson
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Kelley never felt she was winning at anything until she began to deal with the
thoughts and feelings that were driving her decisions and taking her in the wrong
direction. Her journey of transformation is what empowered her to run the family
business in an entirely different way than she had previously and to lead people not
only with her head but also with her heart.
Drive offers nine important lessons learned about winning in business and in life,
given not as a formula for greatness but as insight from a fellow traveler on a journey
that is sometimes difficult, painful, unexpected, or c...

Contributor Bio
Kelley Earnhardt Miller is part owner and general manager of JR Motorsports and is
considered one of the most prominent businesswomen in NASCAR today. She
oversees the company's race team, management team, and business ventures for her
brother, Dale Earnhardt Jr. The daughter of seven-time NASCAR champion Dale
Earnhardt, Earnhardt Miller graduated from the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte...
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On the Bright Side
Stories about Friendship, Love, and Being True to Yourself
Melanie Shankle
Markup Tags: Simultaneous
ITPE ( 9780310358398, Paperback, $21.99)
:

Summary
Full of humor, everyday faith, and a lot of love, On the Bright Side is an all-new
book from New York Times bestselling author and founder of the Big Mama
blog, Melanie Shankle.
These days, so many voices tell us what to do, what to think, and what kind of parent
or friend or spouse to be that it's easy to feel overwhelmed and defeated. Somewhere
in the midst of online arguments and crazy politics and the ups and downs of life,
we've lost sight of the gifts that are all around us: kindness, love, mercy, and joy.

Zondervan
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Jacketed
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In On the Bright Side, Melanie Shankle reminds us of the unchanging principles we
can count on in a changing world. These are lessons that Melanie has learned along
the way about how to find all the joy that life has to offer - and why encouragement
is never something to keep to ourselves. Exploring topics such as dealing with
comparisons, when life doesn't turn out like we expected, and how to find your
people, Melanie invites us to lead with love in all areas of our lives.
This delightful memoir highlights the joys of life told in Melanie's down to earth,
relatable, and totally enjoyable style. On the Bright Side is a how-to guide to knowing
- and livi...
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Melanie Shankle writes regularly at The Big Mama blog and is the New York Times
bestselling author of four previous books, including Nobody's Cuter than You. Melanie
is a graduate of Texas A&M and loves writing, shopping at Target, checking to see
what's on sale at Anthropologie, and trying to find the lighter side in every situation.
Most of all, she loves being the mother of Caroline, the wife o...
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Live Love Now
Relieve the Pressure and Find Real Connection with Our Kids
Rachel Macy Stafford
Markup Tags:

: Simultaneous HC & ITPE (9780310358671, Paperback, $21.99)

Summary
New York Times bestselling author Rachel Macy Stafford draws on her
experience as a special education teacher and a mom to equip her millions of
readers with the tools they need to connect with young people and help them
thrive amidst life's biggest challenges.
What do young people need now more than ever? Truth-tellers not taskmasters.
Encouragers not critics. Guides not half-listeners. The good news is, it's not too late!
No matter how old your children are, you can help them face the top stressors of
today, including academic pressure, parental expectations, technoference, lack of
purpose, isolation, and loneliness.
Zondervan
9780310358640
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Family & Relationships / Life
Stages
FAM043000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
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With illuminating, straightforward strategies, this guide reveals the importance of
practicing acceptance, pursuing peace, and exploring health and purpose for yourself
so you can be the kind of real, relevant, and life-long role model teens are searching
for. Engaging and thoughtful, each chapter includes moving stories from Rachel's
personal journey as a mom of two teens along with illustrative narratives and prompts
to reflect on your own journey.
Whether you're a parent, youth group volunteer or small group leader, big brother or
big sister, coach, or any other role in leading and bringing up young people, this book
is for yo...
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Rachel Macy Stafford is a writer with one goal: to help people choose love as much as
humanly possible. She is the New York Times bestselling author of Hands Free Mama,
Hands Free Life, and Only Love Today; a certified special education teacher with a
Master's Degree in education; an in-demand speaker, and beloved blogger who
inspires millions in her weekly blog posts at handsfreemama.comand throu...
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The Fight to Flourish
Engaging in the Struggle to Cultivate the Life You Were Born to Live
Jennie Lusko, A. J. Gregory

Summary
In The Fight to Flourish, Jennie explores what it means to live when life is
tough, unthinkable, or just plain messy. Her story is centered on one of her
favorite Scriptures, Psalm 92:12-15.
The righteous shall flourish like a palm tree,
He shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon.
Those who are planted in t...

Thomas Nelson
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How do you live a full life? Perhaps the better question is, how do you really live
when life throws you sucker punches, when you face obstacles that seem to snuff out
your faith, when you lose something or someone precious to you? In The Fight to
Flourish, Jennie Lusko encourages women to suit up and thrive, not just in the dailies
of monotony and routine but even in the most desolate of places. Using the backdrop
of her second-born daughter Lenya’s passing into heaven five days before Christmas
in 2012, Jennie invites readers to embrace whatever destination they’ve landed. She
teaches how, through the good and the bad, they can learn to grow, be strong, draw
near to God, and be a blessing to others. It is in this sacred space of pain and
promise that women can begin to flourish.

Contributor Bio
Jennie Lusko serves alongside her husband, Levi, leading Fresh Life Church in
Montana, Utah, Oregon, and Wyoming. They have five incredible children: Alivia,
Daisy, Clover, Lennox, and Lenya, who is in heaven. The Luskos live in Montana,
which boasts the largest snowflake ever recorded in history, one and a half times
larger than a competition frisbee. One of Jennie's greatest joys and calling is ...
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Fierce, Free, and Full of Fire
The Guide to Being Glorious You
Jen Hatmaker

Summary
New York Times bestselling author Jen Hatmaker, with cheeky candor and
fearlessness, guides readers to a deep dive into how they are wired and
provides them with the tools to walk in that identity with freedom and guts.
Stuck in people-pleasing or fear, many women hide and pretend, then end up
sidelined in their own lives. But what they want is to be brave, to claim every gift,
dream, quirk, and emotion inside, to stop performing and start living.

Thomas Nelson
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Beloved New York Times bestselling author Jen Hatmaker understands the struggle to
find firm footing in a culture that operates from stereotypes and often unreachable
expectations. In this new book, she offers women encouragement, challenge, and
humor as she helps them identify everything that makes them tick and gain the
confidence to live it all out. She leads them through five self-reflective categories-who
I am, what I need, what I want, what I believe, and how I connect-and helps them:
identify the exact ways they pretend, and learn instead...

Contributor Bio
Jen Hatmaker is the author of the New York Times bestseller Of Mess and Moxie (plus
twelve other books) and the host of the For the Love! with Jen Hatmaker podcast.
She and her husband, Brandon, founded the Legacy Collective and also starred in the
popular series My Big Family Renovation on HGTV. Jen is a mom to five, a
sought-after speaker, and a delighted resident of Austin, Texas, where she and...
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Better Together
How Women and Men Can Heal the Divide and Work Together to Transform the
Future
Danielle Strickland
Markup Tags:
:
Canadian author, TP Original

Summary
An impassioned plea and workable solution for women and men to imagine a
better world, embrace their differences, find ways to end oppression, and learn
how to work better together.
We are currently at a strategic cultural intersection with relationships between women
and men eroding. And it seems no one knows what to do. While it is good for women
to expose their pain, what often happens is that they immediately blame the person
at the other end of it, which sets up a never-ending cycle of accusations, denial,
avoidance, and ultimately devastation for everyone involved.
Thomas Nelson
9780785230151
Ship Date: 1/15/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback

This moment of discovery should not signal the end but instead become an
opportunity to create a different world where men and women are better together.
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Better Together is a beacon of hope in a challenging storm. It's where thoughts can
be rechanneled and hope rekindled as author Danielle Strickland offers steps toward a
real and workable solution. Her premise is that two things are needed for change:
1) imagine a better world, and
2) understand oppression.
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Understanding how oppression works is an important part of undoing it.
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Danielle says, "I refuse to believe that all men are bad. I also refuse to b...

Contributor Bio
Danielle Strickland is an author, speaker, trainer, and global social justice advocate.
Her aggressive compassion has served people firsthand in countries all over the
world-from establishing justice departments for the Salvation Army to launching
global antitrafficking initiatives to creating new movements to mobilize people towards
transformational living. Affectionately called the "ambassador o...
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Male vs. Man
Honoring Women, Teaching Children, Elevating Men, to Change the World
Dondré T. Whitfield

Summary
From recognized actor Dondré Whitfield comes a powerful, no-holds-barred
book about what it means to be a real man of faith in today's world, perfect for
fans of T.D. Jakes and Terry Crews, and for concerned wives, moms, and
girlfriends.
Some men abuse the power they have.
Some men grow up without healthy role models and so they act like boys, but with
adult consequences to their actions.
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And many of us are caught in the shifting cultural ideas about manhood, unsure of
how to make decisions or act as a man. Every day we find evidence that the role of
men at home, at work, and out in the world is deeply misunderstood.
In Male vs. Man, Dondré Whitfield equips us to become men rather than simply
"grown males." Men are healthy and productive servant-leaders who bring positive
change to their communities. Males are self-serving and stuck in negative cycles.
They bring chaos into their relationships.
Male vs. Man is a playbook for men who want to level up. It will help men and
women alike understand what real manhood is, based on biblical wisdom as well as
hard-earned lessons from someone who has been there. With practical guidance and
a strong spiritual foundation, Dondré shows how to cultivate the life-changing
spiritual, emot...

Contributor Bio
Veteran actor Dondré Whitfield is a three-time Emmy and NAACP Image award
nominee. He has appeared with such celebrated actors as John Travolta, Helen Mirren,
David Oyelowo, Michael B. Jordan and Kevin Hart among many others.
Off-camera, Whitfield is passionate about helping address the challenges and
pressures of masculine identity in the 21st century. He co-created The Manhood Tour,
a global mov...
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Madman
Out of the Shadows of Shame and into the Light of Grace
Jeremy Affeldt, John Ortberg

Summary
In Madman, humanitarian and three-time World Series champion Jeremy
Affeldt shares his own story of wearing a mask - being a good Christian on the
outside, but living a different life at home - and equips readers to find the
strength they need in vulnerability.
Jeremy Affeldt played major league baseball for fourteen years, finishing his career
with the San Francisco Giants during their championship years. Things on the field
were nothing but smiles, but it was a much different story at home. Following a World
Series win in 2012 and the birth of his third child, everything fell apart at home especially Jeremy. And he almost lost it all.
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Drawing on the story of Jesus and the demon-possessed man in Mark 5, Madman is
the story of a pitcher getting thrown out and how God got him get back in the game.
As Jeremy reminds us, many of us live two-faced lives - controlling our homes
through anger, fear, and shame even as we appear to be loving and peaceful to the
outside world. Whether we are trying to reconnect with our family after a long day of
meetings, care for an elderly parent in the midst of church ministry, or step out of the
public eye into more intimate relationships, all of us need encouragement to embrace
our true selves as God's beloved ...

Contributor Bio
Jeremy Affeldt is a three-time World Series champion, former major league baseball
pitcher, humanitarian, public speaker, and author. His professional baseball career
spanned 14-years, playing with the Kansas City Royals, Colorado Rockies, Cincinnati
Reds and the last seven years with the San Francisco Giants. He played on all three
Giants World Champion teams - 2010, 2012, and 2014.
Since his reti...
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Becoming a King
The Path to Restoring the Heart of a Man
Morgan Snyder
Markup Tags:

: Simultaneous HC & ITPE (9780785233381, Paperback, $21.99)

Summary
Morgan Snyder's Becoming a King unabashedly speaks directly to men,
teaching them the life-changing truth about the power that God intends for
them to responsibly step into for his kingdom, while also giving women an
honest peak behind the curtain into the lives and hearts of the men they know
and l...
It is God's design, desire, and intention to empower humans and entrust them to
participate in the ongoing creativity of the universe. Yet a look at our history and the
world around us shows that the story of most men is being entrusted with power and
having that power bring harm to themselves and those under their care.
Thomas Nelson
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What's gone wrong? When can you entrust a man with power?
In Becoming a King, Morgan Snyder shares that when we take a deeper pass at the
external problems around us, we begin to see the problems within our souls. Yet
Morgan suggests there is hope in an ancient path that leads men to become
trustworthy kings.
Journey with Morgan as he walks alongside men (and the women who love and
encourage them) to rediscover this path of inner transformation. Becoming a King is
an invitation into a radical reconstruction of much of what we've come to believe
about God, ourselves, and the meaning of life. It's an invitation to a rare and
remarkable fellowship of like-hearted kings and a...

Contributor Bio
Morgan Snyder serves on the executive team at Ransomed Heart Ministries and has
battled for the hearts of men and women alongside John and Stasi Eldredge for two
decades. As a writer, speaker, and strategist, he has led sold-out Wild at Heart men's
events across the United States as well as the United Kingdom, South Africa, and
Australia. His passion to shape the men and women who are shaping the ...
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THOMAS NELSON

Beyond Awkward Side Hugs
Living as Christian Brothers and Sisters in a Sex-Crazed World
Bronwyn Lea
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
From popular teacher and writer Bronwyn Lea, a biblical invitation to healthy
male-female relationships by creating a vision beyond stilted and unhelpful
don't-touch/don't-talk rules.
When it comes to relationships between men and women in the church, we've got
more questions than answers. How can men and women be in community when not
married? Or if married, with people not our spouses? Can men and women be "just
friends"? How can we date wisely and well? What does it mean to be a woman if
you're not a wife? Or a man if you're not a husband? How can we be in healthy, close
relationships if we're single?
Thomas Nelson
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In Beyond Awkward Side Hugs, Bronwyn Lea lays out a biblical vision for relationships
between men and women in the church. Jesus' pattern for church living was one of
family, of brothers and sisters living in intimate, healthy community with each other.
Doing so calls for character and wisdom, for charting a path toward relationships that
acknowledge gender but aren't sexualized, that go...

Contributor Bio
Bronwyn Lea has been active for twenty years in vocational ministry to serve,
encourage, teach, and mobilize Christians of all ages. A graduate of law school and
seminary, she ministers in her local church and also heads up Propel Sophia, the
Christian living wisdom resource for Propel Women. Bronwyn is mom to three
school-aged kids, who keep her somewhere between hilarious laughter and desperate
...
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Suffer Strong
How to Survive Anything by Redefining Everything
Katherine Wolf, Jay Wolf

Summary
Following the success of their debut memoir Hope Heals, beloved authors
Katherine and Jay Wolf share the profoundly inspiring and helpful truth that
saw them through personal tragedy and revealed the unexpected gifts of
suffering.
After miraculously surviving a near-fatal brainstem stroke at age 26, life for Katherine
and Jay Wolf changed forever - and so did the way they viewed the world. There was
no going back to normal from such a tragedy. Yet Katherine and Jay learned that
suffering is not the end, but the beginning of a new and profoundly beautiful story.
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Together, they found a new way to living fully and celebrating hope even in the midst
of daily struggles and life-long disabilities. As they learned to steward their pain and
embrace the new perspective on life from a wheelchair, Katherine and Jay discovered
the unexpected gifts of suffering - a strengthened identity, courage in the face of fear,
and the grace to flourish in the good and hard life.
With brave transparency and hope, Katherine and Jay share how the hardest
moments led them to experience supernatural strength - not in spite of pain but
because of it. With tender and inspiring stories, Suffer Strong is a comforting guide to
trusting a known God...

Contributor Bio
Katherine Wolf is a survivor, communicator, and advocate. Originally from the South,
she met her husband, Jay, in college. They married and moved to Los Angeles to
pursue law school for Jay and the entertainment industry for Katherine. Their son,
James, was born in 2007 and six months later, Katherine's life nearly ended with a
catastrophic stroke. Miraculously, she survived and continues her reco...
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100 Bible Verses That Made America
Defining Moments That Shaped Our Enduring Foundation of Faith
Robert Morgan

Summary
Esteemed author Robert J. Morgan explores 100 Bible verses that powerfully
impacted our leaders during defining moments in American history and
reflects upon what these verses mean for us as a nation today.
The Bible has played a starring role in American history from our nation's beginnings.
When George Washington was sworn into office as our first president, he did not
place his hand on the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution of the United
States, as hallowed as those documents are. Instead, he swore upon and even kissed
the Bible to sanctify this important moment. The Bible, Washington knew, had
ushered American history to this point.
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Trying to explain American history without its Bible is like trying to understand the
human body without its bloodstream. Had there been no Bible, there would be no
America as we know it. It is the Bible that made America.
While not every Founding Father was a Christian, a Bible-believer, or a paragon of
virtue and not every leader has honored the Bible nor appreciated its influence, there
is an undeniable history of leaders who've been intimately acquainted with the
contents of the Bible, who've studied its scriptures and respected its teaching...

Contributor Bio
Robert J. Morgan is a writer and speaker who serves as the teaching pastor at The
Donelson Fellowship in Nashville. He is the author of The Red Sea Rules, The Strength
You Need, Reclaiming the Lost Art of Biblical Meditation, Then Sings My Soul, and
many other titles, with more than 4.5 million copies in circulation. He is available to
speak at conferences and conventions. He and his wife, Katrina...
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Your New Name
Saying Goodbye to the Labels That Limit
Esther Fleece Allen

Summary
One of Christianity Today's top 50 women shaping the church and culture,
author Esther Fleece Allen brings her highly anticipated follow-up to No More
Faking Fine.
Life is full of labels that limit, but God has a new name He longs for you to hear - a
name that boldly declares freedom from your past and hope for your future. Join
Esther Fleece Allen, bestselling author of No More Faking Fine, in this profound
exploration of our God-given identity that no label can limit and no circumstance can
shake.
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God's names for us are no post-it-note provisions; they are names to be studied,
taken to heart, and believed, all in the journey of our becoming our truest selves just
as He created us to be.
Yes, the enemy will try to take you out. Yes, we've all given people the power to
name us in toxic, untrue ways, and we even wrongly name ourselves. Yes, this life
will knock you down and pin labels on your back. But God spends a lot of time in the
Bible telling us who we are. And it's time to take Him at His word. Let Your New
Name be your first step in this journey of a lifetime.

Contributor Bio
Esther Fleece Allen loves to connect people around the world to practical, faithcentered tools for living through every season, good and bad. Esther believes in the
cathartic power of shared personal stories to teach, to inspire and to comfort. Esther
is a graduate of the Oxford Center for Christian Apologetics and current seminarian.
When she's not traveling, speaking, or writing, she enjoys m...
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Exploring the Gifts of the Spirit
Discovering the Power God Has for You
John Michael Talbot, Steve Rabey
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
What does ancient wisdom have to do with our daily lives?
An early proponent of the unique Catholic Charismatic Renewal movement, famed
songwriter and musician John Michael Talbot will weave together prayer, biblical
teaching, songs, and contemplative thought to examine the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
Chapters will skillfully introduce readers to wisdom from varied saints and Church
leaders, biblical studies, theology, and church history, helping believers moor their
spiritual experience to God's truth.
Drawing upon many centuries worth of Catholic, Protestant, and Orthodox wisdom,
each chapter will be accompanied by a playlist of one or two songs that readers can
listen to as they calm their minds and hearts and seek the Spirit's presence.
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Written in a personal, compelling tone, Exploring the Gifts of the Spirit will present
ancient wisdom in a down-to-earth, practical approach that's accessible to all,
regardless of their familiarity with theology.

Contributor Bio
John Michael Talbot is the founder and spiritual father of the Catholic based
community the Brothers and Sisters of Charity. He leads an active ministry from Little
Portion Hermitage and Monastery in Arkansas and St. Clare Monastery in Texas. He is
also a Grammy and Dove award winning, multi-platinum selling, Contemporary
Christian Music pioneer and a best-selling author of over thirty books.
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Stuff Christians Like
Jon Acuff
Markup Tags:
Reissue

:

Summary
Using the same humor and honesty that galvanized more than a million online
readers from more than 200 countries, speaker Jon Acuff brings his insightful
take on Christianity to the book world with this new edition of Stuff Christians
Like. From prayer shot blocks to Metro worship leaders, no stone ...
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Sometimes, we fall in love on mission trips even though we know we’ll break up when
we get back. Sometimes, you have to shot block a friend’s prayer because she’s
asking God to bless an obviously bad dating relationship. Sometimes, you think, “I
wish I had a t-shirt that said ‘I direct deposit my tithe’ so people wouldn’t judge me.”
Sometimes, the stuff that comes with faith is funny. This is that stuff. Jon Acuff’s Stuff
Christians Like is your field guide to all things Christian. In it you’ll learn the culinary
magic of the crock-pot. Think you’ve got a Metro worship leader—Use Acuff’s
checklist. Want to avoid a prayer handholding faux pas? Acuff has you covered. Like a
satirical grenade, Acuff brings us the humor and honesty that galvanized more than a
million online readers from more than 200 countries in a new giftable edition.
Welcome to the funny side of faith.

Contributor Bio
Jon Acuff is the author of five books, including the New York Times Bestselling career
book, Do Over. He's helped companies like the Home Depot, Bose, Staples, and
AutoTrader.com tell their stories. He's a well-known public speaker, and his blogs have
been read by millions of fans. He lives in Nashville with his wife, Jenny, and their two
young daughters. Follow him on Twitter @JonAcuff and read h...
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THOMAS NELSON

They Were Soldiers
The Sacrifices and Contributions of Our Vietnam Veterans
Joseph L. Galloway, Marvin J. Wolf

Summary
New York Times bestselling author Joseph Galloway and coauthor Marvin Wolf
bring to life the inspirational stories of Vietnam veterans who returned home
from the "lost war" to enrich America's present and future.
For decades, the soldiers who served in Vietnam were shunned by the American
public and ignored by their government. Many were vilified or had their struggles to
reintegrate with society magnified by distorted depictions of veterans as dangerous or
demented. Even today, Vietnam veterans have not received their due. Until now.
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In this groundbreaking new book, veterans Joseph Galloway, New York Times
bestselling author of We Were Soldiers Once and Young, and award-winning author
Marvin J. Wolf reveal the private lives of those who returned from Vietnam to make
astonishing contributions in science, medicine, business, and other arenas, changing
America for the better. These profiles are touching and courageous and often
startling. They include veterans both known and unknown, inclu...

Contributor Bio
Joseph L. Galloway served four tours as a war correspondent in Vietnam and twenty
years as a senior editor and writer for U.S. News & World Report. He is coauthor, with
the late Lt. Gen. Hal Moore, of We Were Soldiers Once and Young, a New York Times
bestseller and the basis of the film starring Mel Gibson, and of the bestselling sequel,
We Are Soldiers Still. Galloway was decorated with a Bronze ...
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Grace from the Rubble
Two Fathers' Road to Reconciliation after the Oklahoma City Bombing
Jeanne Bishop

Summary
Jeanne Bishop's powerful new book tells the heart-stirring story of how two
men on opposite sides of the tragic Oklahoma City bombing forged an unlikely
enduring friendship.
Grace From the Rubble is the remarkable journey of two men who, though destined to
be enemies, forged an unexpected bond in the wake of horrible tragedy.
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In what was to become the deadliest act of domestic terrorism in U.S. history since
Pearl Harbor, the Oklahoma City bombing was one in a long line of violent attacks
which have left communities across the nation searching for healing and hope. With
the soaring message of the power of love to conquer evil, Grace From the Rubble tells
the intertwining stories of four captivating individuals: Julie Welch, a young
professional full of promise and Tim McVeigh, the troubled mind behind the horrific
event; Bud Welch, a father whose only daughter (Julie) was murdered and Bill
McVeigh, the father of her killer.
With searing details by firsthand witnesses, including the Governor of Oklahoma,
masterful storyteller Jeanne Bishop describes the suspenseful scenes leading up to
that fateful day and the dramatic events after as one father buried his daughter and
the oth...

Contributor Bio
Jeanne Bishop is a public defender and human rights advocate who has written for
online publications including Huffington Post and CNN.com, magazines, newspapers,
law journals, and academic books. She has appeared in TEDx talks and several
documentary films. Her memoir, Change of Heart, chronicles the murder of three of
her family members and her forgiveness of and reconciliation with their killer...
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Hunting the Unabomber
The FBI, Ted Kaczynski, and the Capture of America’s Most Notorious Domestic
Terrorist
Lis Wiehl, Lisa Pulitzer

Summary
From Lis Wiehl, New York Times bestselling author and "storyteller
extraordinaire" (Steve Berry), with New York Times bestselling crime writer
Lisa Pulitzer, the definitive, gripping account of the longest pursuit in FBI
history: the quest to find and capture the domestic terrorist Ted Kaczynski
On April 3, 1996, a team of FBI agents closed in on an isolated cabin in remote
Montana, marking the end of the longest and most expensive investigation in FBI
history. The cabin's lone inhabitant was a former mathematics prodigy and
wunderkind professor who had abandoned society decades earlier. Few people knew
his name, Theodore Kaczynski, but everyone knew the mayhem and death associated
with his nickname: the Unabomber.
Thomas Nelson
9780718092122
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

For two decades, Kaczynski had masterminded a campaign of random terror, killing
and maiming innocent people through bombs sent in untraceable packages. The FBI
task force charged with finding the perpetrator of these horrifying crimes grew to 150
people, yet his identity rema...

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
History / United States
HIS036060
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

Contributor Bio

6 in | 9 in

Lis Wiehl is the former legal analyst for Fox News and the O'Reilly Factor and has
appeared regularly on Your World with Neil Cavuto, Lou Dobbs Tonight, and the Imus
morning shows. The co-host of WOR radio's "WOR Tonight with Joe Concha and Lis
Wiehl", she has served as legal analyst and reporter for NBC News and NPR's All
Things Considered, as a federal prosecutor in the United States Attorney's ...
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A Better Life
Slowing Down to Get Ahead
Rebecca Smith
Markup Tags:
TP Original
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Summary
Debut book from the founder and CEO of Better Life Bags empowers
millennials and entrepreneurs with the reminder that waiting on God always
trumps hustling hard.
Let love stretch you. As the founder of one of the most popular custom handbag
companies in the country, Rebecca Smith knows a thing or two about business. A
highly successful entrepreneur in a world where the focus is on scalability, brand
strategy, and global marketing, Rebecca Smith also knows the truth: that every
success she's experienced at Better Life Bags has been the result of very small, very
ordinary, very obedient steps of faith.
Zondervan
9780310357575
Ship Date: 4/22/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Religion / Christian Life
REL012090
Format Description: Softcover

Moving from Savannah, Georgia, to Hamtramck, Michigan, was culture shock enough
for Rebecca. But trying to feel at home in a city where twenty-six different languages
were spoken and most of the inhabitants were immigrants seemed downright
impossible. It was only when Rebecca recognized that God had called her to this
specific neighborhood at this particular moment in time that his plans began to unfold
for her. Stepping forward into the place God had called her - a place that seemed
messy and uncomfortable and unfamiliar - Rebecca discovered the tr...

Contributor Bio

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Rebecca Smith is the founder of Better Life Bags, a custom handbag company whose
workforce is made up of local women with barriers to employment.
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Ebooks
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Ebook
Audio
9780310357599 - $24.99
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Rebecca loves to encourage and coach young entrepreneurs who desire to use their
businesses for good. She is passionate about reminding women that when it comes to
pursuing dreams, waiting on God's nudges always beats hustling hard. It's okay being
the tu...
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Your Blue Flame
Drop the Guilt and Do What Makes You Come Alive
Jennifer Fulwiler

Summary
Bestselling author, daily SiriusXM talk show host, and comedian Jennifer
Fulwiler helps readers ignite their unique, God-given gifts and discover the
joyful, passionate lives they were created for.
Every one of us has a blue flame - a special skill, a personal passion, a gift or talent.
But when caught up in life's busyness, it's too easy to make a habit of suppressing
our most joyful contributions to the world.
As Jennifer learned, the secret to a life you love isn't necessarily jumping the track,
quitting your job, or hustling to make your dream your full-time reality. Rather, it's
about simply doing more of what makes you come alive in your actual life. Your Blue
Flame is your upbeat playbook to rekindling your energy, sparking those meaningful
"first loves" back to life again, and discovering the unique way each one of us can
make the world a better, brighter place.

Zondervan
9780310349778
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

With Jennifer's wit and straight-forward, practical insights, this power-packed guide
will show you:
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How to channel your blue flame's contagious energy
Why your blue flame is both personally fulfilling and a sacred duty to others
Tips and tricks to boldly make time for your passions
How to rethink dreaming big for your ...

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Fulwiler is a daily talk show host on the national SiriusXM radio network.
She's the author of the bestselling memoirs Something Other than God and One
Beautiful Dream. In her free time, she does standup comedy - and since she lives in a
three-bedroom house with her husband, six kids, a huge dog, and one-eyed cat, the
jokes write themselves. Follow her on Instagram at @JenniferFulwiler.
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Head in the Clouds, Feet on the Ground
A Survival Guide for Creatives, Visionaries, and Dreamers
Ryan Romeo
Markup Tags:
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Summary
Co-founder of the Outcry Worship Tour, Ryan Romeo, empowers readers to live
well in the present as they dream well about the future in Head in the Clouds,
Feet on the Ground, a practical guide to doing the impossible.
When it comes to pursuing our dreams, Ryan Romeo is convinced of two things. First,
God knows where you come from. He knows about your past. He knows about the
seemingly impossible situation you may find yourself in. And yet, he is even more
committed to seeing your dream come to life than you are.
The other thing Ryan has learned is this: Your daily habits bring about the reality of
your calling. What you do today matters even when it doesn't feel like it. Especially
when it doesn't feel like it. How you treat your current job, your current boss, and
those around you matters. How you serve your leader's vision or your church's vision?
That matters too.

Zondervan
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Ship Date: 2/5/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
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Format Description: Softcover
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So as you pursue your calling, don't forget to keep your head in the clouds. Never let
the worries, the fears, the "what-ifs?" in your heart dampen God's unique call on your
life. At the same time, you need to keep your feet on the ground - to stay engaged
and connected right where you are, so you don't miss out on the foundation God
want...

Contributor Bio

Ebooks
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Ryan Romeo is the Creative Director and Co-Founder of the OUTCRY worship tour and
author of the book Outcry. In the first 3 years, the OUTCRY tour traveled to over 86
cities, and has reached nearly a million people. He is currently the Pastor of Creative
Arts at Living Streams Church in Phoenix, AZ, where he lives with his wife, Blake, and
their three children.
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This Too Shall Last
Finding Grace When Suffering Lingers
K.J. Ramsey
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Summary
Therapist and writer K.J. Ramsey combines personal stories and insightful
research to reveal the surprising joy available in suffering.
This Too Shall Last offers an antidote to the Western and Christian idolatry of ease.
For anyone who suffers or cares about someone who suffers, it points to a surprising
comfort, beauty, and joy available in the midst of hard times.
Ten years ago, chronic illness plunged therapist and writer K.J. Ramsey directly into
the faith-suffering paradox. Before her illness, faith made sense. But after pain's
intrusive debut, K.J. had to find a way across a widening canyon that seemed to
separate God's goodness from her excruciating circumstances.

Zondervan
9780310107255
Ship Date: 4/15/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback

In these pages, she shares what she discovered: a new place and source of surprising
joy.
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"Every Christian lives between pain and redemption," writes K.J. "Some face suffering
more acutely, but we all suffer at times, whether due to health, relational stress, loss,
finances, trauma, or any other of a myriad of problems this life presents us. In a
culture obsessed with ease, it's difficult to make sense of our suffering. As Christians,
we can sometimes fe...

Contributor Bio
K.J. Ramsey (MA, Denver Seminary) is a therapist, writer, and recovering idealist who
believes sorrow and joy are necessary friends. Her writings has appeared in
Christianity Today, RELEVANT, The Huffington Post, Health Central, Fathom Magazine,
The Mighty, and Introvert, Dear. This Too Shall Last is her first book.
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The Noble Renaissance
Reclaiming the Lost Virtue of Nobility
Carrie R. Lloyd
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Summary
Learn to embrace a noble life.
With humor-filled personal tales and in-depth research, Carrie Lloyd will unfold the
meaning behind the characteristics of nobility-self-sacrifice, humility, courage,
self-conquest, integrity, honesty-all required for nurturing noble virtues.
What would happen if we intentionally chose to live a life of nobility? If we thought of
our fellow man, before ourselves? In a world, littered with lawsuits, hate mail and
demands for punishment, when did we stop caring for our neighbor? When did we set
aside the cause and effect of our decisions? When did we rest on the hidden laurels of
contempt, instead of working a little harder, to bring fruit and morality based on
forethought over legalism?

Thomas Nelson
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'The noble man makes noble plans and by noble plans he stands', so Isaiah tells us.
The finest characters in scripture often carried this descriptor in their back pocket,
and such labels didn't always follow their wealth - but their integrity.
Could we become a little more effective, a little kinder if we c...

Contributor Bio
Carrie is a UK journalist and author of The Virgin Monologues and Prude. She is a
pastor at Bethel Church, California and a pastor for the leaders network of Global
Legacy. She writes between her hometown in Stamford, England and her residence in
Northern California. 'The Carrie On..podcast started in 2017 and can be found on
itunes. When not pastoring, speaking or writing, labelled by her student...
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Chasing a God You Don't Want to Catch
Darren Wilson
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Summary
Be careful what you ask for.

Thomas Nelson
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Ship Date: 4/22/2020
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This is a book designed to deal with the unspoken lies many Christians struggle with
on a daily basis--lies that ultimately keep us from pursuing a deep connection and
friendship with God. Christians are quick to say we want "more" of God, sing songs
inviting Him to have total control, and appear like we are pursuing Him. But the truth
for most people is they don't really want to catch Him. Even a cursory glance at the
Bible tells us that the closer one gets to God, the more dangerous He becomes. His
demands get more intense. His punishments more severe. His expectations stricter.
So, we engage in an exhausting dance of pursuit (so we don't feel like spiritual
losers) and walls (to keep Him at a safe distance). Faith ceases to be a relationship of
intimacy, and instead turns into a tug-of-war where we simply try to white knuckle it
until we get to heaven.
But this isn't what God intended. When Jesus tells us that He no longer calls us
servants, but instead friends, He is talkin...

Contributor Bio
Darren Wilson is the Founder of Wp Films, a film/television production company that
focuses on creating media that creatively and powerfully advances the Kingdom of
God around the world. He is also an author and a speaker. Darren's films have been
seen by millions around the world and have helped change the spiritual climate of the
worldwide church. In addition to his films and television work, Da...
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Jesus Over Everything
Uncomplicating the Daily Struggle to Put Jesus First
Lisa Whittle
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Summary
Readers will be drawn to Lisa Whittle’s approachable, solid biblical teaching as
she offers them practical language to apply as they seek to choose Jesus first
even in the midst of the complications and trials of everyday life.
As Christian women, we desire to put Jesus first. We want to prioritize him above all,
knowing instinctively that when we do, everything else in our lives will fall into
alignment. Yet life feels complicated, and the demands of our daily lives leave our
priorities out of order and our hearts longing for more.

Thomas Nelson
9780785231981
Ship Date: 2/26/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback

Author, speaker, and Bible teacher Lisa Whittle is passionate about helping people
pursue Jesus for life, grow deep roots of faith, and walk strong in a world that so
often seems to have gone crazy. In Jesus Over Everything, Lisa shares eight
statements of choice to help us grow in our understanding of what it means to put
Jesus first amid the craziness our days bring, including choices such as
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commitment over mood,
steady over hype,
holiness over freedom,
service over spotlight,
and more.
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Jesus Over Everything is a practical, compelling picture of what we crave yet struggle
to define as we seek to give God his rightful place in our everyday lives.

Contributor Bio
Lisa Whittle is the visionary implementer of various women's events and co-founder of
Real Influence. Through insightful Bible teaching, with a refreshingly authentic faith,
Lisa journeys with women to seek God's truth. A graduate of Liberty University, Lisa
has done master's work in Marriage and Family Counseling at Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary. The co-author of The Seven Hardest Thi...
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It's Not Over
Leaving Behind Disappointment and Learning to Dream Again
Joshua Gagnon
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Summary
It’s Not Over is a book for anyone who has ever felt discouraged, detoured, or
disappointed by the path of their life and who longs to dream big again.
What if dreaming is as essential to living as breathing? As children, we are captivated
by our dreams for the future. We dream of someday being a superhero or an
astronaut, to someday get married, to own a business, or to be an actress or a sports
star. We all dream of doing or becoming something, and every child has giant, out-ofthis-world dreams. We were born to dream BIG! However, as we mature into adults,
the realities of life slowly chip away at our dreams for tomorrow. Through hardships,
hurts, failures and bruises, our dreams often become dormant or shrink to match the
size of our wounded faith.
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If you're having a hard time dreaming, going through life minimizing the size of your
dreams, or just feeling defeated by the resistance you're facing while chasing your
dream, there is good news: IT'S NOT OVER! As long as you have breath in your
lungs, God has a dream for you to chase.
Join Pastor Joshua Gagnon as he encourages readers to keep believing that God can
do the impossible. Th...
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Joshua Gagnon is the Founding and Lead Pastor of Next Level Church, as well as the
Activate Conference. His wife, Jennifer, and their two boys, Malachi and Nehemiah,
have committed their lives to reaching people who do not know Jesus. God has built
NCC on his passion, vision, and leadership. He has become known for humility and
authenticity both on and off the stage.
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Loving Well in a Broken World
Discover the Hidden Power of Empathy
Lauren Casper
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Summary
Popular blogger Lauren Casper shares the key to loving our neighbors well in
today's world of anger and outrage: the lost art of empathy.
Christians are called to love our neighbors as ourselves, but we often don't know how,
especially today. How do we love our neighbors when we're afraid of stepping on toes
or don't know how to connect? Lauren Casper has found that the effective path to
loving others is through the lost art of empathy.
In Loving Well in a Broken World, Casper helps us tear down our pride and overcome
our fear to choose empathy over apathy and judgement. Through storytelling and
vulnerability, Casper empowers us to discover the surprising and beautiful places
empathy might lead us. Whether it's spending a Saturday morning at the food bank,
offering a shoulder to cry on, giving a ride to addiction rehab, or bringing coffee and
a scone to the exhausted mom across the street, empathy is the key to loving others
in a dark world.
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Contributor Bio
Lauren Casper is a writer, speaker, and amateur baker. She is the founder of the
popular blog laurencasper.com and has had numerous articles syndicated by the
Huffington Post, the TODAY Show, Yahoo! News, and several other publications.
Lauren and her husband, John, have two beautiful children and one fluffy dog. They
make their home in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.
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Healthy Me, Healthy Us
Your Relationships Are Only as Strong as You Are
Les and Leslie Parrott

Summary
#1 New York Times bestselling authors and renowned psychologists Drs. Les
and Leslie Parrott share the single most import secret to happy relationships.
Relationships are rife with disappointment--but they are also the primary source of
personal happiness. So it is no surprise that the number one question Drs. Les and
Leslie Parrott hear over and over is, What's the single most important thing you can
do for your relationships?
After over twenty-five years of researching, writing, and speaking on this subject, in
Healthy Me, Healthy Us the Parrotts have whittled down their answer to the truth
contained in this single sentence: if you try to build intimacy with another person
before you have gotten whole on your own, all your relationships become an attempt
to complete yourself.
Relationship skills, tips, and tactics? Sure. They have their place. But meaningful
relationships--the kind we all long for--grow from something deeper, something
stronger, something that has more to do with being ...
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#1 New York Times bestselling authors Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott are psychologists
and founders of the game-changing online assessment, BetterLove.com. Their
best-selling books include Love Talk, Crazy Good Sex and the award-winning Saving
Your Marriage Before It Starts. Their work has been featured in the New York Times
and USA Today and on CNN, Good Morning America, the Today Show, The View
and...
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Love Talk Workbook for Men
Speak Each Other's Language Like You Never Have Before
Les Parrott, Leslie Parrott

Summary
Love Talk Workbook for Men is a deep yet simple plan full of new insights that
will revolutionize communication in love relationships. Features insights from
the all-new Better Love Assessment, a personalized online assessment that
will help you understand your two unique personalities and how they ...
We set off to crack the code for meaningful conversation . . . a plan that would move
our communication from good to great. And we found it. A deep and simple plan for
everything a loving conversation has to offer. We call it Love Talk. -Drs. Les and
Leslie Parrott

Zondervan
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Ship Date: 8/7/2019
$13.50 Can.
Paperback
96 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Religion / Christian Life
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Format Description: Softcover
9 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T | 0.2 lb
Wt

This men's workbook will help you personalize the concepts you encounter in the
Parrotts' book Love Talk and put them to work in your relationships. Inside, you'll find
exercises, assessments, self-tests, tips, applications . . . all the tools and guidance
you need to
Identify your personal communication style
Understand how it interacts with that of your partner
Talk your way to a healthier, stronger relationship
Love Talk is like no other communication book you've ever read. The fruit of years of
research by two foremost relationship experts (who also happen to be husband and
wife), this book forges a new path to the heart of loving conversation. You'll begin by
identifying your security need and determining your personal commu...

Contributor Bio
No. 1 New York Times bestselling author and psychologist Dr. Les Parrott has been
featured on Oprah, CBS This Morning, Today, CNN, Fox News, and The View, and in
USA Today and the New York Times. Dr. Parrott's books, often coauthored with his
wife, Dr. Leslie Parrott, have sold more than three million copies and have been
translated into more than thirty languages. He is the creator of three revo...
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Love Talk Workbook for Women
Speak Each Other's Language Like You Never Have Before
Les Parrott, Leslie Parrott

Summary
Love Talk Workbook for Women is a deep yet simple plan full of new insights
that will revolutionize communication in love relationships. Features insights
from the all-new Better Love Assessment, a personalized online assessment
that will help you understand your two unique personalities and how the...
We set off to crack the code for meaningful conversation . . . a plan that would move
our communication from good to great. And we found it. A deep and simple plan for
everything a loving conversation has to offer. We call it Love Talk. -Drs. Les and
Leslie Parrott
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This women's workbook will help you personalize the concepts you encounter in the
Parrotts' book Love Talk and put them to work in your relationships. Inside, you'll find
exercises, assessments, self-tests, tips, applications . . . all the tools and guidance
you need to
Identify your personal communication style
Understand how it interacts with that of your partner
Talk your way to a healthier, stronger relationship
Love Talk is like no other communication book you've ever read. The fruit of years of
research by two foremost relationship experts (who also happen to be husband and
wife), this book forges a new path to the heart of loving conversation. You'll begin by
identifying your security need and determining your personal com...

Contributor Bio
No. 1 New York Times bestselling author and psychologist Dr. Les Parrott has been
featured on Oprah, CBS This Morning, Today, CNN, Fox News, and The View, and in
USA Today and the New York Times. Dr. Parrott's books, often coauthored with his
wife, Dr. Leslie Parrott, have sold more than three million copies and have been
translated into more than thirty languages. He is the creator of three revo...
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Intentional Faith
Aligning Your Life with the Heart of God
Allen Jackson

Summary
Megachurch pastor Allen Jackson invites readers on a 100-day adventure of
experiencing God through ten biblical practices that will reignite their faith and
transform their lives.
Many Christians experience low points in their faith, times when their spiritual lives
have grown cold, stagnant, or routine. They feel frustrated and desperate to
reconnect with God. Yet encouragement alone is not enough. We need God's power to
bring transformation, and we need specific tools and a focused intent to know the
Lord. Drawing upon years of pastoral ministry and his own experience, Allen Jackson
has developed a 100-day plan to reinvigorate a believer's life, organized around ten
declarations of intent, including:
I
I
I
I
I

Thomas Nelson
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Ebooks
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Ebook

Intend
Intend
Intend
Intend
Intend

to
to
to
to
to

Grow Spiritually
Read the Gospels
Pray Daily
Honor God in My Home
Work with Integrity

A simple investment of twenty minutes a day will create an unstoppable momentum
in readers' lives. Their hearts are opened to new possibilities with ...

Contributor Bio
Allen Jackson serves as senior pastor of World Outreach Church, a congregation of ten
thousand members located in Murfreesboro, Tennessee. He is also the founder and
president of Allen Jackson Ministries, which broadcasts his sermon messages on
television (national and local) and radio (XM and traditional), reaching over 25 million
households, including over 90 million people in Russian-speaking c...
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Seeing Jesus from the East
A Fresh Look at History’s Most Influential Figure
Ravi Zacharias, Abdu Murray

Summary
A winning co-authorship featuring two top-notch authors, both from Eastern
backgrounds, Seeing Jesus from the East offers a refreshing, broader view of
Jesus that will appeal to believers hungry for something greater and more
experiential than the propositional Jesus they encounter in many books and...
In the West Jesus is usually seen through one lens, that of Western reasoning and
linear thought. As the world becomes smaller and more people are brought to our
door, a broader view of Jesus is needed, one that can be grasped by Easterners and
that can penetrate the hearts and imaginations of postmodern Westerners.
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256 Pages
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Jacketed
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In Seeing Jesus from the East, alongside the Seeing Jesus from the East Video Study
and Seeing Jesus from the East Study Guide, Ravi Zacharias and Abdu Murray capture
a revitalized gospel message through an Eastern lens, revealing its power afresh and
sharing the truth about Jesus in a compelling and winsome light. Incorporating story,
honor, vivid imagery, sacrifice, and rewards, Seeing Jesus from the East calls readers,
both Eastern and Western, to a fresh encounter with the living and restless Jesus.

Contributor Bio
RAVI ZACHARIAS is a speaker and an author of over 25 books. He is founder and
president of Ravi Zacharias International Ministries (www.rzim.org), headquartered in
Atlanta with over a dozen offices worldwide. He has received many honors in
recognition of his writings and global impact. He and his wife, Margie, have been
married for almost 50 years and have three grown children. They reside in Atla...
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The Way of Worship
A Guide to Living and Leading Authentic Worship
Michael Neale, Vernon Whaley

Summary
A comprehensive and practical introduction that guides students, worship
leaders, and pastors through a biblical theology of worship, informing and
encouraging worship leaders, and inspiring the public and private lives of
worshippers.
Concise, well written, and thoroughly researched, The Way of Worship provides a
biblical theology of worship, as well as a practical manual for practicing private and
public worship as a way of life. It includes individual and group discussion questions
and activities that enable readers to immediately apply what they are learning.
Uniquely designed to lend a helping hand to those realizing and answering the calling
of God on their lives to lead worship, this manual serves as a helpful reference for
teachers of worship, combining biblical teaching with pedagogical application of
worship principles.
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Hardcover
320 Pages
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At its core, The Way of Worship is a practical, hands-on guide for college or seminary
students, worship leaders, pastors, and youth pastors seeking to better equip
themselves as worshipers. Teachers and professors can use it as a teaching resource
for the classroom, while pastors will discover a long-needed tool for providing
interpretation and clarification of biblical principles for worshi...
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How to Follow Jesus
A Practical Guide for Growing Your Faith
Craig Springer

Summary
Craig Springer, executive director of Alpha USA, America's most effective
evangelism movement, dismantles numerous myths surrounding the Christian
faith, removing the most common obstacles to growth and offering practical,
easy-to-implement advice for following Jesus.
Millions of people want to follow Jesus but, the truth is, many don't know how. Both
those who are new to following Jesus, and many who have attended church for years,
can find themselves overwhelmed by complicated doctrines, frustrated by a large list
of rules policing their lives, and bewildered by the often strange language of
Christianity.
How to Follow Jesus offers simple and clear advice to guide a Christian's first spiritual
steps and to help long-time believers refresh on the basics of the faith. Craig
Springer, executive director of America's most effective evangelism movement,
explodes numerous myths surrounding the Christian faith, including:

Zondervan
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How sin and temptation are not the greatest threat to a flourishing faith;
Why forgiveness means going through rather than around one's feelings; and
How disappointment in the church may actually be the essential step in growing
a foundation for life-changing community.
Sharing personal stories from his own journey to a mature faith, Springe...

Contributor Bio
Craig Springer is the Executive Director of Alpha USA. Previously, he served as a
church planter in Prague, as a lead pastor at a campus of Willow Creek Community
Church outside Chicago, and as the executive and teaching pastor at Cherry Hills
Community Church in Denver. Craig has a deep passion for the local church and a
broad personal church background including Vineyard churches, Willow Creek, ...
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Why I Am Still Surprised by the Power of the Spirit
(Revised)

Discovering How God Speaks and Heals Today
Jack S. Deere

Summary
A modern classic completely updated and revised, Deere explains why God is
still giving gifts of the Spirit, tells documented stories of contemporary
miracles, reveals how people discover their spiritual gifts, and demonstrates
how those gifts can be used in the church today.
First published in 1993, Jack Deere's book, Surprised by the Power of the Spirit, sold
over 200,000 copies and was instrumental in leading many evangelicals to an
openness and embrace of the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
In Why I Am Still Surprised by the Power of the Spirit, bestselling author and
sought-after speaker Jack Deere demonstrates that God is still healing and speaking
today just as he did over 2000 years ago. Deere tells documented stories of modern
miracles, explains the nature of spiritual gifts, defines each spiritual gift, and offers
sound advice on discovering and using the gifts in church today. Most of all, he shows
how all of this is God's way of deepening our friendship with him.
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Nearly completely rewritten, this new edition offers continued proof on the practical
matters of experiencing and using spiritual gifts, includes many new stories of God's
power, and is updated to interact with the latest scholarship defending and explaining
the gifts of the Spirit. All this an...

Contributor Bio
Jack Deere, formerly an associate professor of Old Testament at Dallas Theological
Seminary, is a writer and lecturer who speaks throughout the world on the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. He is the author of the bestselling book, Surprised by the Power of the
Spirit.
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Surprised by the Voice of God

(Revised)

How God Speaks Today Through Prophecies, Dreams, and Visions
Jack S. Deere

Summary
With candor, sensitivity, and a profound understanding of Scripture,
bestselling author Jack Deere identifies hindrances to hearing the Holy Spirit
and calls all Christians beyond those obstacles to experience a true friendship
and deeper connection with God.
Surprised by the Voice of God takes readers on an intimate journey to the Bible to
discover the variety of creative, deeply personal ways God still communicates with
them today. Churchgoers and church leaders alike will learn how God speaks with
people apart from the Bible, though never in contradiction to it.
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Written clearly, in simple, yet profound language, Jack Deere first describes the ways
God revealed his thoughts to first-century Christians. Then he tells why God continues
to speak to his people today using the same methods. Finally, Deere tells how
accurately God speaks through prophecies, dreams, visions, and other forms of divine
communication.
Filled with fascinating stories and personal accounts, Surprised by the Voice of God is
for all people who want to walk in the dynamic scope of Christianity, knowing they are
loved by their creator.

Contributor Bio
Jack Deere, formerly an associate professor of Old Testament at Dallas Theological
Seminary, is a writer and lecturer who speaks throughout the world on the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. He is the author of the bestselling book, Surprised by the Power of the
Spirit.
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My Fame, His Fame
Aiming Your Life and Influence Toward the Glory of God
Thann Bennett

Summary
Life is better when we live for His fame rather than our own.
The most powerful forces in the world are both exhilarating and terrifying. Awesome
and terrible. Life-giving and life-threatening. In order to unleash the positive
attributes of these powers, one must also confront the imposing components of them.
But the ultimate example of this phenomenon is the awesome fame of the almighty
God.
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My Fame, His Fame is a call for believers to heed the example of the prophet
Habakkuk by stepping to their watch on the ramparts and calling for a revelation of
God's mighty acts to be repeated in our time. It is an inspiring reminder that our lives
are to be lived for one aim: to increase the fame of the Famous One. Readers will
encounter a radically different--and far better--approach to achieving success in life
and will walk away inspired and equipped to live for the purpose of His fame.
Rooted in Habakkuk 3:2 "Lord, I have heard of your fame; I stand in awe of your
deeds, Lord. Repeat them in our day, in our time make them known; in wrath
remember mercy,"...

Contributor Bio
Thann Bennett and his wife, Brooke, live in Fort Washington, Maryland with their
three children: Jude, Gambrell, and Hope. The Bennetts are long-time members of
the National Community Church family in Washington, D.C. In his professional
capacity, Thann is the Director of Government Affairs for the American Center for Law
and Justice (ACLJ), and is a regular on-air contributor to the daily syndica...
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Chasing Wisdom
The Lifelong Pursuit of Living Well
Daniel Grothe

Summary
Teaching pastor at the influential New Life Church in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, Daniel Grothe explains the Bible's blueprint for becoming the kind of
person who can deal with all of life's challenges.
Some people have learned how to live. They can handle all that life brings. They are
composed. They radiate strength. They are whole, with lives worth emulating, and
when they speak people listen. They are, in a word, wise. How did these people get
wisdom? And perhaps more importantly, how can we?
In his long-awaited first book, Daniel Grothe of New Life church in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, shows us how to get wisdom for ourselves by examining what the Bible has
to say about it and by providing practical steps for acquiring it, among them:
learning to ask for help,
loving Scripture,
going to Church,
living quietly,
and, above all, seeking those who are themselves wise.
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Drawing upon Scripture and upon his own experience learning from his friend and
mentor Eugene Peterson, Grothe shows how our l...

Contributor Bio
Daniel Grothe is the associate senior pastor at New Life Church in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Daniel and his wife, Lisa, live on a small hobby farm outside of Colorado
Springs with their three children: Lillian, Wilson, and Wakley.
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Healing Together
A Guide to Supporting Sexual Abuse Survivors
Anne Miller

Summary
A fundamental guide for helping supporters of sexual abuse survivors
understand the basics of abuse, trauma, healing, and hope--drawing from both
Anne Marie Miller's own experience as a survivor and the most current
evidence-based research.
With recent #MeToo and #ChurchToo movements, we are learning just how many
men, women, boys, and girls have suffered sexual abuse at the hands of a trusted
person, often family members or leaders in the church. The truth is, sexual abuse is
rampant in modern society and now--sometimes many years later--sexual abuse
survivors are sharing their stories.
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Anne Marie Miller is a survivor of childhood clergy sexual abuse and has shared her
journey toward healing with audiences all over the world. After speaking with
thousands of survivors and their loved ones, and consulting the most up-to-date
research on sexual abuse and its lasting effects, Anne addresses these questions and
more in Healing Together:
What is sexual abuse?
How can I help survivors?
Who are predators and how do they groom victims?
How does trauma affect survivors?
What happens when someone doesn't remember the details of their abuse?
How does abuse wound the physical, emotional, and spiritual health of people
who have been abused...

Contributor Bio
Anne Marie Miller lives with her husband, Tim Miller in Franklin, Tennessee. Under the
name Anne Jackson, she wrote two books: Mad Church Disease and Permission to
Speak Freely. Anne speaks at colleges, conventions and churches on the topics of
social justice, sexuality, health, addiction, and biblical themes of grace and
restoration. She writes for Relevant Magazine, and has been featured in publ...
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This Is Where Your Healing Begins
Nigel Mumford
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
A veteran healing minster reveals the basic elements he has learned about
how God heals from 30 years of experience.

Thomas Nelson
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There is no college course available that can impart the countless diverse causes and
needs for healing human lives. Every soul is unique, and each has many more facets
than the sixty found in the famed Hope diamond! The myriad of human need for
healing and the peculiar personal histories surrounding them are as numerous as all
people who ever lived on the planet! The felt needs that are shared with me, most
every day, involve physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, generational, identity,
relational, financial, historical, locational, racial, inter-denominational, intellectual, and
other global issues of healing. These needs arise out of, but are not limited to:
physical illness, sexual and verbal abuse, traumas, spiritual dysfunction, family
dysfunction, abandonment, shame, guilt, rejection, doubt, fear and anxiety.
In 1990, when God first led me into His ministry of healing, supplicants would
regularly tell me, "I've come here as a last resort." In those early days, the majority,
of...
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Don't Miss the Moment
How God Uses the Insignificant to Create the Extraordinary
Sheryl Brady
Markup Tags:
:
Previously catalogued

Summary
Pastor and popular Bible teacher Sheryl Brady helps Christians prepare for,
recognize, and cultivate the powerful yet easily overlooked moments when
God shows up in their lives.
Everyone experiences God moments, times when God pulls back the curtain and gives
a glimpse of his active presence in their lives. Most of us operate under the
misapprehension that these moments are rare occurrences that reveal themselves in
grand fashion. We expect bells ringing, lights flashing, and neon signs that point to
earthshaking revelations.
But God often speaks in whispers, strategically and incrementally unveiling his plans,
preparations, and purposes through the most unassuming circumstances. The key is
to learn how to prepare for, recognize, and be faithful in these moments.
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In Don't Miss the Moment, Pastor Sheryl Brady reminds Christians that God is real
and unwaveringly present in our daily lives. Through biblical teaching and personal
stories of God showing up in times of need, she shows how to pu...

Contributor Bio
Sheryl Brady serves as the pastor of The Potter's House of North Dallas. She has
been a featured speaker at some of the nation's largest conferences, including
MegaFest, Woman Thou Art Loosed, and the iconic Women of Faith tours. She also
holds the distinct honor of being the first and only female speaker at ManPower, the
men's conference hosted by Bishop T.D. Jakes. Pastor Brady is a staple on fa...
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Weight-Loss Hero
Transform Your Mind and Your Body with a Healthy Keto Lifestyle
Christine Carter

Summary
In Weight-Loss Hero, wildly popular health coach Christine Carter shares her
story of leaving behind roller-coaster dieting and losing 175 pounds by first
changing the way she thought about weight.
Christine Carter's physical and spiritual transformation proves that weight loss starts
in the mind. In Weight-Loss Hero, Christine first teaches readers how to nourish their
minds so they can properly nourish their bodies. She also offers inspiring workout
tips, cooking ideas, and practical ways to incorporate the keto diet into anyone's
lifestyle--all while telling her incredible story of realizing that she deserved to be
healthy.
Zondervan
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Including simple guides to a successful workout, 50 original recipes that will help
readers choose healthier alternatives to their favorite meals, and photography
throughout to bring her message to life, Christine's first book is a portal into her life,
faith, and weight-loss success. Weight-Loss Hero also details the benefits to be gained
beyond weight loss, including reduced anxiety, minimized depression, and even a
reduction or elimination of medication prescribed for chronic pain.
Christine uses her personal stories of overcoming failure to encourage read...

Contributor Bio
Christine Carter is the founder and CEO of Weight Loss Hero based in Southlake,
Texas. Through her business she coaches people looking to sustain a healthier
lifestyle. Her own 175-pound weight-loss journey has been highlighted on multiple
media sites, including FitnessMagazine.com, TheTodayShow.com, and PopCulture.com.
Christine encourages her Weight Loss Hero tribe daily and teaches from the cor...
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Follower
Becoming More than Just a Fan of Jesus
Kyle Idleman

Summary
Embrace the secret of who Jesus has called a Christian to be. Follower is
adapted from material previously publishing in Idleman's bestseller, Not a Fan.
Based on his bestseller Not a Fan, author and pastor Kyle Idleman reveals that Jesus
calls us not to cheer for him but to chase after him. It is becoming a completely
committed follower of Jesus.
With a frankness that many readers are not likely to hear in church or Sunday school
class, Kyle offers an invitation to take an honest look at one's relationship with Jesus.
His call to follow may seem radical. It is more about repentance than forgiveness,
more about surrender than salvation, more about brokenness than happiness, and
more about death than about life. It's not a comfortable and reassuring path. It's
certainly not about just being a fan of Jesus, sitting on the sidelines cheering for his
cause. It's about being a true follower where a person lives into their new identity in
Christ.

Zondervan
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Ship Date: 1/8/2020
$15.99 Can.
Hardcover
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Religion / Christian Life
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Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed

Kyle Idleman is teaching pastor at Southeast Christian Church, the fifth largest church
in America, where he speaks to more than twenty thousand people each weekend. He
is the bestselling and award-winning author of Not a Fan, Aha, and Grace is Greater.
He is a frequent speaker for national conventions and influential churches across the
country. Kyle and his wife, DesiRae, have four children and ...
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Only Jesus
What It Really Means to Be Saved
John F. MacArthur
Markup Tags:
Abridged edition

:

Summary
What is the essence of the gospel as Jesus Himself proclaimed it? How people
answer that question is crucial to their understanding of what it means to be a
Christian. Only Jesus explores what the Bible says about who Jesus is, what is
saving grace, and what it means for Jesus to be both Savior and ...

Zondervan
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$15.99 Can.
Hardcover
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Ebooks

Based on his classic bestseller, The Gospel According to Jesus, John MacArthur
answers the age-old question: What did Jesus mean when He said, "Follow me"? In
Only Jesus, author and teacher John MacArthur makes it clear that the gospel Jesus
preached was a call to self-denial, radical changes, and serving Him. Difficult
demands? Impossible in human terms? Yes, but attainable when we understand that
the gospel is a call to faith, and genuine faith produces a heart that voluntarily
responds to the ever-awakening reality of Christ's lordship. Only Jesus examines the
gospel that Jesus himself preached--with an eye toward gaining a thorough and
proper understanding of the true way of salvation. He is the only One to whom we
must turn for words of eternal life. This book is compulsory reading for Christians who
want a deeper relationship with Jesus Christ and seekers who want to know who
Jesus is and what he taught.

Contributor Bio
John MacArthur has served as pastor-teacher of Grace Community Church in Sun
Valley, California, since 1969. His ministry of expository preaching is unparalleled in
its breadth and influence. In more than five decades of ministry from the same pulpit,
he has preached verse by verse through the entire New Testament and several key
sections of the Old Testament. He is president of the Master's Unive...
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The Age of AI
Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Humanity
Jason Thacker, Richard J. Mouw

Summary
In The Age of AI, researcher Jason Thacker explores how artificial intelligence
shapes what it means to be human today--and how the Christian concept of
being made "in the image of God" transforms everything about how humans
use AI.
"Alexa, how is AI changing our world?" We interact with artificial intelligence, or AI,
nearly every moment of the day without knowing it. From our Twitter and Facebook
social media feeds to our online carts to smart thermostats and Alexa and Google
Home, AI is everywhere. In The Age of AI, Jason Thacker shows us how Christian
truth transforms how we use AI in order to love God and our neighbor better.

Zondervan
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Ship Date: 2/5/2020
$28.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
192 Pages
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Religion / Religion & Science
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Jacketed
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Related Products
Ebooks
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Ebook
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Applying God's Word to this new AI-empowered age, The Age of AI serves as a guide
for those wary of technology's impact on our society and also for those who are
enthusiastic about where AI is taking us. Jason explains how AI affects us individually,
in our relationships, and in our society at large as he addresses AI's impact on our
bodies, sexuality, work, economics, and privacy. With theological depth and a wide
awareness of the current trends in AI, Jason is a steady guide reminding us that while
AI is changing most things, it does not change the foundations of the Christian faith.
Are...

Contributor Bio
Jason Thacker serves as the Creative Director and an Associate Research Fellow at
The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission. He is a graduate of The University of
Tennessee in Knoxville and The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Kentucky. His writing has been featured at The Gospel Coalition, Christianity Today,
and many more. He is married to Dorie and they have two sons. They...
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The Trump Enigma
Ten Signs the Lord of History May Be Using an Unexpected Presidency to Keep
America on Track
Wallace Henley

Summary
What are we to make of the tumultuous Trump Presidency? Can God
accomplish anything of value with a leader so polarizing and controversial?
Former newspaper journalist and Nixon-era White House aide Wallace Henley takes a
measured, thoughtful examination of Donald Trump’s presidency and draws on ten
Biblical signs to make a compelling but unexpected argument – God can and perhaps
is using this flawed man to become exactly the leader our country needs.

Contributor Bio

Thomas Nelson
9780785232971
Ship Date: 2/5/2020
$28.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

Wallace Henley is senior associate pastor of Second Baptist Church in Houston, Texas.
He is the author of numerous books, including God and Churchill, serving as coauthor
with Sir Winston Churchill's great-grandson Jonathan Sandys. Wallace is a professional
journalist who has served as both a White House and congressional aide. Wallace has
been married to Irene for 56 years and they have two child...
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How the Nations Rage
Rethinking Faith and Politics in a Divided Age
Jonathan Leeman
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

:

Summary
Jonathan Leeman, editorial director at the ministry 9Marks, challenges
Christians frustrated with today's divisions to hit the restart button by living as
citizens of another kingdom and offering the world a totally new kind of
politics.
Religious liberty feels in jeopardy today, as cultural power brokers grow ever more
suspicious of Christianity. Meanwhile, Christians cannot agree with one another
politically. Some want to strengthen the evangelical voting bloc. Others advise
focusing on social-justice causes. Still others would leave the public square to get on
with the so-called spiritual work of the church. Prominent Christian leaders criticize
one another in the news. Members of church small groups find themselves divided
and angry. Clearly, Christians in America need a political reboot.

Thomas Nelson
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Paperback
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Format Description: Softcover
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Jonathan Leeman, a scholar of political theology who has taught at various
seminaries, believes this restart begins in local churches. Before we can truly do good
and do justice, we need to be a goo...

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Leeman is the editorial director at 9Marks, a ministry that helps church
leaders build healthy churches. He teaches theology at several seminaries and has
written a number of books on the church. He is also a research fellow with the Ethics
and Religious Liberty Commission. He has degrees in political science and English, a
master of science in political theory, a master of divinity, and ...
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THOMAS NELSON

I Think You're Wrong (But I'm Listening)
A Guide to Grace-Filled Political Conversations
Sarah Stewart Holland, Beth A. Silvers
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

:

Summary
Two friends on opposite sides of the aisle provide a practical guide to gracefilled political conversation while challenging readers to put relationship
before policy and understanding before argument.
More than ever, politics seems driven by conflict and anger. People sitting together in
pews every Sunday have started to feel like strangers, loved ones at the dinner table
like enemies. Sarah Stewart Holland and Beth Silvers say there is a better way.

Thomas Nelson
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$21.99 Can.
Paperback
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SEL040000
Format Description: Softcover
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As working moms on opposite ends of the political spectrum and hosts of a
fast-growing politics podcast, Holland and Silvers have learned how to practice
engaging conversation while disagreeing. In I Think You're Wrong (But I'm Listening),
they share principles on how to give grace and be vulnerable when discussing issues
that affect families, churches, the country, and the world. They provide practical tools
to move past frustration and into productive dialogue, emphasizing that faith should
inform the way people engage more than it does ...

Contributor Bio
Sarah Stewart Holland is the cohost of Pantsuit Politics. Ten years ago, she left her
life as a Capitol Hill staffer behind to move back to her hometown of Paducah,
Kentucky, to raise a family. In 2016, she went back to politics in a big way when she
knocked on 5,523 doors to win election to the Paducah City Commission, where she
served a single term.
Beth Silvers (from the right) is a business coa...
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Unshakable Hope
Building Our Lives on the Promises of God
Max Lucado
Markup Tags:
Now in PB
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Summary
Is what you're anchored to stronger than what you're going through? The
answer to that question changes everything. In Unshakable Hope, pastor and
New York Times bestselling author Max Lucado offers encouraging, practical
guidance for overcoming difficult circumstances and gaining inner peace,
building resolve, and walking into a better future.
We've never been more educated and entertained. We have technological tools our
parents could only dream of, and we are saturated with information, amusement, and
recreation. Yet more than ever, we are starving for hope. In fact, more people than
ever are orchestrating their own deaths. In America alone, the suicide rate has
increased 24 percent in fewer than twenty years. If a disease saw such a spike, it
would be deemed an epidemic. People are dying from a lack of hope.

Thomas Nelson
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After forty years of counseling and ministry, Max Lucado has learned that nothing lifts
the desperate, weary heart like the promises of God. In a world full of despair,
depressio...

Contributor Bio
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami,
Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as
teaching minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America's bestselling
inspirational author with more than 130 million books in print.
Follow his website at MaxLucado.com
Facebook.com/MaxLucado
Instagram.com/MaxLucado
Twitter.com/MaxLu...
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THOMAS NELSON

The Book of Signs
31 Undeniable Prophecies of the Apocalypse
David Jeremiah
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

:

Summary
What does the Bible tell us about the future? Bestselling author Dr. David
Jeremiah answers this question and much more in this landmark collection.
Now available in trade paper.
"The apocalypse." "The end times." "The day of judgment." Terms such as these are
both fascinating and frightening for any student of God's Word. They point to key
questions people have wrestled with for centuries, including:
What does the Bible tell us about the future?
Why is biblical prophecy relevant for Christians today?
What signs and signals will precede the end?
Which of those signs have already come to pass, which are we experiencing
now, and which are still to come?

Thomas Nelson
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Paperback
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Drawing from decades of experience as one of the world's most-respected Bible
teachers, Dr. David Jeremiah once again brings his signature wisdom, depth, and
compassion to the discussion of biblical prophecy-a discussion that becomes more and
more critical with each passing day.
Join Dr. Jeremiah as he lays out the signs of the end times and helps you prepare for
the days ahead in thirty-one easy-to-understand chapters. Filled with engaging
illustrations and practical application, The Book of Signs is a must-have resour...
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Contributor Bio
David Jeremiah is the founder of Turning Point, an international ministry committed to
providing Christians with sound Bible teaching through radio and television, the
Internet, live events, and resource materials and books. He is the author of more
than fifty books, including Is This the End?, The Spiritual Warfare Answer Book, David
Jeremiah Morning and Evening Devotions, and Airship Genesis Kid...
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Get Out of Your Own Way
A Skeptic’s Guide to Growth and Fulfillment
Dave Hollis

Summary
Dave Hollis, CEO of the Hollis Co. and husband of #1 New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Hollis, refutes the lies many men believe but don't
talk about, topples the phony ideas about what "real men" do, and points the
way for men to finally start living the best versions of their lives.
When Rachel Hollis began writing the #1 New York Times bestseller Girl, Wash Your
Face, her husband Dave bristled at her transparency about her self-deceptions. Then
he had a revelation: women aren't the only ones who believe lies. Men also buy into a
host of lies that keep them from reaching their potential--and do so against ingrained
ideas about how "real men" should or shouldn't act, reach for help, or show up.

HarperCollins Leadership
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Ship Date: 2/12/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help / Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000
Format Description: Hardcover,
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Dave knows this personally. He believed all the lies, too, and found himself stuck in a
rut, waking up unmotivated, unfulfilled, and a version of himself that he didn't like.
Then, he began to wake up. In his new book, he talks honestly about topics men
aren't normally honest about--his im...

Contributor Bio
Dave Hollis is the CEO of the Hollis Company, a company that exists to help people
build better lives. He is husband to Rachel and father to Jackson, Sawyer, Ford, and
Noah. Together with his wife, Dave hosts the podcast Rise Together, the #1 health
podcast on iTunes. Dave was previously president of distribution for the Walt Disney
Studios until he left to apply his experiences to the expansion o...
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Next Generation Leadership
How to Ensure Young Talent Will Thrive with Your Organization
Adam Kingl

Summary
Employers who refuse to adapt to the expectations of younger generations are
losing out on top talent, as they leave for positions at companies with more
modern practices. Learn what companies need to do to fit into the new normal
in the workplace.
Generation Y sees the world differently than any other generation in modern memory.
And nowhere is this more evident than in the workplace. The astronomical shifts that
this generation has seen in the economy, technology, and the world have changed
what they want from life and work--which is not a 9-5 existence for forty-plus years,
leading to a typical retirement at sixty-five. What older generations call a poor work
ethic from a spoiled generation, Gen Y sees as a different way of doing things.
Companies that don't get on board risk losing the diverse, young talent that is critical
for them to be able to compete.
HarperCollins Leadership
9781400215478
Ship Date: 1/8/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics / Leadership
BUS071000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
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Companies that take the time to listen realize that what Gen Y is asking for isn't that
crazy; in fact, it's better in many ways.
A...

Contributor Bio
Adam Kingl is the Regional Managing Director for Europe at Duke Corporate
Education, Duke University. He was previously the Executive Director Thought
Leadership at London Business School. Adam's expertise is in leadership, culture,
future of work, innovation, team dynamics, navigating generational differences, and
exploring what the arts can bring to business. He was raised in Silicon Valley and ...
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The Insider's Guide to Culture Change
Creating a Workplace That Delivers, Grows, and Adapts
Siobhan McHale

Summary
From disengaged employees to underserved customers, business failures
invariably stem from a culture problem. In The Insider's Guide to Culture
Change, acclaimed culture transformation expert and global executive Siobhan
McHale shares her proven four-step process to demystifying culture
transformation and starting down the path to positive change.
Many leaders and managers struggle to get a handle on exactly what culture is and
how pervasive its impact is throughout an organization. Some try to change the
culture by publishing a statement of core values but soon find that, aside from some
short-term lip service, no meaningful change happens. Others try to unify the culture
around a set of shared goals that satisfy shareholders but find their efforts backfire as
stressed employees throw their hands up because "leadership just doesn't get it."
Others implement expensive new IT systems to try to bring about change, only to
find that employees find "workarounds" and soon go back to their ol...

HarperCollins Leadership
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Siobhan McHale has worked across four continents, helping thousands of leaders to
create more agile and productive workplaces. She also has been on the "inside" as
the executive in charge of culture change in a series of large, multinational
organizations. One of these inside jobs was a radical seven-year change initiative at
Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (ANZ) that transformed i...
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Built, Not Born
A Self-Made Billionaire's No-Nonsense Guide for Entrepreneurs
Tom Golisano, Mike Wicks

Summary
Built, Not Born is for current or aspiring business owners who feel nervous
about the risks of entrepreneurship. Tom Golisano, self-made billionaire and
founder of Paychex, believes starting a business isn't as risky as you might
think and provides no-nonsense, often humorous advice on how to succeed in
all phases of business ownership.
Starting a business can often feel like performing a high-wire act for the first time,
without a safety net. After taking that first brave step, the early phases of business
ownership can still feel fraught with risk; every decision seems to have the power to
sink your entrepreneurial dreams.

HarperCollins Leadership
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Hardcover with dust jacket
224 Pages
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Business & Economics /
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BUS025000
Format Description: Hardcover,
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Tom Golisano understands the fears, risks, and challenges small-business owners face
every day--he's lived it. He has launched and grown his own highly successful
businesses and mentored dozens of entrepreneurs, helping them build their own
successful companies. In Built, Not Born, Golisano shows readers that starting a new
business is, in many ways, far less risky t...

Contributor Bio
Thomas Golisano--entrepreneur, philanthropist, and civic leader--is the founder and
chairman of the Board of Paychex, Inc., headquartered in Rochester, New York, with
more than 15,500 employees and 100 office locations nationwide. Before starting
Paychex, the prevailing wisdom was that it was a waste of time selling payroll
services to companies with fewer than 50 employees. Golisano, however, saw...
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Wildpreneurs
A Practical Guide to Pursuing Your Passion as a Business
Tamara Jacobi

Summary
For the rising number of free spirits seeking inspiration to leave their safe but
soul-crushing day jobs and chase their dreams, real-life wildpreneur Tamara
Jacobi shares her insights to inspire and prepare them to successfully take the
leap.
Are you a would-be entrepreneur seeking to pursue your inspiration in an unorthodox
setting, yet hesitant and uncertain of how to create your dream business?
Wildpreneurs illuminates how surf guides, ski builders, yoga and wellness instructors,
environmental activists, nature lovers, food trucks, podcasters, artisans, and other
creatives achieve an adventurous lifestyle and financial viability. Whether you're stuck
in the 9-5 grind, are an enterprising college grad, a dynamic retiree, a family of
daydreamers, or are just an out-of-the-box thinker, it's time to embrace your free
spirit and become a wildpreneur! The possibilities are infinite . . .
HarperCollins Leadership
9781400216321
Ship Date: 1/15/2020
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover

Real-life wildpreneur Tamara Jacobi understands the challenge and reward of turning
your passion into a...

272 Pages
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Format Description: Hardcover
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Contributor Bio
Tamara Jacobi was raised on a lake in rural Quebec and homeschooled for several
years while traveling throughout Mexico and Central America, where her parents
instilled the blueprint for wildpreneurship within her. She graduated from Middlebury
College (VT), where she studied environmental economics and wrote up the business
plan for the Tailwind Jungle Lodge, while attending a class called Entrep...
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Looking Up
How a Different Perspective Turns Obstacles into Advantages
Michele Sullivan

Summary
We've all had moments of feeling like we didn't belong, but imagine being born
into a world where fitting in was never an option. Michele Sullivan, who has a
rare form of dwarfism, shares how her physical posture taught her the most
effective relational posture with others, which helped her become one of the
most powerful women in philanthropy.
Born with a rare form of dwarfism, Michele has spent her life looking up. As the first
female president of the Caterpillar Foundation, she has used her unique point of view
to impact countless lives around the world.
As a child, Michele realized she had a choice to make. A life-changing choice.
She could tailor her differences into something more suitable for the world.
She could hide from the world and live on the fringe.
Or, she could embrace her differences, turn them into assets, and come to
recognize that there was a strength within them that could help others.
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She chose the third option.
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Looking Up is the story of how Michele became the smallest ...

Contributor Bio
Michele Sullivan is the recently retired director of Corporate Social Innovation and
president of the Caterpillar Foundation, the philanthropic arm of the $46-billion
manufacturing giant Caterpillar, Inc. In addition to her thirty-year career holding
various leadership positions at the company, she recently helped transform the
foundation into one of the world's most influential corporate foundati...
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The Age of Influence
The Power of Influencers to Elevate Your Brand
Neal Schaffer

Summary
If today's brands want to succeed, they have to be in the conversation, and
influencers make that happen. The Age of Influence is an essential guide for
marketing professionals and business owners who want to create and
implement a highly effective and sustainable influencer marketing plan.
We are in the midst of an unprecedented digital transformation and tapping into this
change is vital to any brand in today's climate. Social media has democratized
authority and influence, and information is created and consumed in ways that are
constantly evolving.
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In The Age of Influence, Neal Schaffer, an internationally recognized social media
marketing expert, explains how that shift plays a significant role in online marketing
in the Influencer Era. Influencer marketing is about establishing relationships, turning
fans into influencers and leveraging that influence to share your message in a more
credible and authentic way. This is a handbook for anyone who wants to successfully
spread a message...

Contributor Bio
For almost a decade, Neal Schaffer has been a trusted leading educator in the world
of social media for business. Beyond consulting with dozens of companies large and
small and teaching social media marketing to executives at universities in the United
States, Ireland, and Finland, Schaffer has been hired by leading brands as an
influencer and spoken on influencer marketing at conferences around t...
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The Marketing Made Simple
A Step-by-Step StoryBrand Guide for Any Business
Donald Miller

Summary
Based on Building a StoryBrand by New York Times bestselling author Don
Miller, this checklist is a strategic and actionable guide to applying the
StoryBrand framework to any brand and an essential part of any marketing
professional's tool kit.
Every day, brands lose millions of dollars simply because they do not have a clear
message that tells consumers who they are and what value they will add to their
customers' lives. To solve this dilemma, Don Miller wrote Building a StoryBrand, which
has become the quintessential guide for anyone looking to craft or strengthen their
brand's message.
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Now, Don is taking it a step further with this five-part checklist that helps marketing
professionals and business owners apply the StoryBrand messaging framework across
key customer touchpoints to effectively develop, strengthen, and communicate their
brand's story to the marketplace.

Contributor Bio
Donald Miller has helped more than 3,000 businesses clarify their marketing
messages so their companies grow. He's the CEO of StoryBrand, the cohost of the
Building a StoryBrand Podcast, and the author of several books, including the
bestsellers Blue Like Jazz and A Million Miles in a Thousand Years. He lives in
Nashville, Tennessee, with his wife, Betsy, and their dogs, Lucy and June Carter.
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Mastering the Hire
12 Strategies to Improve Your Odds of Finding the Best Hire
Chaka Booker

Summary
Making the wrong hiring decision can cost companies over $40,000 per hire
and countless lost hours, yet statistics show that half of the time, the hire
proves to be the wrong fit. Chaka Booker has developed a system that will
increase the odds of hiring the right person for the right job from 50% to over
90%.
No one knows with 100% certainty that the person in front of them is the right
person for the job, but with the right strategies and preparation, the odds of
successfully making that determination go up exponentially.
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The interview is the cornerstone of the hiring process, yet the short amount of time
hiring managers have with candidates hardly allows for employers to truly get to
know them and what makes them tick. Mastering the Hire applies scientific research
and experience from thousands of interviews to develop a system that increases the
likelihood of a successful hire by over 40%.
In this book, readers will learn:
Methods that allow interviewers to minimize irrelevant informati...

Contributor Bio
Chaka Booker is the managing director of The Broad Center, a national nonprofit
founded by billionaire Eli Broad and focused on leadership development. He has
conducted years of research in hiring processes and recruited and developed talent
across the country.
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A Mind for Sales
Daily Habits and Practical Strategies for Sales Success
Mark Hunter, CSP

Summary
For salespeople tired of feeling stressed out, burned out, and bummed out that
their customers don't want to hear from them, A Mind for Sales is the guide
they need to develop a success mindset and the habits required to
breakthrough to a whole new level of sales performance.
Everybody knows the world of sales can be tough, and it's easy to get discouraged
when the rejections start piling up, and your customers stop picking up the phone.
The wrong thought patterns can start to set in, and pretty soon you aren't making
your quota and are looking through job listings on your lunch break, waiting for the
axe to fall.
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Mark Hunter's own start in sales was inauspicious, to say the least. He was fired from
his first two stints before he began to learn the lessons that he covers in A Mind for
Sales. He discovered that sales can be incredibly rewarding, such as when your
customers call you for advice, thanking you for improving their business, and letting
you know they just referred you to collea...

Contributor Bio
Mark Hunter, known as, "The Sales Hunter," is globally recognized for his expertise in
sales leadership. He specializes in business development and guiding organizations to
find and retain high-quality prospects without discounting their fee. His ability to
inspire sales teams to create self motivating and integrity driven cultures, makes
Mark Hunter a highly sought after keynote speaker, consulta...
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The Money Hackers
How a Group of Misfits Took on Wall Street and Changed Finance Forever
Dan Simon

Summary
Every day, businesses, investors, and consumers are grappling with the
seismic changes technology has brought to the banking and finance industry.
The Finsurgents is the dramatic story of fintech's major players and explores
how these disruptions are transforming even money itself.
Whether you've heard of fintech or not, it's already changing your life. Have you ever
"Venmoed" someone? Do you think of investing in Bitcoin--even though you can't
quite explain what it is? If you've deposited a check using your iPhone, that's fintech.
And if you've gone to a bank branch and discovered it has been closed and shuttered
for good, odds are that's because of fintech too.
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The Money Hackers focuses on some of fintech's most powerful disruptors--a ragtag
collection of financial outsiders and savants--and uses their incredible stories to
explain not just how the technology works, but how the Silicon Valley thinking behind
the technology, ideas like friction, hedonic adaptation, democratization, and ...

Contributor Bio
Dan Simon is chairman of the Museum of American Finance communications board
and CEO of Vested, a global financial communications firm. He represents some of the
most recognizable brands in finance and fintech, including Morgan Stanley, Bloomberg
L.P., and Goldman Sachs. He's a regular columnist for Forbes, Markets Media, and
Cointelegraph and is a regular commentator on platforms like Cheddar, As...
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Entrepreneurial Leadership
The Art of Launching New Ventures, Inspiring Others, and Running Stuff
Joel Peterson

Summary
Make a lasting impact by launching new initiatives, inspiring others, and
championing innovative approaches with this from-the-trenches guide by
trusted executive mentor, entrepreneur, and leadership expert Joel Peterson.
Many leaders see their roles as presiders/managers, with a primary focus on keeping
results consistent with past performance and on budget. These kinds of leaders make
important contributions but rarely leave a mark on the businesses they serve. For
those wanting to make a lasting impact, new skills are required. They need to learn to
launch new initiatives, inspire others, and champion innovative approaches. Joel
Peterson calls these higher-level leaders "entrepreneurial leaders," and they create
durable enterprises that deliver on their promise.
After three careers, four decades of marriage and seven kids, and demanding roles as
CFO, CEO, chairman, lead director, adjunct professor, founder, author, entrepreneur
and investor, Joel Peterson is often sought as a mentor a...
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Joel Peterson is the chairman of JetBlue Airways and the founding partner of Peterson
Partners, a Salt Lake City-based investment management firm. Joel is on the faculty
at the Graduate School of Business at Stanford University and has been since 1992.
After three careers, four decades of marriage and seven kids, and demanding roles as
CFO, CEO, chairman, lead director, adjunct professor, founder,...
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10 Laws of Trust, Expanded Edition

(Enlarged)

Joel Peterson

Contributor Bio
Joel Peterson is the chairman of JetBlue Airways and the founding partner of Peterson
Partners, a Salt Lake City-based investment management firm. Joel is on the faculty
at the Graduate School of Business at Stanford University and has been since 1992.
After three careers, four decades of marriage and seven kids, and demanding roles as
CFO, CEO, chairman, lead director, adjunct professor, founder,...
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The Gumbo Coalition
8 Leadership Lessons That Help You Inspire, Unite, and Achieve
Marc Morial

Summary
To be a great leader, you must be able to unite people from all backgrounds
with seemingly competing agendas to come together under a common cause.
Marc Morial, former mayor of New Orleans and current president and CEO of
the National Urban League, has been such a leader and shares the lessons he
learned along a legendary journey of achievement.
Morial knew his calling from a young age--he was meant to be a leader in the fight
for meaningful change. Growing up in the segregated South and helping his father
realize an incredible victory as the first African American mayor of New Orleans,
Morial was shown that, with the right tools, significant change is possible.
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Less than two decades later, in his own mayoral race in New Orleans, Morial built
what he christened the "Gumbo Coalition," an incredible mixture of all of New
Orleans's ingredients--African Americans, Whites, Latinos, Asians, business leaders,
grassroots community activists, business leaders, clergy, and many more. Each
ingredie...

Contributor Bio
Mark Morial is former second-generation New Orleans mayor who oversaw many
improvements during his terms, including crime reduction, police reform, and the
passing of a significant bond issue.
In May 2003,?Morial?was appointed president and CEO of the National Urban League.
Since that appointment,?Morial's?Empowerment Agenda has worked to reenergize the
League's diverse constituencies; to build on ...
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The Spanx Story
What's Underneath the Incredible Success of Sara Blakely's Billion Dollar
Empire
Charlie Wetzel, Stephanie Wetzel

Summary
What can you learn from the most successful companies in the world? The
Spanx Story will help you understand and adopt the competitive strategies,
workplace culture, and daily business practices that enabled entrepreneur
Sara Blakely to dominate the shapewear industry and become a billionaire.
Sara Blakely had a problem. She had a beautiful pair of white designer pants hanging
in her closet just calling out to her to wear them, even though they accented her
least favorite feature: cellulite. After searching high and low for a solution and coming
up empty, an idea was born: Spanx.
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The Spanx Story chronicles Sara's journey from long nights researching patent and
trademark law, to years of cold shoulders she received from the titans of the
pantyhose industry, to the cold call that led to the shelves of Nieman Marcus. It was a
long road of incredible hard work and determination that led Spanx to become the
iconic brand it is today.
This book educates and inspires entrepreneurs and innovators ...

Contributor Bio
Charlie Wetzel graduated from the University of New Orleans with a BA and an MA in
English, despite growing up as a nonreader. He worked as a chef, teacher, college
dean, and car salesman before becoming a full-time writer in his mid-thirties. He has
written more than ninety books, mostly with leadership expert John C. Maxwell,
including six New York Times bestsellers. Charlie also writes fiction....
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The Netflix Story
How the Agile Upstart Fast-Forwarded Past the Competition and Became a
Media Empire
Charlie Wetzel, Stephanie Wetzel

Summary
What can you learn from the most successful companies in the world? The
Netflix Story will help you understand and adopt the competitive strategies,
workplace culture, and daily business practices that turned a mail-order DVD
startup into a streaming media and studio disruptor that revolutionized the
entertainment industry.
Just twenty years ago, if you wanted to watch an in-home movie, you had two
choices: buy the VHS or DVD, or rent it from the local video store. Today, you don't
even need to leave the sofa . . . unless the remote is across the room, and you don't
have voice control set up yet.
A lot has happened in that short period of time. In this book, readers will:
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Learn how Netflix entered a crowded marketplace with a now infamous red
envelope.
Get the backstory of the infamous Blockbuster takedown.
Understand the "bet the company" shift Netflix made from the largest USPS
customer to the largest user of internet streaming traffic in one year.
Discover how the company rebounded from i...

Contributor Bio
Charlie Wetzel graduated from the University of New Orleans with a BA and an MA in
English, despite growing up as a nonreader. He worked as a chef, teacher, college
dean, and car salesman before becoming a full-time writer in his mid-thirties. He has
written more than ninety books, mostly with leadership expert John C. Maxwell,
including six New York Times bestsellers. Charlie also writes fiction....
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The Marvel Studios Story
How a Failing Comic Book Publisher Became a Hollywood Superhero
Charlie Wetzel, Stephanie Wetzel

Summary
What can you learn from the world's most successful companies? The Marvel
Studios Story will help you understand and adopt the competitive strategies,
workplace culture, and daily business practices that enabled a struggling
comic book publisher to parlay the power of myth and storytelling to become
one of history's most successful movie studios.
Marvel characters have been shaping pop culture for decades and when comic books
were no longer keeping the company afloat, Marvel Studios was born.

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400216130
Ship Date: 4/29/2020
$24.99 Can.
Hardcover
144 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics / Corporate
& Business History
BUS077000
Series: The Business Storybook
Series
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

Marvel Studios is the multibillion-dollar home to iconic franchises. They are known for
creating brilliant multilayered worlds and storylines that allow their audiences to
escape into a fantasy and inspire the creative side of every viewer. But, behind those
visionaries is a well-oiled storytelling machine dedicated to getting the Hulk's smash
fists in the hands of every child and a sea of Spiderman costumes deployed every
Halloween.
This book educates readers on how one of the largest creative compa...

Contributor Bio
Charlie Wetzel graduated from the University of New Orleans with a BA and an MA in
English, despite growing up as a nonreader. He worked as a chef, teacher, college
dean, and car salesman before becoming a full-time writer in his mid-thirties. He has
written more than ninety books, mostly with leadership expert John C. Maxwell,
including six New York Times bestsellers. Charlie also writes fiction....

5.5 in | 8 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400216192 - $19.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400216239 - $19.99
Audio
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Ariely, Dan

Simon & Schuster/
9781501120046 $22.99
11/15/2016
TED
1501120042
CAD
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Galloway,
Scott

Portfolio

The Everything
Little, Brown and
Stone, Brad
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Hardcover Psychology
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CAD

Hardcover
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Hardcover
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Winning Her Business
How to Transform the Customer Experience for the World’s Most Powerful
Consumers
Bridget Brennan
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

:

Summary
Bridget Brennan, CEO of Female Factor, shows readers how to beat
competitors and grow overall market share by applying the fundamentals of
creating a customer experience that appeals to the most powerful consumer
decision makers: women.

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400210008
Ship Date: 2/5/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics /
Consumer Behavior
BUS016000
Format Description: Softcover

When people think about the world's growth markets, they often envision countries
like China and India. Yet they miss the largest one right here at home: women. With
women driving 70 to 80 percent of consumer purchasing, it would seem an obvious
strategy to learn how best to appeal to this continually expanding market. Common
sense? Yes. Common practice? No.
In Winning Her Business, Bridget Brennan, advisor to some of the world's biggest
brands and businesses, provides a roadmap for selling in a world dominated by the
rise of women's economic power. She points out how classic sales practices that
focused on simply offering product knowledge are no longer enough in today's
Google-informed world. Instead, savvy business people must adapt by learning how
to ...

Contributor Bio
Bridget Brennan is the CEO of Female Factor, the world's top consultancy focused on
women consumers. She is the leading professional speaker on the subject of engaging
women as customers and decision makers. She is also the author of the book Why
She Buys: The New Strategy for Reaching the World's Most Powerful Consumers
(Crown Business, 2011). In her work, she's conducted research with thousands ...

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Recruiting, Interviewing, Selecting, and Orienting New
Employees (6th Edition)
Diane Arthur

Summary
A genuine classic, Recruiting, Interviewing, Selecting & Orienting New
Employees is a practical guide to the employment process. Extensively revised,
it contains forms, guidelines, and ready-to-use interview questions as well as
advice on reference checking, interview methods, documentation issues,
orientation programs, and applicant testing.

AMACOM
9781400217380
Ship Date: 4/29/2020
$36.99 Can.
Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics
BUS000000
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.5 in

From recruitment to orientation, this updated and accessible guide covers it all.
Recruiting, Interviewing, Selecting & Orienting New Employees has long been the
go-to reference on every aspect of the employment process. Packed with forms,
checklists, guidelines, and ready-to-use interview questions, the revised and updated
edition provides readers with practical information on topics including interview
methods, documentation issues, reference checking, orientation programs, and
applicant testing.
This updated edition has been brought completely up to date, addressing new
legislation on FMLA, immigration, record keeping, I-9 compliance, and much mo...

Contributor Bio
DIANE ARTHUR is president of Arthur Associates Management Consultants, Ltd., a
human resources development firm. She has more than 30 years of experience as a
consultant, workshop leader, and lecturer, and is the author of several books on
human resources management.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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No, You Can't
Aim Low and Give Up Winning for Good
Dave Dunseath

Summary
Funny, cynical, well written, snarky, call it what you want--but there are
millions of people who will identify with the message in No, You Can't.
Think "The Office" and "Parks & Recreation" are the greatest television shows ever?
Worship at the feet of Jon Stewart and Tina Fey? Want to read a self-help book that is
actually funny? If so, No, You Can't is for you.
Author Dave Dunseath says No, You Can't is for those who were invited to life's big
banquet and ended up working at the drive-thru. An excellent gift book and a
first-rate humor book, No, You Can't also offers such crumbs of wisdom as:

HarperCollins Leadership
9781404110045
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
176 Pages
Carton Qty: 76
Self-Help / Personal Growth
SEL023000
Format Description: Softcover
5.3 in | 8 in

Hope is a crutch. Crutches are only good for getting two things: awesome
parking at the mall and sympathy dates. Otherwise, they will just slow you
down.
You can't be a failure when you have no hope of winning.
Whoever said nothing is easy has never tried quitting.

Contributor Bio
Dave Dunseath was born in Summit, New Jersey, and spent his formative years in
Kansas and Arkansas. While he managed to graduate from the University of Central
Arkansas with a BBA in marketing, his love for drumming, and an underwhelming GPA
catapulted him from a life of comfort and security writing ad copy in small cubicles to
a life of sporadic employment, free travel, and sweaty deli trays. Dav...

Related Products
Ebooks
9781404110052 - $14.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9781401602420 - $18.50
Backlist

Comp Titles
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Books
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Paperback Humor
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Jesus Calling, 365 Devotions with Real-Life Stories,
Hardcover, with Full Scriptures
Sarah Young

Summary
The Jesus Calling® brand has touched more than 25 million lives and is now
available in this inspiring new edition, which includes the full Jesus Calling®
devotional plus nearly 100 pages of inspiring true stories from author Sarah
Young and readers of Jesus Calling® about the power of peace in Jesu...

Thomas Nelson
9781400215058
Ship Date: 5/6/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover
480 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012040
Series: Jesus Calling®
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
5.5 in | 7.5 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400215072 - $10.99
Ebook

This #1 bestselling 365-day devotional is written as if Jesus Himself is speaking
directly to the reader--words of encouragement, comfort, and reassurance of His
unending love. Sarah Young shares her personal prayer journal and her reflections
based on Jesus' words of hope, guidance, and peace within Scripture. Penned by one
who loves Jesus and reveres His Word, these writings have encouraged millions of
people around the world and helped them grow in their relationship with Jesus.
This new edition of the beloved devotional is the first edition of Jesus Calling® to
include true stories from readers and from Sarah herself. Readers will be able to
identify and draw strength from these personal accounts of struggle and weakness,
burdens and fears, forgiveness and redeeming love.
It includes daily written-out Scriptures and dozens of all-new stories, making it a
wonderful gift for anyone eager for a new experience of Jesus Calling® as well as for
those reading it for the first time. It's per...

Contributor Bio
Sarah Young, the author of the bestselling 365-day devotionals Jesus Calling® and
Jesus Always, has sold more than 25 million books worldwide. Jesus Calling® has
appeared on all major bestseller lists. Sarah's writings include Jesus Calling®, Jesus
Always, Jesus Today®, Jesus Lives™, Dear Jesus, Jesus Calling® for Little Ones,
Jesus Calling® Bible Storybook, Jesus Calling®: 365 Devotions for Kids,...
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Hardcover

Religion
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Religion
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Leather with ribbon
Religion
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Nelson

10/4/2016
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CAD

Hardcover

Religion
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Nelson
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Hardcover
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Strong
Devotions to Live a Powerful and Passionate Life
Lisa Bevere

Summary
Strength can be so misunderstood in our world today. Well-known Bible
teacher, speaker, and New York Times bestselling author Lisa Bevere leads
women on a devotional journey to discover what it means to be a woman living
for God. Confident, wise, gracious, powerful, passionate, forgiven, and
free--t...
What does it mean to live as a confident woman of faith? Lisa Bevere leads women to
find their strength, not from trying harder or doing more, but through a deep and
devoted relationship with God, from knowing and following Him.
Covering topics such as relational healing, contentment, redeeming regret, the
strength of rest, and how to be both powerful and gentle, Strong will inspire women
to grow deeper in their relationship with God, strengthen their time studying His
Word, and experience the joy of living in harmony with God, others, and themselves.

Thomas Nelson
9781400213139
Ship Date: 3/4/2020
$24.99 Can.
Hardcover
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012130
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
6 in | 8 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400213146 - $8.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780800727246 - $19.99
Backlist
9780307457820 - $18.99
Backlist

Each of the 90 devotions includes Scripture, reflections and teaching from Lisa, a
prayer, and an anthem of strength.
With its gorgeous two-color design, Strong is a beautiful gift for sisters, friends,
prayer partners, mothers, or any woman who loves God. Lisa's heartfelt and
straightforward approach, in addition to her biblical knowledge mixed with personal
insight, makes this a wonderful devotional experience.

Contributor Bio
Lisa Bevere's authentic and passionate teachings weave profound biblical truths with
practical application. A New York Times best-selling author, her books are in the
hands of millions worldwide. Lisa and her husband John, who's also a best-selling
author and teacher, are the founders of Messenger International.
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Publishing
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Take It Too Far
Abundant Life, Boundless Love, Unending Grace
Jess Connolly

Summary
With infectious enthusiasm, bestselling author Jess Connolly offers 100
devotions that challenge women to Take It Too Far in all the good stuff-worship, service, love, forgiveness, and more--as they bring their full selves,
gifts, and voices to everything they do.
Bestselling coauthor of Wild and Free, Jess Connolly has a passionate plea for every
woman who doesn't live life to the fullest because she's insecure or afraid of not
doing everything "right": Take It Too Far.
Zondervan
9780310095583
Ship Date: 2/26/2020
$21.00 Can.
Hardcover
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012040
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
6 in | 7 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780310095590 - $6.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780310091561 - $21.00
Backlist
9780310345640 - $21.99
Backlist
9780310345534 - $21.99
Backlist

Several years ago, Jess began using the phrase "take it too far" as a motto for her
spiritual life. She found that those four words freed her to recognize and use her
God-given gifts to serve others. Just as Jesus offered extravagant love for us on the
cross, God calls His children to live extravagantly for Him as they offer grace,
forgiveness, and faith without limits.
Take It Too Far is an energizing, inspiring devotional that perfectly fits both Jess's
brand and her audience. Jess's message of infinite love and life-altering faith
resonates deeply with modern Christian women, especially millennials. One hundred
devotions explore topics such as peace, rest, purpose, hope, wonder, discipline, and
courage. Each entry includes a Scripture verse, reflections from Jess, and a conclus...

Contributor Bio
Jess Connolly is a gal who is in the thick of it herself. She is the author of Dance,
Stand, Run and You Are the Girl for the Job, and coauthor of Wild and Free and
Always Enough, Never Too Much. She is also the co-owner of All Good Things
Collective print shop and helped start both She Reads Truth and The Influence
Network. She and her husband planted Bright City Church in Charleston, South
Carol...
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Be You
20 Ways to Embrace Who You Really Are
Lisa Leonard

Summary
In this beautiful four-color gift book, popular jewelry entrepreneur and
designer Lisa Leonard guides readers through 20 practical ways to be the
person they were made to be.
Entrepreneur and mother to a special needs child, Lisa Leonard inspires readers to
stop trying to be all things to all people so they can find joy in who God created them
to be.
Whether they are filling a sippy cup one more time or helping a colleague with an
emergency at work, many women are used to putting themselves second. They end
up exhausted, empty, and frustrated.

Zondervan
9781400317608
Ship Date: 3/4/2020
$21.00 Can.
Hardcover
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012130
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

In Be You, Lisa Leonard guides women to let go of the burdens they were never
meant to carry, understand that they don't have to fix everyone and everything, and
trust God to take care of them and the people they love. Through 20 simple
invitations to live authentically, Lisa helps readers explore what life can look like when
they give themselves permission to:
be
be
be
be
be

6.5 in | 7.5 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400209804 - $16.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780310352303 - $28.50
Backlist

honest
real
messy
loud
loved by God

Be You is a thoughtful gift from one woman to another for birthdays, work
anniversaries, or upon the arrival of a new child. It's ideal for friends to give to
someone going through a particularly stressful time or a se...

Contributor Bio
Lisa is the founder of and designer for Lisa Leonard Designs. With Lisa's creativity and
her husband Steve's vision, together they turned her hobby into a multi-million dollar
company. Today they employ more than 150 people in three countries reaching
around the world. Lisa is a popular jewelry designer, blogger and speaker, sharing her
story around the country. Lisa and Steve partner with non-pr...

Comp Titles
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CAD
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Hardcover
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Nothing to Prove Allen, Jennie
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Laughing Through the Ugly Cry
…and Finding Unstoppable Joy
Dawn Barton

Summary
In Laughing Through the Ugly Cry, popular speaker and self-proclaimed
"joyologist" Dawn Barton reminds readers through her inspiring real-life
stories that joy is a beautiful choice.
When Dawn Barton reminds readers that joy is a choice, they know she means
it--not just because she's an upbeat Southerner with good hair and a
successful business background, but because she's had more heartache in her
lifetime than most can imagine.
Thomas Nelson
9781400217762
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$24.99 Can.
Hardcover
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012130
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
6 in | 8 in
Related Products
Audio
9781400217748 - $23.99
Audio
Ebooks
9781400217779 - $19.99
Ebook

In this collection of honest and sometimes raw stories, Dawn throws a loving,
untoned arm around readers as she brings them along on her journey through the
loss of a child, divorce, cancer, rape, the death of her only sibling, her husband's
substance abuse, and finding her way back to Jesus in the middle of it all. Dawn
shares her personal story to show readers how to find happiness and purpose even in
the darkest of days.
A beautiful gift book, Laughing Through the Ugly Cry is a great reminder to
girlfriends, sisters, and moms that they are not alone. It's also a touching, winsome,
and funny book to share with those facing cancer or other heart-wrenching
circumstances. Dawn writes, "If more women were open about just how difficult our
liv...

Contributor Bio
A multibillion-dollar direct sales company put Dawn on their Times Square billboard in
the summer of 2018. In Dawn's twenty-five years of sales and marketing, she has
been a top producer at every company she's worked for. Most recently, she was
named the #7 sales director in Mary Kay's history. Dawn has been a public speaker
for more than ten years, giving talks about cancer, motivation, female em...
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Adore
A Simple Practice for Experiencing God in the Middle Minutes of Your Day
Sara Hagerty

Summary
Bestselling author Sara Hagerty brings 30 days of devotions plus teaching on
Adoration, a practice her followers have come to know and love her for.
None of us signed up for a conventional experience with the unconventional God, yet
too often the spiritual life can become routine, dare we say, even boring.
In Adore, Sara Hagerty gives us all permission to admit "I barely know You, God,"
and with this honest admission, to scoot a little nearer to this familiar stranger.
Adoration is the simple practice Sara discovered for starting where you are, and
letting the grit of your day greet the beauty of God's presence.
After all, God's Word isn't for the holy, the pious, the ones who've figured it out whatever "it" is, anyway. It's for the woman who feels frenzied and fearful in the
middle minutes of her day. It is a simple practice for 7:37am when the children are
waking and the dryer is already humming but also for the 12:17pm lunch break and
for 5:53pm and stuck in traffic.

Zondervan
9780310357001
Ship Date: 3/11/2020
$28.50 Can.
Hardcover
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion / Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
5.3 in | 8 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780310357025 - $9.99
Ebook

Adoration is the place where we put how we feel in front of God's Word, and watch
what happens to our insides. It's what you were made for. Join Sara in this soul-st...

Contributor Bio
Sara Hagerty is a lover of God, a wife to Nate, and a mother of six-four adopted from
Africa and two through miracle pregnancies. She's also a bestselling author and
speaker. As a lifelong admirer of words, Sara has experienced their power to revive.
Raw words written in tearful honesty and shared with her readers. Words whispered
in hidden places as conversation with God and worship to Him. Today...

Audio
9780310357032 - $24.99
Audio
Previous Titles
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Backlist
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All the Glorious Names
Mary Foxwell Loeks

Summary
All the Glorious Names offers a kaleidoscope of ways we can know who God is
and experience Him through worship.
From Alpha to Omega, El Shaddai to Prince of Peace, the many names of God
highlight His attributes. This 40-day experience enables the user to know who God is
through exploration and meditation on 40 of the names of God and the meaning and
message each has to offer.
Every day includes examples of one of the names in Scripture, a thoughtful life
application, a place to journal, and a closing prayer. The book also features a listing of
every one of the names of God and where they are found in the Bible.
Thomas Nelson
9780785231615
Ship Date: 1/22/2020
$21.00 Can.
Hardcover
160 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012080
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

Contributor Bio
Mary Loeks grew up in Japan, the daughter of missionary parents. After graduation
from Wheaton College she taught at the elementary and pre-school levels for eleven
years. Mary and her husband John live in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where for 20 years
she served as Minister of Education at Church of the Servant. She has three married
children and five grandchildren. Mary has also written Devotions fo...
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Growing Grateful
Live Happy, Peaceful, and Contented
Mary A. Kassian

Summary
Growing Grateful inspires readers to develop a habit of gratitude no matter
their circumstances so they will discover a happy, peaceful, and contented life.
A habit of gratitude reprograms anyone's mood, fostering a rich happiness whatever
the day holds--the kind of happy that blooms in every season of life's ups and downs.

Thomas Nelson
9781400209385
Ship Date: 2/19/2020
$19.99 Can.
Hardcover
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012020
Format Description: Hardcover,
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Ebooks
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Ebook
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In Growing Grateful, award-winning author and speaker Mary A. Kassian offers 101
entries on the benefits of being grateful even in the hardest times. Each entry
contains a Bible verse, a short meditation on gratitude, and a motivating reflection
question. Kassian's upbeat yet thoughtful approach invites readers to be:
grateful for God's abiding presence.
grateful despite the circumstances.
grateful that God wants His children to flourish.
Growing Grateful is ideal for anyone looking for true, lasting peace. Kassian's short
but powerful meditations are easy to read on the go even as they stay in the mind
and heart throughout the day. Fans of Kassian's conferences and writing will enjoy
this latest inspirational offering. Growing Grateful is also an excellent gift for
birthdays, Mother's Day, or simply as an encouragement any ...

Contributor Bio
Mary A. Kassian is a Word Guild award-winning author and international speaker. She
has published several books and Bible studies, including Girls Gone Wise,
Conversation Peace, and True Woman 101. Mary is a popular conference speaker at
women's events such as Revive and True Woman. She has appeared on numerous
radio and television shows such as Focus on the Family and Life Today. She has also
tau...
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Open and Unafraid
The Psalms as a Guide to Life
W. David O. Taylor

Summary
The creator of the groundbreaking film The Psalms, featuring Bono and Eugene
Peterson, shows how the Psalms enable us to find a more transparent,
resilient, and fearless life of faith. Featuring a foreword by Eugene Peterson
and an afterword by Bono.
In 2016, David Taylor released a film of Eugene Peterson and U2's Bono discussing
how the Psalms had shaped their work, helping them make sense of life, art,
metaphor, violence, suffering, and mortality. With more than one million views on
YouTube, the film is a sensation and has helped people encounter God as he is
presented in the Psalms: a God of justice, grace, goodness, healing, power and
refuge. Open and Unafraid goes even further, showing us how the Psalms become a
guide to living faithfully.
Thomas Nelson
9781400210473
Ship Date: 2/12/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012020
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

The Psalms have been central to God's people for millennia, across all walks of life
and cultural contexts. In reading them, we discover that we are never alone in our
joys, sorrows, angers, doubts, praises, or thanksgivings. In them, we learn ab...

Contributor Bio
W. David O. Taylor is assistant professor of theology and culture at Fuller Theological
Seminary and the director of Brehm Texas, an initiative in worship, theology, and the
arts.

5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400210497 - $10.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400210503 - $24.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780802874481 Backlist

Comp Titles
The Songs of Jesus Keller, Timothy
Answering God

Viking

11/10/2015

Peterson, Eugene H. HarperOne 4/26/1991

9780525955146
$25.95 CAD Hardcover Religion
0525955143
9780060665128
$21.00 CAD Paperback Religion
0060665122
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THOMAS NELSON

100 Favorite Bible Prayers
Thomas Nelson Gift Books

Summary
Following the success of 100 Favorite Bible Verses, this second book in the
series, 100 Favorite Bible Prayers, includes the most-loved prayers of the Old
and New Testaments, providing readers encouragement and guidance as they
embrace the gift of prayer.
Readers will discover the life-changing power of conversation with God as they
immerse themselves in the richest prayers of the Old and New Testaments. From
Hannah's prayers for a child to Jesus' prayer in Gethsemane, the prayers of Scripture
are a reminder of God's longing for His children to draw near to Him.

Thomas Nelson
9781400217571
Ship Date: 3/25/2020
$19.99 Can.
Hardcover
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012080
Series: 100 Favorite
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

With prayers for healing, peace, and strength for today, each entry in this beautiful
gift book is paired with a brief devotion to help readers understand the scripture
context and learn how to apply the prayers in their own lives. Four-color botanicalthemed illustrations and lovely typography line every page, making this a beautiful
book to open at the start of each day or during quiet time with the Lord each
evening.
Celebrating the impact of powerful prayers that work, 100 Favorite Bible Prayers is a
gorgeous gift for birthdays, for holidays, or for a friend wanting to grow deeper in his
or her relationship with God. It's a thoughtful gift for adult baptisms, for those new to
...

4.9 in | 7.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400217595 - $6.99
Ebook

Comp Titles
Thomas
Nelson

100 Favorite Bible Verses
100 Bible Verses Everyone
Should Know by Heart
100 Days of Thanks

Morgan,
Robert J.

9780718096953 $18.50
0718096959
CAD

Hardcover

Religion

B&H Books 10/1/2010

9780805446821
0805446826

Trade
Paperback

Religion

Thomas
Nelson

9781400311132 $15.99
1400311136
CAD

Hardcover

Religion

7/12/2017

7/24/2018
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THOMAS NELSON

Grace for the Moment Family Devotional
100 Devotions for Families to Enjoy God’s Grace
Max Lucado

Summary
Written in bestselling author Max Lucado's warm, genuine style, the
side-by-side devotions in Grace for the Moment Family Devotional cover the
same topic each day for parent and child, making this beautiful gift book the
ideal family devotional.

Thomas Nelson
9781400211883
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$19.99 Can.
Hardcover
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012020
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
5.5 in | 7.5 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400211890 - $15.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780718089771 - $31.00
Backlist
9781400320349 - $21.00
Backlist
9780849956249 - $19.99
Backlist

This special edition of Max Lucado's bestselling Grace for the Moment is perfect for
families to enjoy together. Each of the 100 devotions offers an adult devotion from
Grace for the Moment and a children's devotion from Grace for the Moment for Kids.
With the devotions side by side, parents and children can read each devotion and
then talk and pray together about that day's theme. Devotions include Scripture for
reading aloud and enriching questions designed to take families deeper in their faith
together.
This new family devotional comes in response to countless reader requests for a tool
that equips a family to enjoy Grace for the Moment together. With its inviting cover
and appealing interior, Grace for the Moment Family Devotional is a great gift for
Mother's Day, Father's Day, birthdays, Grandparents' Day, adoption celebrations, and
child baptisms. Readers will appreciate Lucado's trademark gentle, encouraging voice.
Whether a family has shared devotions for years or hopes to jump-...

Contributor Bio
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami,
Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as
teaching minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America's bestselling
inspirational author with more than 130 million books in print.
Follow his website at MaxLucado.com
Facebook.com/MaxLucado
Instagram.com/MaxLucado
Twitter.com/MaxLu...

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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THOMAS NELSON

The Joy of My Heart
Meditating Daily on God's Word
Anne Graham Lotz

Summary
A beautiful edition of Anne Graham Lotz's beloved 365-day devotional, The Joy
of My Heart offers readers an opportunity to meditate on God's Word every
day.
Known for her remarkable gifts in bringing scriptural truth into everyday life, Anne
Graham Lotz offers insightful meditations on Scripture in this engaging collection of
daily devotions.

Thomas Nelson
9781400218264
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$21.99 Can.
Hardcover
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Christian Life
REL012020
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
5.5 in | 7.5 in
Related Products
Previous Titles
9780310451891 - $28.50
Backlist
9780310091936 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310327844 - $19.99
Backlist

This latest edition of the 365-day devotional features a larger trim, larger print, and a
fresh design, breathing new life into a title that has been loved and appreciated for
over 15 years. Each dated devotional in The Joy of My Heart includes a Scripture
verse and reflections from Lotz on topics such as eternity, grief, and faith.
With a gift presentation page and a ribbon marker, The Joy of My Heart is a beautiful
gift for anyone looking for a concise collection of daily devotions. Anne Graham Lotz's
millions of fans will enjoy this newest release, as will women and men looking for a
way to add variety and consistency to their daily devotional time. The author's depth
of thought makes this a welcomed gift for pastors and church leaders, while her
accessible tone makes The Joy of My Heart appropriate ...

Contributor Bio
Called "the best preacher in the family" by her late father, Billy Graham, Anne
Graham Lotz speaks around the globe with the wisdom and authority of years spent
studying God's Word. The New York Times named Anne one of the five most
influential evangelists of her generation. Her Just Give Me Jesus revivals have been
held in more than 30 cities in 12 different countries to hundreds of thousands of ...

Comp Titles
Hope for Each Day Large Graham,
Deluxe
Billy

Thomas
Nelson

11/28/2017

9780718075125 $31.00
0718075129
CAD

Leather with
ribbon marker(s)

Religion

David Jeremiah Morning
and Evening Devotions

Jeremiah,
David

Thomas
Nelson

5/30/2017

9780718092610 $31.00
0718092619
CAD

Hardcover

Religion

Grace for the Moment
Large Deluxe

Lucado,
Max

Thomas
Nelson

12/20/2016

9780718089771 $31.00
0718089774
CAD

Paperback

Religion
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THOMAS NELSON

She Made Herself a Home
A Practical Guide to Design, Organize, and Give Purpose to Your Space
Rachel Van Kluyve

Summary
Popular blogger Rachel Van Kluyve of Crate & Cottage, along with a community
of other successful home décor bloggers, offers up practical design tips in this
beautiful full-color lifestyle book for those who want to create lovely, budgetfriendly, intentional spaces for themselves and their families...
Readers of She Made Herself a Home will discover how to create a home that's
inviting, beautiful, functional, and uniquely personal--all while staying on budget!
Whether decorating a first home, planning for renovations, or simply looking for an
affordable refresh, people of all ages who care about their family's personal spaces
will find that this is the home décor planner that makes home designing an exciting,
unintimidating prospect.

Thomas Nelson
9781400214686
Ship Date: 2/12/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
House & Home / Decorating
HOM003000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside
8 in | 9 in
Related Products

With ideas adaptable to any décor style, Rachel walks her readers through each space
in a home, listing a room's must-haves, providing easy steps to determine a layout
that works best for each individual's home, and teaching that design begins with
determining the unique purpose of each space. Rachel also provides the best tips for
choosing the right item for your space, finding great deals, and keeping it all
organized.

Ebooks

In addition to beautiful photography of Rachel's home, She Made Herself a Home also
features favorite photos and ideas from many other p...

9781400214730 - $24.99
Ebook

Contributor Bio
Rachel Van Kluyve is a blogger and designer with a deep love of repurposing and
decorating on a budget. Her blog, Crate & Cottage, features a gallery of her personal
farmhouse renovation projects and fun seasonal DIY décor tutorials. She and her
husband own a real estate company in the Nashville area and flip homes together.
She has been featured in Better Homes & Gardens and has partnered with Wa...

Comp Titles
The Nesting
Place

Smith,
Myquillyn

Zondervan

4/29/2014

9780310337904 $31.00
0310337909
CAD

Hardcover

House &
Home

Elements of
Style

Gates, Erin

Simon &
Schuster

10/7/2014

9781476744872 $42.00
1476744874
CAD

Hardcover

House &
Home

Decorate

Becker, Holly

Chronicle Books

4/20/2011

9780811877893
0811877892

Hardcover

House &
Home
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THOMAS NELSON

Aunt Bee's Mayberry Cookbook
Recipes and Memories from America’s Friendliest Town (60th Anniversary
edition)
Ken Beck, Jim Clark
Markup Tags:
:
New Content, Updated Edition

Summary
Celebrate the 60th Anniversary of "The Andy Griffith Show" with an expanded
and newly formatted edition of Aunt Bee's Mayberry Cookbook.
Aunt Bee and her friends have stirred up a cookbook that brings home all the flavor
of "The Andy Griffith Show's" Mayberry.

Thomas Nelson
9780785231103
Ship Date: 1/29/2020
$21.99 Can.
Hardcover
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking / Individual Chefs &
Restaurants
CKB115000
Format Description: Hardcover

From good old-fashioned, down-home cooking to some of Mayberry's more unusual
meals, you'll discover favorite Mayberry-style dishes for all occasions, inspired by Aunt
Bee's unsurpassed talents in the kitchen and her special love for her family and
friends.
Aunt Bee's Mayberry Cookbook is also chock-full of wonderful, rare photographs from
"The Andy Griffith Show" and offers entertaining glimpses into "the friendly town."
Many of the recipes were favorites from members of the show's cast and crew.

7 in | 9 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9780785231110 - $11.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9781558534025 - $20.99
Backlist
9781558530980 - $21.00
Backlist
9781558537378 - $24.99
Backlist

Comp Titles
Outlander Kitchen

CarleSanders,
Theresa

Delacorte
Press

6/14/2016

9781101967577 $47.00
1101967579
CAD

Hardcover Cooking

A Feast of Ice and Fire: The
Official Game of Thrones
Companion Cookbook

MonroeCassel,
Chelsea

Bantam

5/29/2012

9780345534491 $38.00
0345534492
CAD

Hardcover Cooking
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THOMAS NELSON

The Total Money Makeover Journal
A Guide for Financial Fitness
Dave Ramsey

Summary
When Dave Ramsey was experiencing his own "total money makeover," he
found that journaling was very helpful and effective in allowing him to see the
big picture.
Dave says, "Take this journal and record everything happening that seems like a big
deal. Record the relationship issues, the debt, the emotions, the setbacks, the
victories, and anything else that seems important at the time."
"The immediate benefits of writing everything down are twofold. First, writing helps
you process the problems and victories. The second immediate benefit of journaling is
that you can reread your entry just days - even months - later and gain vital
perspective on your progress."
Now in a bullet journal format with prompts for recording victories and setbacks, The
Total Money Makeover Journal will motivate those in The Total Money Makeover
journey to find value in every day. "Write it down. You will be glad you did."

Thomas Nelson
9781404110076
Ship Date: 11/13/2019
$24.99 Can.
Hardcover

Contributor Bio

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics / Personal
Finance
BUS050010
Format Description: Hardcover,
Half-Jacket

Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on money and business. His five New York
Times bestselling books-Financial Peace, More Than Enough, The Total Money
Makeover, EntreLeadership, and Smart Money Smart Kids-have sold more than 7
million copies combined. The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than 8 million
listeners each week on more than 500 radio stations and iHeartRadio.

5.5 in | 8.5 in
Related Products
Previous Titles
9781400206506 - $24.99
Backlist
9781595555274 - $33.50
Backlist
9781404104617 - $18.50
Backlist

Comp Titles
The Contentment
Journal

Cruze,
Rachel

Ramsey
Press

4/2/2019

9781942121107 $26.95
1942121105
CAD

Hardcover Self-Help

The 5 Second
Journal

Robbins,
Mel

Post Hill
Press

12/19/2017

9781682617229 $39.99
168261722X
CAD

Hardcover
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Business &
Economics

THOMAS NELSON

The Multiplication Effect
Building a Leadership Pipeline that Solves Your Leadership Shortage
Mac Lake
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
Most pastors say that the need to identify and develop leaders is critical to the
health and growth of their church. Yet, most churches do not have an
intentional plan for doing this. In this book, Mac Lake reveals a practical
strategy for addressing this problem.
How do you develop leaders in a church setting-good leaders, qualified leaders,
leaders who are committed, who possess the DNA of the church, and leaders who
produce results? The majority of churches have tried everything, but is what they are
doing working? Unfortunately, in most cases, no. The Multiplication Effect is a proven,
tested program, designed using unique training modules to help identify potential
leaders, equip and disciple them at every level of their leadership journey, and
empower them to multiply themselves by developing other leaders. Churches who use
this plan will become "cultures" of leader development built into the structure and
mission statement of the church and thus solve their leadership shortage.

Thomas Nelson
9781400216260
Ship Date: 1/8/2020
$23.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion / Leadership
REL071000
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Contributor Bio
Mac has a passion for developing leaders especially in the area of church planting. He
is a graduate of Moody Bible Institute (1984) and Dallas Theological Seminary (1990).
In 1997, he planted Carolina Forest Community Church (Myrtle Beach, SC). In 2004,
he began serving as Leadership Development Pastor at Seacoast Church (Charleston,
SC) where he served for over six years. In 2011 Mac worked w...

Comp Titles
Church Unique

Mancini, Will

Jossey-Bass

3/21/2008

9780787996833
0787996831

$29.99 CAD Hardcover Religion

Leadership Pain

Chand, Samuel

Thomas Nelson

4/7/2015

9780718031596
0718031598

$31.00 CAD Hardcover Religion
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THOMAS NELSON

Intentional Churches
How Implementing an Operating System Clarifies Vision, Improves DecisionMaking, and Stimulates Growth
Doug Parks, Bart Rendel

Summary
In spite of many church leaders and Christian researchers doubt about the
local church's relevancy and ability to grow, there are many churches growing
and making disciples. They are implementing a revolutionary new Intentional
Growth Planning™ operating system.

Thomas Nelson
9781400217182
Ship Date: 2/26/2020
$23.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion / Leadership
REL071000
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.5 in
Related Products

Pastors and church leaders are frequently frustrated and overworked, not knowing
how to create systems and structures to support church growth and the making of
more and better disciples. Just as laptops and smart phones have an operating
system, the church needs a biblically-based operating system which its various
programs and activities can effectively plug in to. In Intentional Churches, church
growth leaders Doug Parks and Bart Rendel unveil a proven and practical operational
system that will help leaders clarify their unique vision, filter trends and new idea
through their mission, improve implementation abilities, and maintain unity and
alignment to what matters most. It is a repeatable and transferable process any
church...

Contributor Bio
Doug Parks is co-founder and CEO of Intentional Churches. Previously he served for
seventeen years as the Executive Pastor at Canyon Ridge Christin Church in Las
Vegas, NV. He lives in Las Vegas with his wife Jennifer and two children.
Bart Rendel is co-founder and president of Intentional Churches. Is was an executive
leader at Crossroads Christian Church in Lexington, Kentucky and Central Chris...

Ebooks
9781400217199 - $18.99
Ebook

Comp Titles
Church Unique Mancini, Will Jossey-Bass 3/21/2008

9780787996833 $29.99
0787996831
CAD

Hardcover
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Hardcover with dust
jacket
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Zondervan
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THOMAS NELSON

Confident Leader!
How to Overcome Self-doubt, Influence Others, and Make Your Leadership
Dreams Come True
Dan Reiland

Summary
In the face of a rapidly changing culture, consistent leadership confidence is
not easy to possess or practice. New practical disciplines are needed that if
embraced and followed produce far more genuine confidence that matures
with experience and results in greater success.

Thomas Nelson
9781400217205
Ship Date: 3/25/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Leadership
REL071000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

All leaders struggle with confidence at some level. However, they can't avoid the need
to become more confident if they are to live up to their leadership potential. In
Confident Leader! pastor, author, and leadership expert Dan Reiland shares proven
strategies that lead to a transformational process in a person's ability to become a
more confident leader. It begins with heart level decisions, moves to character
devilment, and concludes with practical leadership disciplines. Together these
essentials present a step-by-step plan to greater confidence, increased influence, less
uncertainty, and more significant accomplishments.

Contributor Bio
Dan Reiland has been a pastor and leader for 39 years. He served along side John
Maxwell for 20 years as VP of Leadership and Church development for Injoy
Ministries. He is the author of three books including leadership titles Shoulder to
Shoulder and Amplified Leadership. He blogs regularly and has a select base of 15.2k
twitter followers who are predominantly church leaders. His semi-monthly...

6 in | 9 in
Related Products
Ebooks
9781400217236 - $24.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9781616384722 - $16.49
Backlist

Comp Titles
Deep and Wide

Stanley,
Andy

Be the Leader You Were Eims,
Meant to Be
LeRoy

Zondervan

9/18/2012

9780310494843 $31.00
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CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Religion

David C
Cook
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9781434702661
1434702669

Trade Paperback

Religion
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ZONDERVAN

How to Be Present in an Absent World
A Leader's Guide to Showing Up, Paying Attention, and Becoming Fully Human
Daniel Montgomery, Eboni Webb, Kenny Silva

Summary
For the millions of overbooked, over worked, and burnt out people in the world
today, How to Be Present in an Absent World empowers readers through a
series of five questions that will help them take ownership of their lives in
every area of influence.
Decreased passive or "stuck" behavior. Increased emotional regulation. Improved
connection to here-and-now experiences. Higher levels of life satisfaction.
These are just a few of the ways Daniel Montgomery helps improve reader's lives by
guiding them through a series of five questions that uncover the five realities of life
and leadership: Time, Place, Body, Social System, and Story.
Zondervan
9780310100966
Ship Date: 1/29/2020
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Religion / Christian Church
REL108030
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed
5.5 in | 8.4 in

"When we better understand ourselves," says Montgomery, "we are able to untangle
the knotted strands of human personality and move from reflection to a clear call to
action."
Through their exploration of the five realities of life and leadership, Montgomery and
his coauthors, Eboni Webb and Kenny Silva, equip readers with the kind of
self-understanding that allows them to overcome obstacles--whether in their
churches, in their jobs, or in their families--that were previously discouraging and
seemingly insurmountable.
Ultimately, this revolutionary book will help leaders in every area of influence
understand a...

Contributor Bio
Daniel Montgomery is founding pastor of Sojourn Community Church, a multi-site
congregation with three campuses in Louisville, Kentucky and one in New Albany,
Indiana. Sojourn began in 2000 with about sixty people and has grown into a
community of nearly four thousand. Daniel now serves Sojourn as pastor of teaching,
leadership, and church planting. He has served on a leadership task force for the...

Comp Titles
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Random
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6/30/2015
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ZONDERVAN

Epic: An Around-the-World Journey through Christian
History
Tim Challies
Markup Tags:
Canadian author

:

Summary
Based on one of Time Challies' most popular blog series, this informative book
introduces readers to the history of Christianity as the author travels the world
visiting 33 objects that uniquely represent the spread of the Christian church
and its continued impact on the world today.

Zondervan
9780310329046
Ship Date: 3/4/2020
$24.99 Can.
Paperback
160 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Religion / Christianity
REL015000
Format Description: Softcover
7.4 in | 9.1 in

Also available:
9780310598527
Epic:
An Around-the-World
Journey through Christian
History DVD
Challies, Tim VI
49.99

History doesn't have to be boring and stuffy. And the history of Christianity is not. It
is filled with interesting people and events. Though many of these events happened
long ago and the people we remember are long dead, there are objects that remain-objects that whisper a story to us, if we are willing to listen.
Join author and pastor Tim Challies as he embarks on a three-year journey spanning
multiple continents and some of the most unusual places in the world. Challies
introduces you to thirty-three carefully selected objects that helps us understand the
long and complicated history of Christianity in a unique and creative way.
Beginning with Jesus and the early church, Challies looks at the importance of a
graffiti on an ancient jail cell, the creedal significance of a carving on a museum
statue, and the enduring importance of ancient manuscripts and books. From pulpits
and paintings, posters and pieces of machinery, this book is a helpful introduction to
the story of Christianit...

Contributor Bio
A pastor, noted speaker, and author of numerous articles, Tim Challies is a pioneer in
the Christian blogosphere. More than thirty thousand people visit Challies.com each
day, making it one of the most widely read and recognized Christian blogs in the
world. Tim is the author of several books, including Visual Theology and The Next
Story. He and his family reside near Toronto, Ontario.

Comp Titles
A Visual Theology Guide to the
Bible

Challies,
Tim

Zondervan 3/26/2019
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CAD

Paperback Religion
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CAD
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ZONDERVAN

Recovering from Biblical Manhood and Womanhood
How the Church Needs to Rediscover Her Purpose
Aimee Byrd

Summary
A resource to lead the way to change in the biblical manhood and womanhood
movement, helping church leaders improve the culture of their church and
disciple men and women as active and equal participants in and witnesses to
the faith.
Do men and women benefit equally from God's word? Are we equally responsible for
sharpening one another in the faith and passing it down to the next generation?
Author, podcaster, and blogger Aimee Byrd answers both questions with an emphatic
Yes! In this book she helps to correct the troubling "biblical manhood and
womanhood" trend in the church today, a trend that seeks to define the "proper"
relationship between men and women in the home, in the church, and in society.
Zondervan
9780310108719
Ship Date: 4/8/2020
$21.99 Can.
Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Religion / Christian Ministry
REL109000
Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Other Formats
025986109981 Other_Format

Contrary to individualistic Biblicist interpretive methods in many churches, Aimee
affirms that we do not read God's Word alone, we read it within our interpretive
covenant communities, our churches. By exploring the feminine voices in Scripture,
Aimee fortifies churches in a truly biblical understanding of brotherhood and
sisterhood in God's household and the necessity of learning from one another in
studying God's word.
First and foremost, says Byrd, the church is the school of Christ, commissioned to
discipleship, and...

Contributor Bio
Aimee Byrd is author, speaker, blogger, podcaster, and former coffee shop owner.
Aimee is author of several books, including Housewife Theologian (P&R, 2013),
Theological Fitness (P&R, 2015), No Little Women (P&R, 2016), and Why Can't We Be
Friends? (P&R, 2018). Her articles have appeared in First Things, Table Talk, Modern
Reformation, By Faith, New Horizons, Ordained Servant, Harvest USA, and Cr...

Comp Titles
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Byrd, Aimee P & R Publishing Co (Presbyterian & Reformed)
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ZONDERVAN

How to Make Big Decisions Wisely
A Biblical and Scientific Guide to Healthier Habits, Less Stress, A Better Career,
and Much More
Alan Ehler

Summary
From facing a big decision to trying to recover from a bad one to seeking to
make better decisions in the future, author Alan Ehler's practical, biblically
based model provides guidance for making life-shaping choices.
In How to Make Big Decisions Wisely, author Alan Ehler lays out a clear approach to
making decisions based on the Bible and recent discoveries in neuroscience and
decision science. His simple, four-step process can be followed to make any kind of
decision, whether personal, professional, or relational.
"Making big decisions can rewrite lives, careers, families, churches, and businesses,"
Ehler writes. "A lot is at stake. Learn how to choose well."

Zondervan
9780310106500
Ship Date: 1/29/2020
$23.99 Can.
Paperback
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Religion / Christian Life
REL012070
Format Description: Softcover

Alongside the accompanying video study (sold separately), How to Make Big Decisions
Wisely is a valuable resource for all those trying to make godly, wise, biblically
informed decisions for their lives.

Contributor Bio
Alan Ehler (DMin, George Fox Evangelical Seminary) is a professor and dean of
Barnett College of Ministry and Theology at Southeastern University. A former pastor
and ordained minister with the Assemblies of God, he is a lifelong student of the
science of decision-making.

5.3 in | 8 in
Related Products
Other Formats
025986107345 Other_Format
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Business &
Economics

ZONDERVAN

Bridging Theory and Practice in Children's Spirituality
New Directions for Education, Ministry, and Discipleship
Mimi L. Larson, Robert J. Keeley, Zondervan

Summary
Bringing some of the most respected voices in the field together in one volume,
Bridging Theory and Practice in Children's Spirituality explores the different
contexts, methods, and situations that influence and foster a child's
spirituality and faith development.
Through a blend of theoretical understanding from a Christ-centered perspective, held
in tension with practical application, Bridging Theory and Practice in Children's
Spirituality equips those who are in, or being prepared for, the varied contexts where
children are spiritually formed.

Zondervan
9780310104919
Ship Date: 3/25/2020
$28.50 Can.
Paperback
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Religion / Christian Ministry
REL109020
Format Description: Softcover
6 in | 9 in

With short, accessibly written chapters, this book helps pastors, church leaders,
professors, students, and parents concerned with the faith development of their
children stay up to date with current trends, but also offers specific suggestions for
moving forward.
Contributors to Bridging Theory and Practice in Children's Spirituality include:
Dr. Scottie May (Wheaton College)
Dr. Kevin Lawson (Biola University)
Dr. Erik Carter (Vanderbilt University)
John Roberto (Vibrant Faith)
Dr. Dana Kennamer Pemberton (Abilene Christian University)
Dr. Shirley Morganthaler (Concordia University - Chicago)
Dr. Holly Catterton Allen (Lipscomb University)
Dr. Robert Keeley (Calvin College and Calvin Seminary)
Dr. Mimi Larson (W...

Contributor Bio
Mimi Larson (PhD, Concordia University - Chicago) is visiting assistant professor of
Christian formation and ministry at Wheaton College and children's ministry catalyzer
for faith formation ministries in the Christian Reformed Church in North America. As a
scholar-practitioner, Mimi served in practical ministry for over 25 years and has
participated in curriculum development for major publishing ...
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The Quran with Christian Commentary
A Guide to Understanding the Scripture of Islam
Gordon D. Nickel

Summary
This one-of-a-kind resource--which includes the full text of the Quran
alongside notes and articles that explain its contents and analyze its important
themes--helps Christian readers more clearly understand the Quran so they
can participate meaningfully in discussion and dialog with Muslims.
The Quran with Christian Commentary offers a unique introduction to the primary
religious text of Islam. Alongside an easy-to-read modern English translation of the
Quran, author Gordon D. Nickel provides in-text notes to explain the meaning of
various surahs (chapters) and verses, their interpretive history and significance in
Muslim thought, and similarities and differences when compared to biblical passages.
Additional articles on important topics are written by an international team of today's
leading experts, including:

Zondervan Academic
9780310534723
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$74.99 Can.
Hardcover

Mark Anderson, Allah in the Quran
J. Scott Bridger, Early Christian Interpretation of the Quran
George Bristow, Abraham
Daniel A. Brubaker, The Place of Scales in the Quranic Reckoning
David Cook, Jihad
Linda Darwish, Women in the Quran
Mateen Elass, Apocryphal Details in the Quran
Jon Hoover, Creation
Ayman S. Ibrahim, Fighting and Killing
Matthew Kuiper, Da'wa, or Calling, in Islam
Peter Riddell, Salvation
David Marshall, Divine Punishment of Unbelievers

763 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Religion / Islam
REL041000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed
6 in | 9 in

Factual, respectful of...

Contributor Bio
Gordon Nickel (PhD, University of Calgary) is director of the Centre for Islamic Studies
at South Asia Institute of Advanced Christian Studies in Bangalore, India. A former
instructor at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and the University of British Columbia,
he has written several books including A Gentle Answer to the Muslim Accusation of
Biblical Falsification.
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Four Portraits, One Jesus, 2nd Edition
A Survey of Jesus and the Gospels
Mark L. Strauss

Summary
A highly anticipated, updated edition of today's most widely used textbook on
Jesus and the Gospels, brought to you by one of today's top historical Jesus
scholars.
This second edition of Four Portraits, One Jesus has been updated throughout to meet
the needs of today's students. It is a thorough yet accessible introduction to the four
biblical Gospels and their subject, the life and person of Jesus. Like different artists
rendering the same subject using different styles and points of view, the Gospels
paint four highly distinctive portraits of the same remarkable Jesus.
Zondervan Academic
9780310528678
Ship Date: 2/26/2020
$74.99 Can.
Hardcover

With clarity and insight, New Testament professor Mark Strauss illuminates these four
books, addressing the following important areas and more:

608 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Religion / Biblical Studies
REL006710
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed
7.4 in | 9.1 in
Related Products
Previous Titles
9780310226970 - $74.99
Backlist

The nature, origin, and methods for study, as well as historical, religious, and
cultural backgrounds of the Gospels.
A closer study of each narrative and its contribution to our understanding of
Jesus, investigating things such as plot, characters, and theme.
A detailed examination of what the Gospels teach about Jesus' ministry,
message, death, and resurrection, with excursions into the quest for the
historical Jesus and the historical reli...

Contributor Bio
Mark Strauss (PhD, Aberdeen) is professor of New Testament at Bethel Seminary in
San Diego. He has written The Davidic Messiah in Luke-Acts; Distorting Scripture?:
The Challenge of Bible Translation and Gender Accuracy; Luke in the Zondervan
Illustrated Bible Background Commentary series; and Mark in the Zondervan
Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament.
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ZONDERVAN ACADEMIC

Quality Research Papers
For Students of Religion and Theology
Nancy Jean Vyhmeister, Terry Dwain Robertson

Summary
The fourth edition of a time-tested resource taking students through all phases
of writing a research paper in the fields of religion and theology; includes an
abundance of new material.
This updated 4th edition of Quality Research Papers--now a standard reference
textbook--includes information on Turabian 9th edition, SBL Handbook 2nd edition,
new resource lists, and additional help with online resources and formatting issues.
Quality Research Papers offers students today, especially in distant learning
situations, support for determining which resources can be used and which should be
rejected. Most importantly, this new edition is revised from the perspective of
information abundance rather than information scarcity. Today's research mindset has
shifted from "find anything" and "be satisfied with anything" to "choose intentionally
reliable and credible sources." Quality Research Papers will guide students through an
overabundance of online and library resources and help them craft excellent essays.

Zondervan Academic
9780310106661
Ship Date: 4/22/2020
$31.00 Can.
Paperback
304 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Language Arts & Disciplines /
Composition & Creative Writing
LAN005010
Format Description: Softcover
6 in | 9 in
Related Products
Ebooks

In addition to all of this substantial new information, this fourth edition preserves all
of the features of the original editions, culminating in a complete and trusted re...

Contributor Bio
Nancy Vyhmeister (EdD, Andrews University) has fifty years of experience in teaching
future pastors and professors not only in the United States but throughout the world.
She continues to have a global ministry in her retirement years. She has authored
several books, both in Spanish and English, including a Greek grammar book for
Spanish-speaking students. She was editor of Women in Ministry: Bibl...

9780310106685 - $13.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780310514022 - $31.00
Backlist
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ZONDERVAN ACADEMIC

Advances in the Study of Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic
New Insights for Reading the Old Testament
Benjamin J. Noonan, Hélène Dallaire

Summary
This one-of-a-kind resource introduces students, pastors, professors, and
commentators to the important advances in the current world of Biblical
Hebrew scholarship.
A must have for anyone who takes the study of biblical Hebrew seriously, Advances in
the Study of Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic by Benjamin J. Noonan is an introduction to
issues of interest in the current world of Biblical Hebrew scholarship.
Comprehension of Semitic languages and the field of linguistics directly affects the
way students, pastors, professors, and commentators read the Hebrew Bible and is
therefore invaluable for those interested in the Old Testament. This book fills a gap in
the field of Biblical Hebrew linguistics and provides an accessible, comprehensive,
up-to-date, and linguistically-informed investigation of the language.

Zondervan Academic
9780310596011
Ship Date: 1/22/2020
$43.50 Can.
Paperback

Topics addressed include:

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Religion / Biblical Reference
REL006410
Format Description: Softcover
6 in | 9 in

Linguistic theories
Lexical semantics and lexicography
Verbal stems
Tense, mood, and aspect in the verbal system
Register, dialect, and code-switching
Dating of Biblical Hebrew texts
Discourse analysis
Teaching and learning Biblical Hebrew

Contributor Bio
Benjamin J. Noonan received his PhD from Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of
Religion. He is associate professor of Old Testament and Hebrew at Columbia
International University. Noonan is the author of the forthcoming volume, Foreign
Word in the Hebrew Bible Linguistic Evidence for Foreign Contact in Ancient Israel.
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ZONDERVAN ACADEMIC

A Dictionary of English Grammar for Students of
Biblical Languages
Kyle Greenwood

Summary
A short resource of English grammatical terms explained for students of
biblical Greek and Hebrew to help them become more familiar with the
grammatical terminology that is necessary for success in these languages.
This quick reference resource defines nearly 100 grammatical terms and uses them in
a sentence to help students of biblical languages gain a better appreciation and
understanding of the rules, functions, and terminology of English grammar. The terms
are organized alphabetically and defined according to their use in the English
language, and an explanation of how the terms are utilized in Greek and Hebrew are
also included.
Zondervan Academic
9780310098447
Ship Date: 5/6/2020
$21.00 Can.
Paperback
112 Pages
Carton Qty: 108
Religion / Biblical Reference
REL006410
Format Description: Softcover

This succinct and accessible resource will appeal to any beginner student of Biblical
Hebrew or New Testament Greek. Intermediate students of these languages will also
benefit from this quick reference guide for grammatical terminology. And advanced
students can use the Dictionary of English Grammar for Students of Biblical
Languages as a reference in their exegetical courses for class discussion or as
reference work in their exegetical papers. Moreover, instructors will also benefit from
the book as both a refresher in grammatical terms and as an additional resource ...

Contributor Bio
Kyle Greenwood (PhD, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion) is a former
associate professor of Old Testament and Hebrew Language at Colorado Christian
University. He currently teaches as associated faculty with Denver Seminary.
Greenwood wrote Scripture and Cosmology: Reading the Bible Between the Ancient
World and Modern Science and has contributed numerous essays to the field. His se...

5 in | 7.1 in
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Graded Reader of Biblical Hebrew, Second Edition
A Guide to Reading the Hebrew Bible
Miles V. Van Pelt, Gary D. Pratico

Summary
This must-have resource for second-year Hebrew students guides them as
they move beyond the basics and build competency in translating and
exegeting the text of the Old Testament, written by two of today's most
respected scholars in teaching Hebrew.
This updated second edition of the Graded Reader of Biblical Hebrew by Miles V. Van
Pelt and Gary D. Pratico is the ideal next-step resource for the student who has
completed a year of elementary Hebrew or the pastor or scholar whose language
skills need some refreshing.
Zondervan Academic
9780310093350
Ship Date: 2/19/2020
$36.99 Can.
Paperback
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Religion / Biblical Reference
REL006410
Series: Zondervan Language Basics
Series
Format Description: Softcover
8.5 in | 11 in
Related Products
Previous Titles
9780310251576 - $31.00
Backlist

Through these readings, students will be able to review basic Hebrew grammar,
become familiar with issues of intermediate grammar, and gain confidence in handling
the Hebrew text. The readings chosen for inclusion, which are arranged generally in
order of increasing difficulty, span the whole of the Old Testament and represent
some of the most important Old Testament texts from the standpoint of biblical
history, theology, and exegesis. Parsing exercises are included with each reading, and
there is room for readers to write their own English translation.
A vital resource for those wanting to take the next step in learning Biblical Hebrew,
the Graded Reader of Biblical Hebrew guides students as they move beyond the
basics...

Contributor Bio
Miles Van Pelt (PhD, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is the Alan Belcher
Professor of Old Testament and Biblical Languages at Reformed Theological Seminary
in Jackson, Mississippi, where he also serves as Academic Dean. Miles lives in
Madison, Mississippi, with his wife, Laurie, and their four children.
Gary D. Pratico (ThD, Harvard Divinity School) is senior professor of Old Testament
and H...
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ZONDERVAN ACADEMIC

The New Testament in Antiquity, 2nd Edition
A Survey of the New Testament within Its Cultural Contexts
Gary M. Burge, Gene L. Green

Summary
Used in conjunction with the accompanying DVDs and online course, this
updated second edition textbook provides unique avenues for students,
churches, and adult learners to discover and engage with the New Testament
world.

Zondervan Academic
9780310531326
Ship Date: 3/18/2020
$74.99 Can.
Hardcover
512 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Religion / Biblical Studies
REL006630
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed
7.4 in | 9.1 in
Related Products

Other Formats

This completely revised and updated second edition of The New Testament in
Antiquity skillfully develops how first-century Jewish and Greco-Roman cultures
formed the essential environment in which the New Testament authors wrote their
books and letters. Understanding of the land, history, and culture of the ancient world
brings remarkable new insights into how we read the New Testament itself.
Throughout the book, numerous features provide windows into the first-century world.
Nearly 500 full color photos, charts, maps, and drawings have been carefully selected.
Additional features include sidebars that integrate the book's material with issues of
interpretation, discussion questions, and bibliographies.

Contributor Bio
Gary M. Burge (PhD, King's College, Aberdeen University) is visiting professor of New
Testament at Calvin Theological Seminary. Gary has authored a number of books,
including Who Are God's People in the Middle East? What Christians Are Not Being
Told About Israel and the Palestinians; John and Letters of John in the NIV Application
Commentary series; The New Testament in Antiquity (coauthored with...

9780310100478 - $61.99
DVD
Ebooks
9780310531333 - $53.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780310244950 - $74.99
Backlist
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ZONDERVAN ACADEMIC

Revelation
Buist M. Fanning, III, Clinton E. Arnold

Summary
A commentary series that is accessible and useful to pastors and Bible
teachers, allowing readers to quickly grasp the big idea of the passage and
how it fits in its larger context.
Designed for the pastor and Bible teacher, the Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on
the New Testament features today's top New Testament scholars and brings together
commentary features rarely gathered together in one volume. With careful analysis
and interpretation of the Greek text, the author traces the flow of argument in each
New Testament book.
Zondervan Academic
9780310244172
Ship Date: 4/8/2020
$67.99 Can.
Hardcover
624 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Religion / Biblical Commentary
REL006830
Series: Zondervan Exegetical
Commentary on the New
Testament
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed
7.4 in | 9.1 in

For each passage the author addresses the following topics, giving readers the tools
they need to grasp the flow and meaning of the text:
Literary Context: A brief discussion of how the passage functions in the broader
literary context of the book.
Main Idea: A one- or two-sentence statement of the big idea or central thrust of
the passage.
Translation and Graphical Layout: Presents each commentator's translation of
the Greek text in a graphical layout to help the reader visualize and better
understand the flow of thought within the text.
Structure: Describes the flow of thought in the passage and explains how
certain interpretive decisions regar...

Contributor Bio
Buist Fanning (DPhil, University of Oxford) is the department chair and senior
professor of New Testament studies at Dallas Theological Seminary.
Clinton E. Arnold (PhD, University of Aberdeen) is Dean and Professor of New
Testament at Talbot School of Theology in LaMirada, California.
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Joel
A Discourse Analysis of the Hebrew Bible
Joel Barker, Daniel I. Block

Summary
A commentary series that is accessible and useful to pastors--not too
scholarly, long, or difficult to read--quickly allowing pastors to grasp the big
idea of the passage and how it fits in its larger context.
Designed for the pastor and Bible teacher, the Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on
the Old Testament brings together commentary features rarely gathered together in
one volume. With careful discourse analysis and interpretation of the Hebrew text, the
authors trace the flow of argument in each Old Testament book, showing that how a
biblical author says something is just as important as what they say.
Zondervan Academic
9780310942382
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
Ship Date: 5/3/2017
$46.99 Can.
Hardcover
208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion / Biblical Commentary
REL006780
Series: Zondervan Exegetical
Commentary on the Old Testament
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed

Each volume offers a set of distinctive features, including: the main idea of the
passage, its literary context, the author's original translation and exegetical outline
with Hebrew layout, its structure and literary form, an explanation of the text, and its
canonical and practical significance.

Contributor Bio
Daniel I. Block (D.Phil, University of Liverpool) is Gunther H. Knoedler Professor of
Old Testament, Wheaton College.
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2 Corinthians
Judith A. Diehl, Scot McKnight

Summary
A new commentary for today's world, The Story of God Bible Commentary
explains and illuminates each passage of Scripture in light of the Bible's grand
story, offering a clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts, guiding
everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the Bible ...
A new commentary for today's world, The Story of God Bible Commentary explains
and illuminates each passage of Scripture in light of the Bible's grand story. The first
commentary series to do so, SGBC offers a clear and compelling exposition of biblical
texts, guiding readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the Bible in their own
contexts. Its story-centric approach is idea for pastors, students, Sunday school
teachers, and all who want to understand the Bible in today's world.

Zondervan Academic
9780310327219
Ship Date: 4/8/2020
$49.99 Can.
Hardcover
464 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Religion / Biblical Commentary
REL006810
Series: The Story of God Bible
Commentary
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed
6 in | 9 in

SGBC is organized into three easy-to-use sections, designed to help readers live out
God's story: Listen to the Story; Explain the Story; and Live the Story.
Praise for SGBC:
"The easy-to-use format and practical guidance brings God's grand story to
modern-day life so anyone can understand how it applies today." -- Andy Stanley
"Opens up the biblical story in ways that move us to act." -- Darrell L. Bock
"It makes the text sing and helps us hear the story afresh." -- John Ortberg
"This commentary breaks n...

Contributor Bio
Judith A. Diehl (PhD, University of Edinburgh) teaches New Testament and
hermeneutics at Denver Seminary.
Scot McKnight (PhD, Nottingham) is the Julius R. Mantey Professor of New Testament
at Northern Seminary in Lisle, Illinois. He is the author of more than fifty books,
including the award-winning The Jesus Creed as well as The King Jesus Gospel, A
Fellowship of Differents, One.Life, The Blue Par...
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Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs
George Athas, Tremper Longman III

Summary
The Story of God Bible Commentary offers a clear and compelling exposition of
biblical texts, guiding everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live
out the Bible in their own contexts.
A new commentary for today's world, The Story of God Bible Commentary explains
and illuminates each passage of Scripture in light of the Bible's grand story. Its storycentric approach is ideal for pastors, students, Sunday school teachers, and laypeople
alike.
Three easy-to-use sections designed to help readers live out God's story:

Zondervan Academic
9780310491163
Ship Date: 2/19/2020
$49.99 Can.
Hardcover
416 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Religion / Biblical Commentary
REL006770
Series: The Story of God Bible
Commentary
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed
6 in | 9 in

LISTEN to the Story: Includes complete NIV text with references to other texts
at work in each passage, encouraging the reader to hear it within the Bible's
grand story
EXPLAIN the Story: Explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its
canonical and historical setting
LIVE the Story: Reflects on how each text can be lived today and includes
contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers, teachers, and students
Praise for SGBC:
"Opens up the biblical story in ways that move us to act."--Darrell L. Bock
"It makes the text sing and helps us hear the story afresh."--John Ortberg
"This commentary breaks new ground."--Craig L. Blomberg

Contributor Bio
Tremper Longman III (PhD, Yale University) is a distinguished scholar and Professor
Emeritus of Biblical Studies at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, California. He is on
the advisory council of the BioLogos Foundation, and is the Old Testament editor for
the revised Expositor's Bible Commentary and general editor for the Story of God
Bible Commentary Old Testament, and has authored many articles...
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THOMAS NELSON

The Little Book of Where to Find It in the Bible
Ken Anderson

Summary
Locate specific Bible references to hundreds of subjects with The Little Book of
Where to Find it in the Bible, which is a unique topical concordance that helps
you find biblical passages that apply to traditional and 21st-century topics.
Whether you're a brand-new Christian or a decades-long believer, today's issues may
seem far removed from those in biblical times.
The Little Book of Where to Find It in the Bible is an A to Z reference dictionary with
quick access to scripture-based answers of almost any question you can imagine.
Simple to use, it tackles traditional and 21st century issues without heavy theological
language. This travel-sized book is bursting with information yet compact enough to
fit in your pocket. You will laugh at its one-liners and illustrated jokes as it points you
to God's Word. Companion to the New King James Version, King James Version, New
International Version, and other translations.
Thomas Nelson
9780785233336
Ship Date: 2/12/2020
$7.25 Can.
Paperback
320 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion / Biblical Reference
REL006660
Format Description: Softcover

Contributor Bio
Ken Anderson was a free-lance writer for more than half a century, authoring some
forty books, hundreds of magazine articles and short stories. He was also active in
the production of motion pictures and videos.
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THOMAS NELSON

The Ultimate Collection of Bible Trivia, Puzzles, and
Facts
Thomas Nelson

Summary
Learn more about the Bible with The Ultimate Collection of Bible Trivia,
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